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ABSTRACT 

New hydrogel-based micropressure sensor arrays for use in the fields of chemical 

sensing, physiological monitoring, and medical diagnostics are developed and 

demonstrated. This sensor technology provides reliable, linear, and accurate 

measurements of hydrogel swelling pressures, a function of ambient chemical 

concentrations. For the first time, perforations were implemented into the pressure 

sensors piezoresistive diaphragms, used to simultaneously increase sensor sensitivity and 

permit diffusion of analytes into the hydrogel cavity. 

It was shown through analytical and numerical (finite element) methods that pore 

shape, location, and size can be used to modify the diaphragm mechanics and concentrate 

stress within the piezoresistors, thus improving electrical output (sensitivity). An 

optimized pore pattern was chosen based on these numerical calculations. 

Fabrication was performed using a 14-step semiconductor fabrication process 

implementing a combination of potassium hydroxide (KOH) and deep reactive ion 

etching (DRIE) to create perforations. The sensor arrays (2><2) measure approximately 3 

x 5 mm2 and used to measure full scale pressures of 50, 25, and 5 kPa, respectively. 

These specifications were defined by the various swelling pressures of ionic strength, pH 

and glucose specific hydrogels that were targeted in this work. 

Initial characterization of the sensor arrays was performed using a custom built 

bulge testing apparatus that simultaneously measured deflection (optical profilometry), 



pressure, and electrical output. The new perforated diaphragm sensors were found to be 

fully functional with sensitivities ranging from 23 to 252 jxV! V-kPa with full scale 

output (FSO) ranging from 5 to 80 mV. 

To demonstrate proof of concept, hydrogels sensitive to changes in ionic strength 

were synthesized using hydroxypropyl-methacrylate (HPMA), N,N-dimethylaminoethyl-

methacrylate (DMA) and a tetra-ethyleneglycol-dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) crosslinker. 

This hydrogel quickly and reversibly swells when placed environments of physiological 

buffer solutions (PBS) with ionic strengths ranging from 0.025 to 0.15 M. Chemical 

testing showed sensors with perforated diaphragms have higher sensitivity than those 

with solid diaphragms, and sensitivities ranging from 53.3±6.5 to 271.47±27.53 mV/V-

M, depending on diaphragm size. Additionally, recent experiments show sensors 

utilizing Ultra Violet (UV) polymerized glucose sensitive hydrogels respond reversibly to 

physiologically relevant glucose concentrations from 0 to 20 mM. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

The rapid increase of complex automated systems for chemical process control, 

pharmaceutics, automotive and biomedical applications requires reliable, robust, low cost 

sensors. According to recent market analysis of the microelectromechanical (MEMS) 

and microsystems fields, chemical sensors for medical diagnostics is one of the most 

rapidly growing market sectors [2]. In the United States demand for chemical sensors is 

projected to surpass $5 billion by 2012 from < $1 billion today [3]. Biosensors will 

continue to be the largest and fastest growing segment of chemical sensors. A need exists 

to develop less invasive continuous real time physiological monitoring systems [4]. 

Driving factors to be considered when designing and developing biosensors for use in 

medical diagnostic applications include [5, 6]: 

(a) Reducing the risk, complications, and side effects of taking the measurement 

and/or discomfort of the measurement to the patient. Improve quality of life. 

(b) Increasing speed, frequency, and accuracy of measurements, ideally taking 

them continuously throughout the day. This enables physicians to make better 

diagnoses through the use of comprehensive data sets. 
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(c) Reducing the measurement complexity allowing self-monitoring by patients in 

their normal environment. This will decrease overall patient costs by enabling 

outpatient care. 

(d) Making minimum impact on the patient's lifestyle. 

(e) Decreasing overall cost. 

One example of this segment is the field of metabolic sensors (for pH, PCO2, 

glucose, etc.) required for the monitoring of metabolic disorders, such as obesity and 

diabetes. While the goal of this work was not to directly create a glucose sensor, the 

treatment of diabetes is a prime example of where improved sensor technology would 

make considerable improvements to the quality of life for millions of people worldwide. 

Although the sensors resulting from this work are currently being used to measure 

glucose concentrations in vitro, the primary goal was to develop a sensor platform that 

could be used for the detection of a wider range of analytes. 

It is useful to briefly describe diabetes as a case study and discuss a number of 

current technologies used for glucose measurement, then compare advantages and 

disadvantage of these various technologies to the proposed sensor platform. Diabetes 

describes a category of metabolic diseases described by inadequate control of sugar levels 

(glucose). In people without diabetes, the blood glucose concentration is usually in the 

70 to 120 mg/dL range or approximately 4 to 8 mM. These levels are often much higher 

for diabetics due to the body's inability to process sugars properly which can lead to a 

number of complications including heart disease, high blood pressure, stroke, nerve 

damage, retinopathy, erectile dysfunction, hypo or hyper glycemia, kidney disease, and 

urologic problems. In 2005, in the US, approximately 20.8 million people (7% of the 
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population) had diabetes and roughly, $132 billion dollars was spent on direct and 

indirect costs relating to diabetes . Over 200,000 Americans die each year from this 

chronic disease, making diabetes the sixth leading cause of death in the US. 

As of now, the standard practice for taking glucose measurements for diabetics is 

to perform finger prick tests by lancing a finger to draw out a drop of blood. The blood is 

then applied to a sensor strip which is read by a meter that displays the glucose 

concentration within seconds. In order to properly monitor sugar levels within the body 

glucose level spot checks must be performed multiple times daily which leads to a 

number of dangerous complications. For type 1 diabetics (diagnosed at birth) these spot 

checks are typically obtained by pricking the finger 3-5 times throughout the day. The 

electrochemical reaction (using glucose oxidase) is driven by a voltage applied by the 

meter, and the result is measured by the meter as a current in the electrodes. In another 

type, a chemical reaction creates a particular color in the test strip and the meter employs 

optical methods (reflectance spectroscopy) for measurement. The systems are well 

established because they are inexpensive, small, portable and simple to use. Numerous 

companies currently market home-use glucose monitoring systems, providing low-cost 

disposable sensor strips and reusable meters. 

Although diabetes treatment has historically been based on blood glucose 

measurements, the predominant method for commercial continuous monitoring systems 

is through measurement of glucose levels in interstitial fluid (ISF), the liquid that 

circulates around cells within body tissues. One reason is that interstitial fluid sampling 

presents fewer risks to the patient. Continuous sensors can be implanted in the 

subcutaneous tissue (beneath the skin) instead of inside a vein, reducing the risk of 
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introducing pathogens into the blood stream and of initiating a clotting response [8]. 

Secondly, the blood presents a more hostile environment for sensor devices [5]. Glucose 

has proved to be a difficult analyte to measure in-vivo over a long period of time (>1 

week) [9]. Hence, further advances in sensing technology are imperative before these 

sensors can be used reliably for long-term monitoring of glucose in the body. In brief, it 

is important to discuss the state of the art commercial continuous glucose sensing 

technologies and their drawbacks. 

Wilkins [10] and Fischer [9-11] have provided a detailed review of many glucose 

sensing techniques using infrared spectroscopy, excreted physiological fluid analysis 

(tears, sweat, urine, saliva), microcalorimetry, and optical sensors. Despite the ease of 

use, speed, and low risk of infection involved with infrared spectroscopy, this technique 

is hampered by the low sensitivity, poor selectivity, frequently required calibrations, and 

difficulties with miniaturization. Problems surrounding direct glucose analysis through 

excreted physiological fluids include a weak correlation between excreted fluids and 

actual blood glucose concentrations. Exercise and diet that alter glucose concentrations 

in the fluids also produce inaccurate results. Many of these optical based methods are 

still experimental and too unreliable for commercialization [13, 14]. 

The commercially available GlucoWatch™ (Cygnus, Redwood City, CA, USA) 

uses ion-to-phoresis to measure glucose concentrations. Ions and glucose in the skin are 

drawn to the cathode and anode contained in the GlucoWatch™ while a low-level 

electric current is passed through the skin. Interstitial glucose transported to the surface 

of the skin is measured by an amperometric biosensor and then displayed by the watch . 

This watch has a built-in audible alarm to alert the wearer when glucose levels deviate 
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significantly from the normal blood glucose range [11] and greatly increases the daily 

frequency (>20/day) of blood glucose measurements. A drawback of this method is that 

it does not permit ISF to directly transfer through the skin, but rather an extract of ISF 

with a much lower glucose concentrations. Mild skin irritation has also been reported 

from wearing the GlucoWatch™ [16, 17]. This method also has difficulty taking 

readings depending on the patient's skin type, temperature and perspiration levels. 

Recalibration requires using the finger prick test if the watch faults. 

Medtronic (Minneapolis, MN, USA) launched the Mini-Med Paradigms Real 

Time continuous glucose monitoring system (CGMS) that uses wireless technology to 

transmit calculated blood glucose concentrations from the light-weight transmitter 

attached to a subcutaneously implanted sensor to an external insulin pump. This is one of 

the few FDA (<5) approved implantable glucose sensors available today. The insulin 

pump (Bolus Wizard™) automatically calculates the recommended insulin dosage, based 

on the transmitted glucose measurement levels. This system has the advantage that it can 

reduce the chances of inaccurate insulin dosages that arise from operator errors, thereby 

preventing erroneous blood sugar control. This sensor employs glucose oxidase in an 

enzymatic reaction that continuously consumes glucose and oxygen and produces 

gluconic acid and hydrogen peroxide. An electrode exchanges the charges in a reduction 

reaction created by the increase in hydrogen peroxide creating a current. Even though the 

enzyme is highly specific, species like ascorbic acid can interfere at the measurement 

electrode, and the use of selective membranes is necessary . These glucose-restrictive 

membranes utilize small pores to inhibit glucose diffusion (relative to oxygen) in order to 

alleviate the oxygen deficit problem and have been shown to have a number of 
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performance problems. The membranes can become clogged prevent the glucose from 

reaching the sensing material causing a false or delayed/drifting reading. Therefore a 

need exists for an equilibrium sensor that does not require external oxygen. In addition, 

these sensors can cause tissue irritation and infection due to wires, tubes, and/or electric 

current that must pass through the skin. Another drawback is that currently only the cost 

of the insulin pump component of this system is covered by insurance companies. The 

Medtronic CGMS sensor component retails at approximately $1000 USD, with an 

additional $350 per month required for supplies, none of which are reimbursed [18], 

which is too high for most individuals with diabetes. 

The TheraSense FreeStyle Navigator™ Continuous Glucose Sensor (Abbott 

Laboratories, Alameda, CA) is a subcutaneous electrochemical sensor that has reduced 

oxygen dependency by incorporating an osmium (Os) based mediator molecule into the 

sensor [19-22]. This sensor uses a lower operating potential (+40mV opposed to the 

500mV required by most H202-sensing systems) which reduces oxidation of many 

electro active molecules responsible for interfering glucose readings. In vivo studies 

have demonstrated that sensors experience near negligible sensor drift and maintain 

consistent glucose sensitivity over a 3-day test period. The FreeStyle Navigator was 

approved by US FDA, in March 2008 and is currently being used on the commercial 

market. 

The above mentioned sensors have their particular drawbacks. Therefore we 

propose to develop a sensor platform that can possibly be used to measure equilibrium 

glucose levels without the use of enzymes, IR technology, or external oxygen sources. 
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This sensor platform employs the use of a new type of "stimuli responsive" hydrogels 

containing phenylboronic acid (PBA) that binds reversibly to glucose. 

Table 1.1 compares the drawbacks of the various current glucose sensing 

technologies to the new hydrogel based sensor concept which is detailed throughout this 

dissertation. Hydrogel based implantable glucose sensors have a number of inherent 

advantages and disadvantages when compared to current glucose sensing technologies. 

The proposed sensors have the advantage of taking measurements frequently (seconds), 

do not require the use of external oxygen sources to supplement chemical reactions, do 

not use oxygen restrictive a membrane, have no ascorbic acid interference, and contains 

no enzymes that can deactivate. 

Table 1.1. Tradeoffs of several current glucose sensing technologiess and hydrogel based 
glucose sensors. 

Sensor Type 
Finger 
Prick 

IR Based 
Sensors 

lon-to-
phoresis 

Electrochemical 
Enzyme Based 

Hydrogel 
Based 

Sensors 

Noninvasive no yes yes no no 

Requires glucose-
restrictive membrane 

due to 0 2 deficit? 
no no no yes no 

Calibration varies with 
changes in glucose 

diffusion? 
no no yes yes no 

Contains enzymes that 
can deactivate? 

yes no no yes no 

Fructose interference? no yes no no yes 

Ascorbic acid 
interference? 

yes no no yes yes/no 

Measurement 
Frequency 

3-5 days 3-5 days 1-2 hours 3-5 mins <1 min 

Simultaneous 
measurement of 

glucose, pH, C02? 
no no no no yes 
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Another primary advantage of this technology is that hydrogels with various 

moieties can be used simultaneously to detect a number of physiological analytes (e.g., 

pH, CO2, ionic strength). Drawbacks of this technology are that the sensors have to be 

subcutaneously implanted requiring them to have high biocompatibility. The sensors 

would ideally be coupled with integrated wireless electronics and therefore would not 

require any connections through the skin. An additional challenge is that the PBA based 

swelling hydrogels are also cross sensitive to fructose. Although average fructose 

concentrations are significantly less (~0.1%) than glucose within the body, it remains of 

concern. 

The hydrogel acts as a chemical-to-mechanical transducer which responds by 

swelling to contracting to changes in analyte concentration within its environment. 

Researchers at the University of Utah (Magda et al.) and elsewhere (Siegel, Gerlach, 

Herber) have been able to synthesize a number of hydrogels that are specifically sensitive 

to number particular analytes. Changes in glucose concentrations, ionic strength [19] 

and pH [1] have been shown to impact the swelling characteristics and pressures exerted 

by these hydrogels. In our sensors the hydrogel allows the detection of analytes in 

solution by reversibly swelling against the piezoresistive diaphragm creating a change in 

output voltage. Hence, integration of hydrogels with micropressure sensors creates a 

unique sensor platform that has the advantage of providing chemical analysis with high 

measurement frequency without the use of complex measurement equipment. 

Combinatorial methods can be applied to the multiple sensor output signals of a sensor 

array to determine cross dependencies of hydrogels as well as giving reference. The 

success of this sensing method will ultimately depend on the performance, reliability, and 
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availability of both hydrogel materials, and a sensor platform used for 

swelling/contracting detection. 

This work introduces a sensor platform that when coupled with stimuli responsive 

hydrogels creates a new category of chemical sensors. For the first time, hydrogel based 

silicon micro pressure sensor arrays for use in chemical sensing and metabolic 

monitoring applications were developed and demonstrated. The 2><2 sensor array is 

capable of simultaneously measuring the swelling pressure of four stimuli responsive 

hydrogels, and thus different analyte concentration in solution. The concept is shown in 

Figure 1.1. Ideally, the sensor should be versatile with the ability to measure a wide 

range of pressures so a single sensor can be used with a number of different hydrogels, 

which will have different full scale output pressures depending on hydrogel recipe and 

target analyte. 

The general objective of this project is to develop a sensor platform used to 

detect the swelling pressure of analyte specific hydrogels developed at the University of 

Utah. Specific aims of this project were defined as: 

(a) Design, optimize, and fabricate silicon based pressure sensors with pressure 

ranges defined by ionic strength, pH, and glucose sensitive hydrogel swelling 

pressures. 

(b) Investigate using diffusion pores etched in the sensors' piezoresistive pressure 

sensing diaphragm to allow diffusion into and out of the hydrogel cavity. 

. 2 

(c) Develop a small footprint ( 3 x 5 mm ) piezoresistive pressure sensor array 

capable of simultaneously measuring ionic strength, pH, and glucose with 

reference. 
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Patient 

Sensor Array 
• highly specific hydrogels 
sensitive to glucose, C02, & pH 

• piezoresistlve pressure sensors 
• VLSI circuitry, wireless power 
supply, and telemetry 

• high density integration & 
packaging 

• biomaterial housing 
• surface functionallzation 

Physician 

PC System 
localization of the sensor 
visualization of measured 
parameters 
easy-to-use interface 

External Receiver 
• portable device 
• signal processing 
• algorithms and software 

Hydrogels 

Figure 1.1. Conceptual depiction of the hydrogel based chemical sensor array and 
integrated electronics for detection of glucose, CO2, ionic strength and pH. 
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(d) Grow and characterize 3C-silicon carbide films for use in a fully front-side 

processed SiC diaphragm pressure sensor. 

Our flexible sensor design incorporates analyte diffusion pores directly into the 

piezoresistive sensing diaphragm. With only slight modifications to this design and 

fabrication process, the devices can be optimized for use with a variety of hydrogels 

creating a platform that reduces sensor development costs by increasing flexibility. The 

modular sensor array allows easy modification of design parameters which allows sensor 

use in a variety of application fields. Based on the state of the art requirements for 

chemical sensing and physiological monitoring the technical sensor specifications were 

defined. The scope of this proof-of-concept study includes materials investigations, 

device design, theoretical and finite element analysis, fabrication, physical and chemical 

testing. 

The first priority of this work was to develop functioning sensor arrays that show 

stable, linear, reversible, repeatable voltage outputs with respect to hydrogel swelling 

pressure in response to a particular analyte. Therefore testing was performed using well 

characterized hydrogels sensitive to changes in ionic strength. Experimental methods 

were developed and equipment and fixtures were constructed for testing the device 

performance at each stage of development. The transducer concept was tested and 

working sensors were produced. This work demonstrates the feasibility of the novel 

sensor concept and design. The processes and designs developed during this research 

took into account the need for simple and fast transfer to commercial markets. 

A number of technical challenges remain, presenting opportunities for further 

work. An investigation of the effect of diaphragm pore size on response time and 
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specificity was only done in a simple qualitative fashion at the onset of the project and 

will need to be carried out in detail. Selected materials limitations and alternative design 

options were also identified through the characterization of the designs and devices 

presented here. The presentation of results follows the experimental progress, with 

chapters defining different aspects of the device concept, design, simulation, fabrication, 

and testing. 

In addition, material is presented in the appendix on the development of a 

flexible 3C-SiC LPCVD reactor for the deposition of thin film layers for sensor 

applications. The material was investigated for use as sensor diaphragm but not 

implemented into the devices presented here and left for future work. 
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CHAPTER 2 

STATE OF THE ART: BIOSENSORS, HYDROGELS AND 

PIEZORESISTIVE PRESSURE SENSORS 

In this chapter we briefly discuss the biomedical sensors market to help identify 

key applications, and then discuss in detail the two main components of hydrogel based 

chemical sensors. In particular, the chemical sensing element (hydrogel), and different 

transduction methods used to measure their chemical response. The underlying 

principles of hydrogel swelling are introduced, with a discussion of the specific pH, ionic 

strength and glucose sensitive hydrogels synthesized by Magda et al. A state of the art 

review of hydrogel based chemical sensors and their respective transduction mechanisms 

are presented. The main drawbacks of these sensors helped determine the specifications 

and requirements of the new hydrogel based sensor array presented in Chapter 4. The 

last section of this chapter briefly discusses piezoresistivity and components used in 

piezoresistive bending plate sensors (micro pressure sensors). This provides a 

background for the sensing mechanism used in hydrogel based chemical sensors. 

2.1 Biomedical Sensors 

A biosensor can be described as "a self-contained integrated device, which is 

capable of providing specific quantitative or semi-quantitative analytical information 

using a biological recognition element (biochemical receptor), which is retained in direct 

spatial contact with a transduction element" as defined by the International Union of Pure 
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and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) [2]. The interaction of the analyte with the 

chemical/biological element is designed to produce an effect measured by a transducer, 

which converts the physical change into a measurable effect, such as an electrical or 

optical signal. Therefore, by definition the newly developed sensors presented in the 

report are biosensors. 

The biosensor industry for use in medical applications is well established and 

growing rapidly, with a global market of approximately $7 billion in 2004, which grew to 

about $10 billion by 2008 [3] and demand remains strong for biosensors today. Most 

commercially available biosensors are based on amperometric enzyme electrodes. 

However, recent developments using new technologies are numerous and spurring 

revived growth. A few of those driving technologies are briefly mentioned in this 

section. Examples of microfabricated devices are also described. 

Biomedical sensors are commonly used for medical diagnostics, in order to 

monitor patients' condition and safety in intensive care, emergency room and surgery 

settings. Measurement techniques are needed to evaluate numerous physiological 

markers, including heart rate, blood pressure, glucose levels, pH, CO2, white blood cell 

count, hormones, electrolytes, electrical activities, and dissolved gasses. Ideally, 

physiological measurements would be taken in real time on a continuous basis, and the 

improved data quality would lead to better diagnosis and treatments. Currently the vast 

majority of tests can only be performed in clinical settings by trained professionals, either 

in centralized laboratories, or in hospitals. 

Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS) based technologies are being used 

for the development of a number of medical applications, and generally refer to devices 
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that are made up of components between 1 to 100 micrometers in size (i.e., 0.001 to 

0.1 mm) and systems ranging in size from roughly 20 micrometers to several millimeters. 

Many of the technologies used to create these devices stem from the integrated circuit 

industry, and possess inherent advantages including fabrication that enables new designs 

to be easily implemented using standard processes, easy reproduction of precise 

dimensions, diverse set of materials incorporated into fabrication processes, integration of 

mechanical, electrical, electronic, optical, thermal and fluidic functionalities, the 

advantage of utilizing high throughput batch manufacturing which reduces costs. 

In this past decade, integrated MEMS systems with multiple components and 

integrated circuits (ICs) have been employed in a broad range of fields from automobile 

control, national security, to healthcare. More recently, biomedical MEMS (bioMEMS) 

has evolved into a promising new field which includes numerous areas of research 

including implantable microsystems, microfluidics, Lab-On-a-Chip (LOC), electronic 

noses, drug delivery, DNA microarrays, neural interfaces, enzymatic electrodes, and 

microchemical sensors [3-8]. 

2.2 Hydrogels 

Hydrogels are crosslinked polymeric networks that can undergo a large volume 

phase transition (swelling) in response to a number of external stimuli and/or 

environmental conditions including temperature [9], electric field [10], pH [11-16], 

antigens [17-19], glucose [20-26], and ionic strength [12, 21, 27-31]. The unique 

behavior of these materials has been researched intensively and used for a large number 

of applications for sensing, tissue engineering, contact lenses, diapers, and drug delivery. 

Many hydrogels consist of up to 99% water in their swelled state and up to 500 times 
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their original mass depending on the chemical composition [32]. The polymer matrix 

consists of long molecular chains consisting of individual monomers (backbones). The 

longer backbone chains are held together by crosslinking interconnections between these 

chains. Crosslinking keeps the chains in the polymer matrix together, preventing the 

dissolution of the long molecular chains and increasing the mechanical stability of the 

hydrogel. 

Generally, three components are responsible for a hydrogel swelling response: the 

chemical makeup of polymer chains, their compatibility with water, and the amount of 

crosslinking species. Additionally, for hydrogels containing fixed ionized groups, a third, 

ionic component, which depends on degree of ionization, also affects swelling. Flory-

Rehner-Donnan theory takes into consideration these three effects and has been used 

classically to explain the swelling behavior of many hydrogels [29]. According to this 

theory, the sum of these three individual swelling pressures is zero at equilibrium for any 

hydrogel network shown in equation 1. 

Ak = AK .. + An , . + An. . = 0 (1) mixing elastic ionic 

The equation of state for an ionic hydrogel at equilibrium is expressed 

mathematically as: 
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Ak = RT V
wPo 

f j H 
3 / , \ 

<t> 

v T" ; 2d) ^ " y 
(2) 

where, 

Au = net ionic osmotic pressure difference driving swelling and shrinking; 

R = universal gas constant; 

T= temperature; 

4>= polymer volume fraction; 

= polymer volume fraction in the unperturbed (as prepared) state; 

X = polymer-solvent interaction parameter; 

Vw = molar volume of water; 

po = crosslinking density or number of active network chains per unit volume; 

f-> ins 
i = concentration of the soluble ion 'i' inside the hydrogel; 

cout 

' = concentration ofthe soluble ion 'i' outside the hydrogel. 

It is in order to briefly discuss the three components of hydrogel swelling pressure. 

2.2.1 Polymer Solvent Mixing Pressure (A7rmiXing) 

Ajtmixing is the amount of pressure generated within the hydrogel in response to the 

mixing of polymer and solvent (water) with one other. For hydrogels, this mixing 

directly causes swelling and is attributed to two factors. First the mixing entropy is due 

to the tendency of the polymer and solvent molecules to mix with each other. Secondly, 

the contact contribution, a quantity that depends on the interactions between the 
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environment (solvent) and the polymer backbone of the network, one can cause swelling 

or contracting of the hydrogel in response to particular stimuli. 

2.2.2 Hydro gel Elasticity (Aplastic) 

Crosslinking is typically performed chemically or optically during synthesis of the 

hydrogels. These chemical linkages have elastic, solid-like behavior at the macroscopic 

level while retaining liquid-like behavior at the microscopic level. Hydrogel network 

crosslinking provides the elastic restorative force on the hydrogel, after swelling, driving 

it towards a most conformal lowest energy entropy state. The Aplastic opposes any 

swelling or contracting in the network, or shear deformation. Increased crosslinking 

density usually decreases the degree of swelling of a stimuli responsive hydrogel. 

Crosslinks are commonly temporary hydrogen bonds [30], hydrophobic interactions [31], 

or permanent covalent bonds [29]. A specific type of temporary covalent crosslinking 

has been observed in phenylboronic acid (PBA) containing hydrogels via a glucose 

bridge at low glucose concentrations and high pH [30], The degree of crosslinking, and 

hence the hydrogel mechanical properties depends on glucose concentration in the 

external environment. The mechanical strength of the hydrogel is also a function of the 

network elasticity. For instance, the elastic (compression) modulus (E) of the hydrogel is 

can be approximated as follows [33]: 

£ = p n * r 
3 

» ii (3) 

Hence, a higher crosslinking density, p0, will increase the hydrogels' modulus, and 

improve restoring forces against external tension or compression. 
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2.2.3 Ionic Osmotic Force (A;ijonjc) 

Ionic osmotic forces also determine the swelling behavior of hydrogels, and are 

only observed in hydrogels that have fixed charges located on their polymer chains. 

These fixed charges are electrically compensated by mobile counter ions, which in turn 

apply the swelling pressure on the network. This pressure is always positive and 

promotes uptake of water into the hydrogel network. The precise values of 

concentrations of ions inside (Cms) and outside (Cout) depends on the fixed charges in the 

gel, which are determined by the degree of substitution of ionizable groups, pH, and ionic 

content of the external medium. 

2.2.4 Summary 

Hydrogels are polymeric materials that have potential for use in chemical sensors, 

due to their high selectivity and configurability. The ability to customize hydrogels' 

chemical and mechanical characteristics allows for the synthesis of hydrogels optimized 

for detection of particular target species. Furthermore, hydrogels can readily be 

miniaturized and directly integrated into piezoresistive pressure sensors. 

2.3 Stimuli Response Hydrogels (pH, ionic strength, glucose) 

During synthesis, it is possible to manipulate the composition and concentration 

of chemical moieties, the degree of crosslinking, and the number of ionic charges making 

it possible to tailor a hydrogel behavior and response to various external stimuli. Magda 

et al. have specifically developed a number of hydrogels that are sensitive to changes in 

ionic strength (NaCl), pH, and glucose. Another focus has been on the development of 

glucose sensitive hydrogels for monitoring of blood glucose levels for diabetes 

management [19, 22, 23, 26-28]. The pH, ionic strength, and glucose sensitive hydrogels 
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undergo rapid, reversible, and sharp volume transitions with environmental changes. 

These volume transitions produce in swelling pressures which are the basis for the 

chemical-mechanical transduction of our sensors. The specific swelling mechanisms are 

described for the two different types of hydrogels in the subsequent sections. 

2.3.1 pH and Ionic Strength Sensitive Hydrogels 

Hydrogels synthesized from hydroxypropyl methacrylate (HPMA), N,N-

dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMA) and crosslinker tetra-ethyleneglycol 

dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) have been shown to reversibly swell in response to changes 

in pH and ionic strength. The sensing mechanism is based on the protination of the 

tertiary amines on the DMA backbone. At low pH value, elevated backbone protination 

temporarily increases the osmotic swelling pressure within the hydrogel. At a fixed pH, a 

larger osmotic swelling pressure can be obtained by increasing the chemical potential of 

the surrounding water by reducing the environmental ionic strength. In either situation, 

the increase in osmotic pressure is compensated for by swelling of the gel. 

2.3.2 Phenylboronic Acid Based Hydrogels 

Phenylboronic acid (PBA) based glucose sensors have emerged as an alternative 

to the enzyme based glucose sensors. PBA is known to bind reversibly to cis diol bearing 

sugar molecules to form PBA sugar esters. More specifically, when glucose attaches to 

the PBA it decreases the pKa value of the boronic acid group, and the fraction of charged 

borate anions in the hydrogel is increased. This increase in borate anions decreases in the 

chemical potential of water within the hydrogel making it absorb water and swell. This 

swelling continues until a balance is reached between the favorable free energy of mixing 

and the stretching of hydrogel polymer chains. These PBA groups have been previously 
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incorporated into a hydrogel network to form glucose and fructose sensitive hydrogels. 

Binding of glucose to PBA has been assessed traditionally either by fluorescence or 

alteration of charge on the PBA moiety, and hence swelling of the hydrogel. 

An apparent problem with this glucose sensing mechanism is that PBA cannot 

distinguish glucose from other cis diol molecules and may give rise to errors when the 

glucose measurements are carried out in presence of other sugar molecules, for instance, 

fructose, which is also found in blood. 

In response to the cross sensitivity, another glucose sensing mechanism has been 

proposed and investigated by synthesizing a hydrogel where glucose can reversibly bind 

to different side chains of a PBA containing hydrogels creating crosslinking. This 

crosslink formation, which seems to be specific to glucose and not fructose, manifests 

itself by shrinking the hydrogel instead of swelling it. Therefore, this mechanism may 

provide detection of glucose without interference by other sugars. 

2.3.3 Summary 

The ability to synthesize pH, ionic strength, and glucose sensitive hydrogels in-

house gives us the capability to develop a class of chemical sensors that are currently 

commercially unavailable. This also allows for the synthesis of hydrogels directly in the 

sensor cavities (in-situ) which has a number of advantages and is discussed in future 

chapters. Having full design control of both the hydrogels and sensors allows for the 

optimization of the sensors in a wide range of applications. The hydrogel based sensors 

specifications were defined using data from previous experiments performed on glucose 

and ionic strength/ pH sensitive hydrogels. 
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2.4 State of the Art Hydrogel Based Sensors 

Hydrogel based sensors generally consist of two main components, the hydrogel 

used for chemical detection and a transducer. Mechanical, conductometric, 

amperometric and optical mechanisms have been used in the past to monitor changes in 

hydrogel structure. These transduction methods are briefly introduced. 

2.4.1 Mechanical Measurements 

Mechanical detection of polymer swelling is most common and has been 

performed in a number of ways. Cai and Grimes attached a salt independent, temperature 

calibrated pH sensitive hydrogel to a miniature array of four thick film magnetoelastic 

elements which mechanically vibrate at a resonant frequency dependent on hydrogel 

mass [16, 33]. They demonstrated a new approach for eliminating the interference of salt 

on the polymer swelling based pH sensors by using a reference pH independent 

polyelectrolyte hydrogel. Results showed the sensors had a linear response across a pH 

range of 5.3 to 7.4 with a slope of 310 Hz/pH. The resolution of the system was 0.1 pH. 

Silicon microcantilevers have been used to detect changes of mass, temperature, 

heat, and/or stress, into bending (static mode) or changes in resonance frequency 

(dynamic mode). For measurements made in liquids for chemical detection static mode 

is preferred. Microcantilevers are commonly coupled to an optical or piezoresistive 

measurement system to determine beam deflection. Peppas et al. fabricated a 

microcantilever structure with photo lithography defined crosslinked copolymeric 

hydrogels using silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers [34, 35]. As pH around the cantilever 

was increased the polymer network expanded and resulted in a reversible change in 

surface stress causing the microcantilever to bend. The sample was allowed to 
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equilibrate at a given pH. Then deflection of the cantilever was measured by adjusting 

the focus plane of a microscope from the edge of the cantilever well to the tip of the 

cantilever. Mechanical amplification of polymer swelling as a function of pH change 

within the dynamic range was obtained, with a maximum deflection sensitivity of 1 

nm/5xl0"5-pH. 

Bending plate sensors can be categorized in two types, capacitive and 

piezoresistive. The transduction methods are similar that each is based on a flexible 

diaphragm that is deflected by applied hydrogel swelling pressure. They differ in that 

piezoresistive transducers measure the stress-dependent resistance in the diaphragm 

material, while capacitive transducers measure the displacement of the diaphragm with 

respect to a reference electrode. Piezoresistive devices have the advantage that they 

provide a linear response, are more easily fabricated, and do not require complicated 

measurement electronics. In contrast, capacitive sensors use passive circuit elements 

requiring no additional power requirements. Additionally they are also less sensitive to 

temperature variations. 

Capacitive bending plate sensors use hydrogels to control the distance between 

the plates. This distance dictates the total sensor capacitance and is directly related to the 

hydrogel swelling pressure and hence chemical concentration. Capacitive sensors have 

been coupled to hydrogels by Strong et al. [36] who used the hydrogel to exert contact 

pressure on a deformable conducting diaphragm, producing a capacitance change. The 

diaphragm in the sensor design was made of a nickel titanium alloy. The sensors 

exhibited the greatest sensitivity in the concentration range 0 to 0.5 M of calcium nitrate 

tetrahydrate, on average of 110 mN/M/|il. 
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Piezoresistive based hydrogel sensors have been studied by a number of research 

groups for over a decade [28, 29, 31, 37-43]. The designs presented in literature all use 

the same principle: the swelling of a confined hydrogel due to the presence of an analyte 

causes the deflection of a flexible plate which contains imbedded piezoresistors and 

consequently the changing of the output voltage of a Wheatstone bridge. Details 

describing the design and fabrication of piezoresistive pressure sensors are presented later 

in this chapter. Gerlach et al. have demonstrated the use of commercially available 

pressure sensor chips with flexible thin silicon bending plates as the mechanical-electrical 

transducer for the transformation of bending plate deflection into a corresponding 

electrical output signal [13, 14, 37-39]. Thin films of the photo cross-linkable hydrogels 

were deposited onto the backside of the silicon bending plate and irradiated with UV 

light. Aqueous test solutions were pumped through inlet tubes into the silicon chip cavity 

to induce swelling or contracting of the hydrogels. Using the combination of temperature 

and pH sensitive hydrogels they created a pH sensor with a long-term stable signal 

sensitive in the pH range between 2 and 5. Through the use of hydrogel miniaturization 

time constants of less than a minute were found for thin photo-crosslinked hydrogel films 

directly deposited on the sensor diaphragms. 

Heber et al. fabricated a number of hydrogel based sensors for the detection pH, 

and CO2, used in the monitoring and diagnosis of gastrointestinal ischemia [28, 29, 40-

42, 44, 45]. A sensor principle for the detection of carbon dioxide was presented where 

hydrogel pressure generation induced by CO2 is measured with an existing micropressure 

sensor. The sensor was placed in a sodium bicarbonate solution and CO2 was introduced 

into the solution which decreased the pH. In response, hydrogel microspheres contracted 
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and the pressure measured decreased. It was experimentally verified that the hydrogel-

based carbon dioxide sensor responded well in the medical interesting range between 2 

and 20 kPa CO2 between 25 to 37°C. The response times varied from 1.5 and 4.5 

minutes. 

2.4.2 Oscillating Sensor Measurements 

Oscillating transducers are devices that measure changes in resonant frequency. 

Changes in the mechanical properties, and hence hydrogel mass or load, result in a shift 

of this resonance frequency. This can be accompanied by a change of the signal 

amplitude. Upon applying electric field quartz crystals can be stimulated to oscillate at a 

particular resonance. Richter et al. used this property to measure changes of hydrogel 

properties [46]. An increase in the surface load or mass of a quartz crystal should 

theoretically induce a decrease of the resonance frequency. However, the opposite was 

observed when coupling the transducer to a hydrogel. This was explained because both 

the stiffness and the density of the hydrogel strongly decrease with swelling changing the 

mechanical properties of the hydrogels and hence quartz transducer loading. 

Zhao et al. [47] created a MEMS sensor for the detection of glucose utilizing 

hydrogels featuring a magnetically-driven vibrating microcantilever, which is placed in a 

microchamber and separated from the environment by a semipermeable membrane. The 

glucose concentration was determined by detecting viscosity changes in the chamber 

through the measurement of the cantilever's vibration resonance change. The device is 

capable of measuring physiologically relevant glucose concentrations from 0 to 25 raM 

with a resolution 0.025 mM. The response of the sensor to glucose concentration change 

had a time constant of approximately 4.3 minutes. 
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2.4.3 Conductometric Measurements 

Conductometric measurements have been performed on hydrogels by Sheppard et 

al. using a thin hydrogel layer deposited on a planar interdigitated electrode array [48-

51]. The hydrogel changes volume in response to pH leading to a corresponding increase 

or decrease in ion mobility inside the hydrogel layer and a change in electrical 

conductivity. Preliminary results showed that conductivity of pH responsive hydrogels 

expressed as a fraction of the conductivity of the buffer in which the gels were 

equilibrated ranged from 1% for the gels in the collapsed state to 70% for the most highly 

swollen gels over a pH range of 5 to 10. These results suggest that conductivity 

measurements may provide an alternative to the other methods described for 

characterizing moderately swollen hydrogels. 

2.4.4 Amperometric Measurements 

Kikuchi et al. developed an amperometric sensor for the detection of glucose 

using a hydrogel coated platinum electrode [52]. A hydrogel complex changed its 

swelling degree with glucose concentration in a physiological buffered solution (PBS) 

leading to changes in current. It was determined that additions of glucose to PBS induced 

swelling of the hydrogel leading to increased diffusion of ion species and thus an increase 

measurable current. It was shown that the observed current changes were proportional to 

glucose concentration in the physiological important range of 0 to 300 mg/dL (~0 tol6.6 

mM). 

2.4.5 Optical Measurements 

A wide number of optical methods have been explored for the detection of 

hydrogel swelling. Seitz et al. coupled hydrogels to a reflector and optical fiber. 



Changes in polymer volume cause the reflecting diaphragm to move, which in turn 

changes the intensity of light reflected back into the optical fiber [53]. A second design 

measured the optical transmission through a hydrogel membrane [54], The absorbance 

was measured vs. the wavelength upon exposing the hydrogel membrane to solutions of 

varying pH (3.0-9.0). At low pH (3.0), the absorbance had the highest value (1.34), 

while the absorbance decreased significantly (1.10) when the pH was increased to 9.0, 

indicating polymer swelling. 

Asher et al. made significant contributions by incorporating a colloidal crystalline 

array (CCA) of microspheres into stimuli-responsive hydrogels [55-59]. The CCA 

diffracts the light at visible wavelengths determined by the lattice spacing d, which gives 

rise to an intense color. Swelling causes the mean separation between the colloidal 

spheres to increase shifting the Bragg peak of the diffracted light to longer wavelengths. 

It was shown that a change of 0.5% in the hydrogel volume shifts the diffraction 

wavelength by ~1 nm. 

A new interferometric optical sensor was presented by Schalkhammer et al., in 

which the swelling of a thin hydrogel layer changes output from an optical thin film 

system which transforms the variations in volume of the polymer into spectral 

information [60], Lowe et al. used reflection holography to characterize polymer 

swelling [61]. Holographic diffraction gratings which act as a reflector of light were 

created within the hydrogel. The reflection spectrum of the hologram changes with 

changing hydrogel volume. 
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2.4.6 Summary 

A wide range of transduction technologies exist to measure physical changes of 

hydrogels in response to a number of analytes. Table 2.1 quantifies and summarizes a 

number of these sensors used to measure changes in various pH sensitive hydrogel 

structures. Since every application requires a specific set of requirements and 

specifications, it is difficult to directly compare each sensor. 

There are a number of advantages using piezoresistive bending plate sensors for 

the detection of hydrogel swelling pressure when compared to other transduction 

mechanisms described above: 

(a) Silicon-based piezoresistive pressure sensor technology is mature and well 

understood making integration of hydrogels feasible and easy to characterize. 

(b) Modular designs are highly configurable and can be optimized and easily 

modified for particular pressure ranges defined by particular hydrogels. 

(c) The minute size of piezoresistive pressure sensors allows them to be coupled 

to thinner/smaller hydrogels. These hydrogels have larger surface-to-volume 

ratios, ultimately improving sensor response times. 

(d) They can be manufactured using bulk processing techniques in large numbers 

at low costs. 

(e) Have highly linear electrical outputs. 

(f) Utilize simple signal processing circuits, so the sensors can directly connect to 

unsophisticated monitoring systems. 
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2.5 Piezoresistive Sensors 

Piezoresistive sensors were some of the first (MEMS) devices and comprise a 

substantial market share of MEMS sensors in the market today [62], Piezoresistivity in 

silicon has been widely used for many types of sensors including pressure sensors, 

accelerometers, cantilever force sensors, inertial sensors, and strain gauges. 

This section describes the fundamental theories and components used in 

piezoresistive bending plate sensors which were used to detect hydrogel swelling 

pressure in this work. Specifically the micropressure sensor concept is presented, 

piezoresistivity is briefly explained, the Wheatstone bridge is described, and sensor 

terminology used to describe pressure sensors is defined. 

2.6 Piezoresistivity 

The electrical resistance (R) of a homogeneous material is a function of its 

dimensions and resistivity (p) defined by equation 4: 

where L is length, and A is average cross-sectional area. The total change in resistance 

due to applied stress is due to two factors, geometry and resistivity changes. The 

Poisson's ratio (v) determines the amount of cross-sectional area the bulk material 

reduces in proportion to the longitudinal strain as shown in equation 5. 

AR 
= ( 1 - 2 V ) E + ^ 

R (5) 
P 
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Poisson's ratio (v) for most metals ranges from 0.20 to 0.35. For anisotropic silicon, the 

effective directional Poisson's ratio ranges from 0.06 to 0.36 [63], The gauge factor (GF) 

of a strain gauge is defined as: 

e 

where e is strain, and AR/R is the resistance change due to strain. The fractional 

change in resistivity Ap/p for a metal is small on the order of 0.3 and geometric effects 

alone provide gauge factors of approximately 1.4 to 2.0. Nevertheless, for silicon and 

germanium in certain directions, Ap/p is 50 to 100 times larger than the geometric term. 

This shows that the overall resistance of the certain materials can be dominated by the 

change in resistance due to stress. For semiconductors both elasticity and resistivity are 

directionally dependent. 

Piezoresistivity refers to a phenomenon in which materials change their resistance 

in response to an applied stress (or strain). Iron and copper were initially used to study 

the piezoresistive effect in the eighteenth century by Thompson (Lord Kelvin) [64, 65]. 

In 1954, Charles Smith discovered the piezoresistive effect in silicon and found the 

pressure sensitivity in silicon piezoresistors to be significantly larger than that of thin 

metal film resistors [66]. In contrast to metals, whose primary change in resistance is due 

to deformation of the geometry, piezoresistance in silicon and other semiconductor 

materials is based on changes in carrier mobilities. A more detailed explanation for the 

piezoresistance effect of most semiconductors (e.g., silicon) is given by the electron 

transfer theory [67]. In silicon, the conduction band possesses six minima in directions of 
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the main crystal axes. The electron transfer theory relates the anisotropic change in 

resistivity to a redistribution of electrons among the multivalleys in momentum space. 

As the minima exhibit an ellipsoidal form, the electron mobility is highly anisotropic. 

But due to the symmetrical distribution of the six valleys, the net mobility is uniform. 

The application of a tensile stress in the <100> direction causes the multivalley minima 

to rise in energy in this direction, while the minima perpendicular to the applied strain 

will drop. 

This energy difference causes a change in the distribution of the electrons 

between the potential wells and this leads to changes in mobility and resistivity. The 

resistivity in direction of the applied tensile strain is decreased (longitudinal 

piezoresistance effect). According to this model and the way the ellipsoidal minima are 

affected, the transverse piezoresistance effect (measured perpendicular to the applied 

strain) is smaller and has a different sign. 

2.6.1 Transverse and Longitudinal Piezoresistive Coefficients 

For sensor applications, it is necessary to discuss the longitudinal and the 

transverse piezoresistance effect in silicon. In single crystalline cubic materials, the 

relation between the electric field E and the current density j is described by a second 

order resistivity tensor: 

(7) 
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The first index i represents the direction of the electric field, while the second index j 

indicates one of the three current density components along the main crystal axes. Cubic 

crystals show an isotropic electric behavior in a stress free state: 

E\=9qJ\ E2 = P0J2 E3 = P0J3 (8) 

A force acting on the crystal leads to an anisotropic change of the resistivity. 

Along the main crystal axes, the electric field can be described using the elementary 

piezoresistance coefficients 7Tn, Wn and x^: 

E. 
— =h [! + *11 + nn{°2 + ° 3 )1 + "44(^2 °6 +h °s) (9) 
£ 

=j2 [1 + nn o2 + n ^ + C3)] + n44(jx c6 +j3 C4) (1Q) 

=h I1
 + »11 °3 + ^12(^1 + ° 2 ) ] + K44(A a5 +h °4) (U) 

For the design of piezoresistive sensors that use a Wheatstone bridge, the 

longitudinal and the transverse piezoresistance effects play an important role and are 

defined in Figure 2.1. When stressed longitudinally, all components of E , j and a have 

the same directions. Using equations 9-11, the electric field E can be described as: 

Long V P Q =J\ ( 1 + It , JOJ ) =J\ ( 1 + nionGlong) (12) 
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Figure 2.1. Directions of the electric field E, the current density j, and the applied 
stresses for a (a) transverse and (b) longitudinally stressed piezoresistors. 

When stressed transversely, the components of E and j have the same directions, while o 

is perpendicular to E and j using equations 9-11, the electric field E can be described as: 

Trans E { / p Q = ^ ( 1 + K ^ ) = j \ ( l + K ^ C ^ J (13) 

The relative change of resistivity Ap/po as appearing in equation 5 for the longitudinal and 

transverse directions is therefore: 

Long 
( AP / P^ ) iong ^long^ long (14) 

Trans (Ap/pO) =7t a \ * i / tmri C tvnnQ I trans trans trans 
(15) 



A more general formulation for longitudinal (7riong) and transverse (7Ttrans) 

piezoresistive coefficients for a gauge in an arbitrary crystal direction was developed by 

Mason and Thurston [68]. 

L o n g 7 W = V = 7 t i r 2 K - - »44> + + ( 1 6 ) 

Trans =v="12 + K - "12 - »«) ('? ll + m2A + »2A) (17) 

where /, m, and n are the direction cosines of the direction associated with 7riong or 7Ttrans, 

with respect to the crystallographic axes. 

2.6.2 Micropressure Sensors (bending plate sensors) 

A piezoresistive micropressure sensor (bending plate sensor) can be best 

explained by describing three primary components, the diaphragm, piezoresistors, and 

Wheatstone bridge. The diaphragm is typically either round or rectangular and thin 

(<500jj,m) with dimensions typically less than 5x5 mm . An external pressure is applied 

to the diaphragm causing it to deform creating stress in the piezoresistors. Hence, the 

diaphragm is used to amplify stress within the piezoresistors which converts the 

magnitude of mechanical stress to relative voltage offset. Today pressure sensor 

diaphragms are typically made from the same material as the wafer substrate (silicon, 

silicon carbide, alumina, diamond, etc.) or CVD-based thin films (oxides, nitrides, etc.), 

but when micropressure sensors were first introduced by Kulite-Bytrex and Microsystems 

in the late 1950s they were metal [69]. In early piezoresistive sensors semiconductor 

strain gauges were attached using epoxy adhesive to the surface of a machined metal 

diaphragm. Four semiconductor strain gauges were utilized, two in tension at the 
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diaphragm center and two in compression on the metal diaphragms edge. Today 

piezoresistors are formed by dopant diffusion, ion implantation, or doped epitaxy. 

Maximum stress occurs at the edge of the diaphragm so piezoresistors are usually located 

near the edge in a Wheatstone bridge configuration to maximize sensitivity. 

2.7 The Wheatstone Bridge 

Pfann and Thurston where the first that recognized the benefits of simultaneously 

using transverse and longitudinal piezoresistors for pressure sensors [70]. Many of their 

designs used a full Wheatstone bridge with two longitudinal and two transverse 

piezoresistors to increase sensitivity and compensate for resistance changes due to 

temperature as shown in Figure 2.2. 

Figure 2.2. Schematic showing the result of applied pressure on a Wheatstone bridge. 
Typically, two piezoresistors increase in resistance while the other two decrease, 
depending on orientation and semiconductor type. 
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In the full bridge configuration, four identical piezoresistors are arranged, two 

oriented transversely and two longitudinally. When a pressure is applied to the 

diaphragm, it deforms, and depending on semiconductor type, two of the gauges' 

resistances will increase while the other two will decrease. This configuration provides 

enhanced sensitivity and in the absence of an applied stress, the bridge's output is zero. 

2.7.1 Temperature Compensation 

One of the primary disadvantages of piezoresistive based sensors is their 

temperature dependence, and hence decreased sensitivity with increased temperature. 

The Wheatstone bridge is used to mitigate these negative temperature effects. If we 

assume that all the resistors are the same (i.e. R1 = R2 = R3 = R4). Using a constant 

current source 21, the same current I, will flow in each branch. In the absence of a 

temperature change, the output voltage is defined by: 

AV= I{R1 — R2) (18) 

When temperature increases uniformly across the sensors, this causes the 

resistance to increase, in each of the piezoresistors generating a AR. This AR is the same 

for all four resistors, since they are equal in value AY is then: 

AV = I(R1 + AR) - l(R2 + AR) =I(R1 - R2) (19) 

Thus, a Wheatstone bridge will generate the same voltage output assuming a uniform 

temperature and neglecting the effects of temperature on piezoresistor coefficients as 

shown in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.3. Resistors within the Wheatstone bridge all increase with the same AR at 
increased temperatures. Therefore the output voltage (V0) remains constant and the 
bridge is temperature compensated. 

2.8 Sensor Definitions 

The performance criteria in pressure sensors are sensitivity, dynamic range, full-

scale output, linearity, and the temperature coefficients of sensitivity and offset. These 

characteristics depend primarily on the device geometry, piezoresistor locations, and the 

mechanical/electrical properties of the materials and are useful to define. 

2.8.1 Dynamic Range 

Dynamic range is the pressure range over which the sensor can provide a 

meaningful output. It may be limited by nonlinear diaphragm effects, plastic yield and/or 

catastrophic failure of the diaphragm. 
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2.8.2 Sensitivity 

Sensitivity is defined for pressure transducers as the normalized signal change per 

unit pressure change to reference signal. 

o 1 * dO 

Theta (0) is output signal and <90 is the change in this pressure due to the applied pressure 

5P. 

2.8.3 Full-scale Output and Linearity 

The full-scale output (FSO) of a pressure sensor is the algebraic difference in the 

end points of the output over a particular defined pressure range. Linearity refers to the 

proximity of the device response to a specified straight line. It is the maximum 

separation between the output and the line, expressed as a percentage of FSO. 

Piezoresistive sensors have good linearity over a specified range where the deflection of 

the diaphragm is small relative to its edge length. 

2.8.4 Temperature Coefficient of Sensitivity 

The temperature sensitivity of a pressure sensor is another performance metric 

valuable for pressure sensors that are used over a wide range of temperatures. This 

variance is caused by a number of factors including the resistance change of the 

piezoresistors due temperature change and thermal expansion mismatches of the 

materials. The definition of temperature coefficient of sensitivity (TCS) is: 

T C S = j * - ^ (21) 
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where S is sensitivity, and T is temperature. 

2.8.5 Temperature Coefficient of Offset 

The offset of a pressure sensor is the value of the output voltage at a reference 

pressure (conventionally unloaded). Consequently, the TCO is: 

T C O = i ' w < 2 2 > 

where O is offset, and T is temperature. 

2.8.6 Summary 

Piezoresistance offers a convenient mechanism to convert mechanical pressure to 

electrical output and was briefly introduced and defined. Utilizing anisotropy of the 

piezoresistive coefficients in silicon, a Wheatstone bridge offers a simple and effective 

measurement tool used to determine mechanical pressure while providing temperature 

compensation. Micropressure sensors using these technologies are mature, robust, and 

highly configurable making them ideal for the development of hydrogel based chemical 

sensors. 
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CHAPTER 3 

HIGH SPEED WAFER SCALE BULGE TESTING FOR 

THE DETERMINATION OF THIN FILM 

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES 

3.1 Abstract 

A wafer scale bulge testing system has been constructed to study the mechanical 

properties of thin films and microstructures. The custom built test stage was coupled 

with a pressure regulation system and optical profilometer which gives high accuracy 

three dimensional topographic images collected on the timescale of seconds. Membrane 

deflection measurements can be made on the wafer scale (50 mm to 150 mm) with up to 

nanometer-scale vertical resolution. Gauge pressures up to 689 kPa (100 PSI) are 

controlled using an electronic regulator with and accuracy of approximately 0.344 kPa 

(.05 PSI). Initial testing was performed on square diaphragms 350, 550, and 1200 fim in 

width comprised of 720 ±10 nm thick low pressure chemical vapor deposited (LPCVD) 

silicon nitride with -20 nm of e-beam evaporated aluminum. These initial experiments 

were focused on measuring the system limitations and used to determine what range of 

deflections and pressures can be accurately measured and controlled. Gauge pressures 

from 0 to -8.3 kPa (1.2 PSI) were applied to the bottom side of the diaphragms and their 

deflection was subsequently measured. The overall pressure resolution of the system is 

good (-350 Pa) and small fluctuations exist at pressures below 5 kPa leading to a larger 
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standard deviation between deflection measurements at low pressures. Analytical 

calculations and computed finite element analysis (FEA) deflections closely matched 

those empirically measured. Using an analytical solution that relates pressure deflection 

data for the square diaphragms the Young's modulus was estimated for the films 

assuming a Poisson's ratio of v=0.25. Calculations for the Young's modulus for the 

smaller diaphragms proved difficult because the pressure deflection relationship 

remained in the linear regime over the tested pressure range. Hence, the calculations 

result in a very large error when used to estimate the Youngs modulus for the smaller 

membranes. For the largest membrane tested the deflection pressure data set was fitted to 

the analytical solutions and estimated to be 454 GPa for the 1200x1200 |im2 diaphragms. 

This analytical model ignored the reflective sputtered aluminum layer which increases 

the film modulus; therefore calculations were slightly higher than previously reported 

values. 

3.2 Introduction 

The mechanical properties of thin films are an important metric used in design 

and fabrication of sensors and microelecromechanical systems (MEMS), and play a large 

role in overall device behavior [1-3]. It is well known that thin film material properties 

vary significantly from their bulk counterparts [4] and thin films can withstand higher 

failure stresses than the same bulk material [5]. Bulge testing is a technique that can 

quickly derive information on mechanical properties of thin films including Young's 

modulus, biaxial modulus, yield strength, fracture strength, and residual stress. In bulge 

testing, a membrane is fastened into place, pressure is applied, and the resulting 

deflection is measured. The residual stress can be determined from measuring deflection 
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at low pressures, while the deformations at higher pressures are used to determine the 

biaxial modulus . This technique has the unique advantage of extracting these material 

characteristics simultaneously from membrane deflection. 

Data derived from the pressure-deflection relationship are also useful for the 

development of micropressure sensors. The mechanics that define and stresses induced 

in the sensing diaphragms are strongly correlated to both deflection and curvature of the 

bulge. For piezoresistive pressure sensors, it is useful to perform bulge testing to 

determine sensor sensitivity by correlating their output voltage to applied pressure; the 

resulting diaphragm deflection can be helpful in determining stress found within the 

piezoresistors. 

In the past, bulge testing thin films was susceptible to sample irregularities 

(thickness, defects) and a number of problems existed related to sample mounting [6, 7]. 

This created a need for samples to be fabricated with tight tolerances and high 

uniformity. Microfabrication technologies address these requirements directly by using 

processes that are highly optimized and repeatable. The silicon wafer acts as an excellent 

substrate for thin films due to its high strength, homogeneity and wet etching 

characteristics. Silicon wafers oriented with a [100] surface allow the anisotropic etching 

along the (110) planes of the substrate using potassium hydroxide (KOH). Many 

diaphragms can be simultaneously fabricated across the wafer from the deposited thin 

films which are defined by sidewalls at angles of 54.74° to the surface. 

Typically, laser interferometers, atomic force microscopes (AFM), and 

mechanical profilometers have been used to analyze the deflection of individual films 

under load [8-10]. Brown et al. hold a patent on a system used to perform bulge testing 
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on the wafer scale using noncontact profilometry similar to the one presented within this 

report [11]. Alternative methods to calculate stress and strain relationships include X-ray 

diffraction, nano-indentation and wafer curvature techniques [9, 12-15]. The American 

Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standard for determination of mechanical 

properties of bulk materials are tensile and bend tests which prove difficult to perform on 

thin films [16]. 

Our bulge test system directly integrates an optical profilometer (Zygo, New View 

5032, Middlefield, CT, USA) and wafer scale mounting stage with a pressure control 

subsystem (Tescom, ER 3000, Elk River, MN, USA). The apparatus allows the 

determination of film properties through measuring the deflection of thin diaphragms 

accurately with a 3D dataset. The initial system specifications are presented in Table 3.1. 

This tool also allows us to enhance our thin film deposition techniques and sensor 

designs by better characterizing thin film mechanical behavior. Large variations in 

membrane deflection across a wafer indicate that thin film material variation exists either 

in thickness or microstructure. However, use as an in-situ monitoring tool requires the 

backside etching of the wafer after each deposition. 

Table 3.1. Initial design specifications of the bulge testing system. 

System Requirement Value 
Wafer Size (mm) 

Diaphragm Size (mm) 
Measurement Time (min) 
Deflection Range (um) 

Deflection Resolution (nm) 
Pressure Range (kPa) 

Pressure Resolution (kPa) 

0.01-1000 

50-150 
0.1-2 
< 1 

< 5 
0-200 

0.5 
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This report discusses the design of the apparatus and gives the initial low 

pressure test results used to determine system capabilities. Analytical and finite element 

models of membrane deformation are compared empirical measurements. Young's 

modulus is then calculated for the films using three sizes of square silicon nitride 

diaphragms. 

3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Bulge Testing System 

The bulge testing system is comprised of three main components including the 

diaphragm mounting stage, pressure regulation system, and optical profilometer. The 

mounting stage is used to the secure wafers ranging in size from 50 to 150 mm and made 

from aluminum and is presented in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 3.1. Photograph of the wafer mounting stage used for bulge testing of silicon 
nitride-aluminum membranes. Wafers ranging in size from 50 to 150 mm can be 
mounted while pressure is applied to the backside of the membranes. 
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Aluminum clamping rings with flat bottom surfaces approximately 8 mm wide 

are used to apply uniform pressure to the topside of the wafer circumference creating a 

compression seal against the o-rings. The aluminum clamping rings are tightened down 

manually with four screws. This compression insures that small leaks are minimized 

between the wafer and stage which may lead to pressure fluctuations and deflection error. 

With this mounting system it is also possible to achieve downward deflection by applying 

vacuum to the backside of the wafer. Wafer curvature was measured (without applied 

pressure) using mechanical profilometry (P-20, Tencor, Milpitas, CA, USA) after 

mounting and showed that the wafer clamping ring compression did not significantly 

alter the initial wafer curvature. Ports 10 mm in diameter located in between differently 

sized mounting rings are used to apply pressure to the space beneath the wafer. When 

smaller wafers are tested, ports located on the periphery are sealed using small plugs with 

integrated o-rings. 

Individual test samples can also be mounted to a stainless steel dummy wafer 

using a two part epoxy. The dummy wafer serves as an "adapter" between the test 

sample and the wafer level bulge tester. The adapter is made from 304 stainless steel and 

has a 150 |im hole located in its center. 

Pressure is applied to the mounting stage using an electro-pneumatic regulator 

(ER3000, Tescom, McKinney, TX, USA) with the ability to modulate pressures up to 

689 kPa (100 PSIG) with 344 Pa (0.05 PSIG) accuracy. The regulator was 

microprocessor controlled and used a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) method to 

compare the internal pressure sensor signal to the set point controlling a pair of inlet and 

outlet solenoid valves. The system has the capability to use a high accuracy external 
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pressure transducer and dome loaded pressure regulator to accurately control pressures 

over a wider range. Internal control parameters such as PID settings, zero, and span can 

be remotely controlled via a PC through an RS-485 interface. Data recording and custom 

pressure routines can also be easily implemented. 

A Newview 5032 (Zygo Instruments Inc, Middlefield, CT, USA) system was used 

to perform noncontact white light optical profilometery on deflected membranes. The 

system has the advantage of making fast measurements (< 10 s) without physical contact 

and is able to make lateral measurements over the 150 mm diameter wafer. Our 

instrument had the 5X and 20X objectives installed which allows us to analyze 

diaphragms 250 /xm to 2.5 mm in size and deflections in the nanometer range. This 

report only discusses square diaphragms that are 350 to 1200 fim in width bulged at low 

pressure (< 1 OkP a). 

3.3.2 Membrane Preparation 

The Si3N4_x films used in this study were deposited on n-type (1-10 flcm) 100 

mm diameter silicon wafers by low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD). This 

LPCVD nitride also acts as the KOH bulk silicon etch mask. The deposition was 

performed at 825°C for 2 hours with an approximate deposition rate of 6 nm/min. The 

precursors used were dichlorosilane (DCS) and ammonia at a 6:1 ratio (DCS:NH3) with 

flow rates of 60 and 10 seem, respectively. The stoichiometry of the Si:N is 1.0:1.07 

according to X-ray photo electron spectroscopy (XPS) data. An average Si3N4_x tensile 

stress of 311±7 MPa was calculated for two wafers using Stoneys equation [17]. Stress 

in these films is attributed to the mismatch between the coefficients of thermal expansion 

of the Si substrate and the film and intrinsic stress within the film [18]. Five additional 
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wafers with deposited LPCVD nitride were coated with Shipley 1813 positive photo 

resist was spun on at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds and soft baked for 90 seconds at 110°C. 

Three sizes of square etch openings were patterned on the wafers using chrome masks 

which corresponded to diameter of 350, 550, and 1200 fim. Alignment of the square 

diaphragms to the wafer flat was performed using an Electronic Visions 420 (EV Group 

Inc, Tempe, AZ, USA) mask aligner on the backside of the wafer. Each of the wafers' 

was patterned with an orthogonal array membranes aligned to the wafers edge with a 

pitch of 5 mm. The silicon nitride provides high selectivity when used as a potassium 

hydroxide (KOH) masking layer and acts as the structural material for free-standing 

square membranes in this experiment. The photoresist was exposed using a UV light 

source for 9 seconds with an intensity of 75 mJ/cm2 for patterning. Then it was 

developed using Shipley 352 developer for 1 minute. Resist was hard baked for 5 

minutes at 90°C. Reactive ion etching was performed using an Oxford 100 at a pressure 

of 5 mTorr and power of and 100 W. A mixture of SF6 and O2 are used to open etch 

windows on the backside of the wafer. 

A Tencore P-20 (Tencor, Milpitas, CA, USA) contact profilometer verified a 

nitride film thickness of 720±10 nm measuring across the windows. Initial wafer 

thickness measurements using a dial indicator (series-543, Mitutoyo, Kanagawa, Japan) 

yield a total wafer thickness of 423±1 fim. A square opening was wet etched through the 

back side of the wafer using 60% concentration KOH solution at 87°C. The backside 

openings were etched for 7.75 hours giving an average etch rate of -1.1 (im/min. The 

Si3N4-x membranes appeared yellow and semitransparent. Due to the transparency the 

Si3N4-x membranes optical profilometery could not be used directly on the membranes. 
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Therefore e-beam evaporation of 20 nm of aluminum was performed in a Denton 

evaporator (Denton Vacuum, Moorestown, NJ, USA) system at a voltage of 6.5kV and 

current of 0.1 A to make the membranes opaque. A 20 nm thick film was deposited in 15 

seconds at a rate of at a rate of -13 A/min, measured using a quartz crystal thickness 

monitor. 

3.3.3 Testing Methods 

Wafers with silicon nitride diaphragms were loaded into the bulge testing stage 

and mounted in the Zygo Newview 5032 motorized XY table. The membranes were 

aligned under the microscope objective in field of view and then placed into focus. 

Pressures were applied on the backside of the membranes and all scans were performed 

using the 20X objective and zoom of 1.3X with a scan height of 20 fim. The membrane 

height data were recorded at pressure intervals of 645 Pa (0.1 PSI). After measurements 

were complete, data were exported using Zygo MetroPro™ software which allows a 2D 

cross section to be taken in the diaphragm center. 

3.4 Results and Discussion 

To quantify the accuracy of the new bulge test system, deflection results from the 

membranes were compared between analytical models, FE analysis, and empirical data. 

These pressure-deflection data were also used to calculate the effective Young's modulus 

of the laminate silicon nitride-aluminum membranes. 

3.4.1 Analytical Model 

A number of analytical models have been developed to study deflection and stress 

characteristics in square membranes as a function of applied pressure. The relationship 
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between the external pressure and the membrane deflection initially was studied by 

Timoshenko who developed an analytical solution. In the small elastic deflections, 

where the pressure and deflection are linearly related there also exists an exact solution 

presented by Levy in the form of a series, which is also given in Timoshenko's book on 

plates and shells . Tabata was able to calculate biaxial modulus and Poisson's ratio from 

deflection characteristics of rectangular membranes [19, 20]. Pan et al. compared the 

analytical solution with finite element method (FEM) analysis and found that the 

functional form of the analytical solution is correct, but the constants needed minor 

correction [21]. Several additional models were also developed to improve accuracy of 

material characterization from the load-displacement data [6, 7, 10, 22-25]. Maier-

Schneider et al. developed a solution in determining pressure-deflection characteristics 

for square silicon nitride membranes [26] shown in equation 1. This solution is similar in 

form to more current solutions found by Vlassak et al. [6]. 

where P is the load pressure, t the thickness, E Young's modulus, a r the residual stress, 

3.45 and 2.48 were empirically found numerical constants that depend on Poisson's ratio 

and membrane aspect ratio, and d is the maximum center deflection at one half of the 

membrane's edge length. The aluminum layer is less than 5% of the membrane thickness 

and Young's modulus is significantly lower (70 GPa) [16, 25]. Therefore this model is 

still applicable although it neglects the additional reflective aluminum layer. 

(23) 
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3.4.2 Computer Simulations 

Finite element analysis was carried out on the Si3N4.x/Al membrane structures 

using Comsol 3.4a (Comsol, Burlington, MA, USA). One quarter of the square 

membrane is modeled because four-fold symmetry can be utilized to reduce the 

complexity of the model and reduce total number of calculations. Since the membranes 

are subjected to relatively low pressures the deformation of silicon wafer support frame 

can be neglected as determined by initial simulations. Fixed boundary conditions are 

placed on two of the adjacent membrane edges (clamped) mimicking the silicon wafer 

frame. On the remaining two internal edges symmetry boundary conditions were used. 

For analysis, the membrane was first meshed using square mapping then divided into 

rectangular elements in all three dimensions. This meshing was used because it is the 

most efficient in terms of node quantity and calculation efficiency for this geometry. 

Large deformation conditions were utilized since the deflections of the membranes were 

several times that of the membrane thickness over the simulated pressure range. 

According large defection theory, the work created by the application uniform pressure 

on the membrane is transformed to the elastic energy of the membrane, which consists of 

the material stretching [27], The stretching is due to the extending of the middle plane of 

the membrane and bending due to the out-of-plane displacement. Material parameters 

used for computer simulations are shown in Table 3.2. The static pressure load is applied 

to backside of the membrane up to 8.28 kPa (1.2 PSI) in increments of 0.689 kPa (0.1 

PSI). A parametric study was used to determine the deflection over this pressure range. 

The deflection results at ~6.2 kPa (0.9 PSI) are shown in Figure 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Material parameters used in Comsol 3.3 finite element simulations. 
Simulation Parameter Value 

Modulus Si3N4-x (GPa) 297 
Si3N4-x Residual Stress (MPa) 311 ± 7 

Modulus Al (GPa) 79 
Membrane Width (p.m) 3 50 to 1200 
Si3N4-x Thickness (nm) 720 

Al Thickness (nm) 20 

Subdomain: Total displacement [m] 
Subdomain marker: Total displacement [m] 

Max: 2 . 6 8 4 e - 6 
- 6 

0 
Min: 0 

Figure 3.2. Displacement plot illustrating a deflection of 2.68 |im for a quarter of the 
1200x1200 |xm2 square membrane calculated using finite element analysis at a pressure 
of 6894 Pa (1 PSI). The composite structure consists of 720 nm of silicon nitride with 20 
nm of aluminum. The bottom and right edges are fixed (clamped) and a symmetry 
boundary condition placed on the left and top sides. 
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3.4.3 Empirical Measurements 

Measurements of the 720±10nm thin films require that low pressures ( < 1 0 kPa) 

can be applied without the interference of noise from the outside environment. The 

primary objective of these initial tests was to qualify the system and determine any 

sources of error and/or noise. Deflections data can be displayed in a number of different 

formats including a 3D mesh plots, solid plots, and surface plots shown in Figure 3.3. 

The optical image of the bulged 1200x1200 fim2 diaphragm shows that aluminum layers 

were deposited with large compressive stress, consistent with the delamination and 

buckling observed in the Figure 3.3b. 

Figure 3.3. Height data displayed as (a) 3D plot, (b) solid plot and (c) surface plot from 
the Zygo Newview 5032 optical pyrometer. This membrane is 1.2 mm length and a 
laminate structure consisting of 720 nm of Si3N4_x and 20 nm of aluminum loaded at 6894 
Pa (1 PSI). 



Due to the significant aluminum film buckling and the thickness of the layer 

being approximately 2.7 % of silicon nitride we disregarded the 20 nm sputtered 

aluminum layer for analytical calculations. The finite element simulations took the 

aluminum layer into account but assumed the aluminum residual stress was negligible. 

The deflection for the square diaphragms 350, 550, and 1200 /ml in width are presented 

in Figure 3.4 (a-c) for pressures ranging from 0 to 8.3 kPa (1.2 PSI). Deflection results 

show little variation between theoretical, simulated and measured results. Figure 3.4d 

shows the standard deviation between measurements for the various membranes. When 

comparing the analytical and FEA diaphragm defection models, FEA deflections were 

slightly lower, which may be due to the additional aluminum layer that had to be added 

on top of the diaphragm. In general, the deflections of the membranes were slightly 

lower than analytical calculations but higher than simulations and within 2% of 

calculated values. 

We additionally observed through data analysis that minute pressure fluctuations 

impacted the deflection data and a number of trends existed. First, as the membranes 

become larger they become more susceptible to minute pressure fluctuations and the 

membranes have a higher standard deviation between identical measurements shown in 

Figure 3.4d. Secondly, at lower pressures, measurements have higher variation in 

deflection. We suspect this discrepancy in measurements is caused by pressure variations 

due to control limitations of the electronic pressure regulator. Since the deviation of 

empirical measurements is small (10") with respect to the mean deflection values this 

system is capable of measuring minute deflections at low pressures (<10 kPa) reliably. 
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Figure 3.4. Comparison of the theoretical, simulated, and measured defection of 
diaphragms with widths of (A) 350 fxm (B) 550 /xm and (C) 1200 fim at applied pressures 
ranging from 689 Pa (0.1 PSI) to 6894 Pa (1.2 PSI). Figure 3.4D shows that standard 
deviation between measurements is a function of pressure and diaphragm sensitivity. At 
elevated pressures the standard deviation between measurements is reduced and larger 
diaphragms are more sensitive and susceptible to minute pressure fluctuations. 
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No trends appear to exist in relation to wafer position and the deflection values 

have similar standard deviations when compared to previous samples. 

The system allows the export of data from the cross section of the bulged 

diaphragm in order to analyze the shape of the deflected diaphragms. The shape of the 

deflected diaphragms generated by the FEA models was also compared with the real 

membrane shape along the centerline shown in Figure 3.5B. Although these data can 

potentially become slightly skewed with respect to the origin of the coordinate system 

since the user manually defines the centerline of the bulge, deflection results closely 

match those predicted by finite element analysis. 
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Figure 3.5. Deflection measurements taken for samples located on the left, right and 
center wafer at a pressure of 6.2 kPa (.9 PSI) (a) and comparison of the measured ( ), 
simulated( ), and analytical (•) deflection of a 1200x1200 jim2 square silicon nitride-
aluminum membrane with load ranging from 689 to 6.2 kPa (0.1 to 0.9 PSIG) (b). 
Analytical and simulated results show little variation. 
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Any slight misalignment of exported bulge shape could possibly be alleviated 

with software routines that automatically determine the membrane centerline. 

3.4.4 Estimation of Young's Modulus 

Since testing was performed on square membranes the estimation of Poisson's 

ratio is required in order to solve for the Young's modulus using equation 1. A value of 

v= 0.25 was used for Poisson's ratio which leads to values of 3.45 and 2.48 for the 

constants of equation 23[26]. Solving equation 23 for the Young's modulus (E) we 

obtain the expression where a is one half the diaphragm width, P is applied pressure, and 

d is the measured deflection: 

( 
0.4032 

E = 
-P + 

3.45 9 t d 

a 
a (24) 

td 
Through further simplification: 

E = 
0.0201 {-69.B td + 2 0 . P a 2 ) a2 

td' 
(25) 

We assume that the residual tensile stress of (0 = 311±7 MPa) and thickness t = 720 nm 

of the films are identical therefore substitute into 25 obtaining a function that describes 

the modulus (E) as a function of P, a, and d. 

2240.14 ( - 1 . 9 3 105 d + 250. P a2) a7 

(26) 

From equation 4 we calculated the Young's modulus for deflections of the various 

membrane sizes as shown in Figure 3.6. 
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Pressure (kPa) 

Figure 3.6. Calculation of Young's modulus using equation 1 for diaphragms with 
widths of 350, 550 and 1200 p.m over a pressure range of 0 to 8.5 kPa (0 to 1.23 PSIG). 
Using this technique calculated values became nonsensical for diaphragms with smaller 
widths (350 and 550 |im) and at lower pressures (<5 kPa). This is due to the higher 
measurement variability attributed to reduced pressure control and limitations of 
instrument resolution. The submicron deflections of the smaller diaphragms lead to 
higher measurement uncertainty and large variations in young modulus calculations. 

We were able to determine that we could only reasonably calculate the Young's 

modulus for the largest diaphragms, with the highest applied pressures, and most 

nonlinear deflections. The smaller diaphragms at these low pressures were only found to 

deflect in the linear regime; therefore calculation of the Young's modulus was inaccurate 

with high error. Specifically the 1200x1200 p,m diaphragm had average calculated 

Young's modulus ranging from 321 to 576 GPa from 4.5 to 8.5 kPa. While trying to 

calculate the Young's modulus for specific data points we determined that a combination 
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of inability to control low pressures exactly and limitations in the submicron resolution of 

the optical profilometer created incorrect or shifted modulus results for many of the 

individual data points. 

In order to more accurately determine the Young's modulus of thin films the 

pressure was plotted as a function of deflection and fitted using equation 23 across the 

entire range of measurements as shown in Figure 3.7. The fits were very accurate with r-

square values >99% and this technique showed improved results over the point 

evaluation methods described above. The Young's modulus was calculated across the 

entire pressure range and was 454 GPa for the 1200x1200 |im2 while the moduli of the 

550x550 jim2 and 350x350 |im2 diaphragms were 9.05 GPa and 3.32xl03 GPa, 

respectively, which are nonsensical. The 454 GPa estimate for Young's modulus of the 

1200x1200 jim2 appears high and is likely due to variation created by the sputtered 

aluminum layer which is ignored in the analytical solution. To improve the accuracy of 

the Young's modulus calculations future tests should use larger diaphragms at higher 

pressures which are more nonlinear. Although fitting the pressure-deflection function 

(equation 23) achieved better results with the empirical data, it was determined that the 

system was incapable of precisely measuring the deflection and pressure with of the 

smaller diaphragms, due to being in the linear regime. 

Without significant measurable nonlinearity we were unable to solve for Young's 

modulus in smaller diaphragms. Therefore in future tests to increase the deflection 

nonlinearity higher pressures and larger diaphragms should be used. This nonlinearity 

will increase the contribution of Young's modulus on the membrane deformation, which 

will allow more accurate quantification of this value. 
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Figure 3.7. Fit of analytical solution (equation 23) to the pressure deflection data for the 
(a) 350 (b) 550 p,m and (c) 1200 jam wide diaphragms. Results show that the system is 
incapable of resolving the minute nonlinear deflection of the smaller diaphragms with 
accuracy needed to calculate Young's modulus. The larger diaphragms have higher 
nonlinear deflections in micron range and give an estimate of 454 GPa for the Young's 
modulus. 
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3.5 Conclusions 

We design, fabricated, and tested a bulge testing system that can rapidly measure 

deflections and curvature of thin membranes principally on Si at the wafer scale over a 

large range of pressures. The performance of this system was characterized by measuring 

the bulge deflection of thin silicon nitride diaphragms 720 nm thick with a reflective e-

beam evaporated aluminum layer (20 nm) at low pressures (<8.3 kPa). Deflection results 

from the silicon nitride membranes with a reflective sputtered aluminum layer show 

excellent correlation between the empirical membrane deflection measurements and 

analytical and FEA model results. The overall pressure resolution of the system is good 

(~350 Pa) and small fluctuations exist at pressures below 5 kPa leading to a larger 

standard deviation between deflection measurements at low pressures. Deflection 

measurements taken at various locations across the wafer have little variation and similar 

standard deviations between measurements. Unfortunately for the smaller diaphragms 

measured deflections were in the linear regime and therefore an accurate calculation of 

Young's modulus was unsuccessful. Fitting experimental data directly to the analytical 

square membrane pressure-deflection relationship gives r-square value >99% and the 

Young's modulus of the 1200x1200 |im2 film was calculated to be 454 GPa. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN, SIMULATION AND OPTIMIZATION OF NOVEL 

PIEZORESISTIVE PRESSURE SENSORS WITH STRESS 

SENSITIVE PERFORATED DIAPHRAGMS FOR 

HYDROGEL APPLICATIONS 

4.1 Abstract 

We report on the design and simulation of novel pressure sensors that incorporate 

perforated diaphragms for the detection of various hydrogel swelling pressures. Holes 

etched in silicon diaphragms permit the exchange of ions and/or target molecules 

between an external medium and the hydrogels. As with conventional micropressure 

sensors stresses are induced in /?-type piezoresistors but in our case pressure is generated 

from hydrogel swelling. This stress is transduced into resistance change and hence 

voltage output through the use of a full Wheatstone bridge. A combination of theoretical 

and finite element models were used to optimize sensor sensitivity and voltage output by 

studying parameters including diaphragm thickness and size, diffusion channel metrics 

and piezoresitor geometries. To our knowledge this is the first time any group has 

reported on using an array of pores located in the bending plate to allow the passage of 

analytes into a pressure sensor cavity. It was shown through finite element simulations 

that pore shape, location, and size can be used modify the diaphragm mechanics and thus 

electrical output. The optimized geometry had diffusion pores removed from along the 
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diaphragm midline, edges, and close to piezoresistors. This specific pattern was used 

because it significantly reduces stresses developed around the pores while maintaining 

the diaphragm's mechanical integrity. It was also found that pores can act as 

piezoresistor stress concentrators leading to increased sensitivities. We determined that 

when using large pores (40 /mi) combined with small pitches (50 jum) the diaphragm 

stiffness is reduced leading to decreased stress concentrations within the piezoresistors 

due to larger diaphragm deformations. With a diaphragm thickness of 10 fim and widths 

of 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 mm the optimized designs had average sensitivities of 0.13, 

0.65, 0.98, and 1.23 mV/V-kPa, respectively. 

4.2 Introduction and Device Principal 

Hydrogels are polymeric materials which consist of a three-dimensional network 

of crosslinked molecules that can absorb large amounts of water. Synthesis is performed 

either by crosslinking between individual molecules or via reaction polymerization which 

simultaneously creates the backbone chains and crosslinked molecules. Many hydrogels 

are biocompatible and suitable for use in implantable biomedical sensors and autonomous 

drug delivery devices . One group of hydrogels known as "stimuli-responsive" hydrogels 

have been shown to swell or shrink in response to a number of environmental and 

chemical stimuli including temperature , electric field [1, 2], pH [3-7], glucose [8-15], 

and ionic strength [4, 9, 16-18]. This transduction mechanism makes these materials 

appealing for chemical analysis and is utilized in a number of different sensors including: 

quartz crystal microbalances (resonance) [19], holographic Bragg diffraction (optical) 

[20], electrode impedance (electrical) [11, 21], and piezoresistive based cantilevers or 

membranes (mechanical-electrical) [5, 22-25]. Our proposed sensor design utilizes a 
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silicon diaphragm that is stressed due to pressure caused by hydrogel swelling. The 

square diaphragm acts as a stress magnifier changing the resistivity of the imbedded 

piezoresistors and consequently the output voltage. The complete transduction 

mechanism for the sensor is illustrated in Figure 4.1. Several advantages of using 

piezoresistive pressure (bending plate) sensors are highly linear output, low cost 

measurement electronics, low power, configurability over large pressure ranges, a small 

form factor (<lmm), and they are easily bulk manufactured reducing costs. 

This sensing mechanism has been implemented to detect CO2 [17, 18, 26], pH [7, 

25], glucose [16], and ionic strength (NaCl concentrations) [8, 16, 27]. One commonality 

between these designs is that they use solid pressure sensing diaphragms to detect 

hydrogel swelling. They also require a semipermeable backing plate to permit analyte 

diffusion into the hydrogel cavity. Backing plates in the past has been made from wire 

mesh [16], nonporous polymers [27], micromachined silicon [26], or glass and attached 

using adhesives or anodic bonding. 

Figure 4.1. Transduction mechanism utilized in hydrogel based piezoresistive chemical 
sensors. Environmental changes cause hydrogel swelling creating elevated pressure 
within the sensor cavity. The diaphragm deflection causes elevated stress to be 
developed within the piezoresistors whilst the output voltage is maximized though the use 
of a Wheatstone bridge. 
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Although the mesh backing keeps the hydrogel in contact with the sensor's 

diaphragm a number of issues exist with the current technologies. First the fabrication 

procedure is complex requiring a number of individual components to be fabricated and 

attached in the latter stages. Secondly permeable mesh can flex reducing the amount of 

pressure transferred to the sensor diaphragm reducing sensitivity [27]. The backing plate 

diffusion pore diameter is also important since if it is too large then the hydrogel has the 

ability to exude though the backing reducing overall swelling pressure within the cavity. 

Magda et al found this was true for almost all of the stainless steel wire cloth meshes 

commonly available and demonstrated this condition when comparing a 40 to an 80 mesh 

wire cloth used enclose the hydrogel onto a commercial pressure sensor. Under the same 

experimental conditions the 40 wire mesh gives a pressure output of 35kPA while the 80 

mesh cloth produced roughly 60kPA. The 40 mesh cloth had mean opening of 381 /mi, 

and an open area of 36% while 80 mesh wire cloth has a square pore opening of 178 ptm 

with 31% open area. It was directly shown that this pore size influences the pressure 

created in the within hydrogel cavity. Although the open area of the meshes only differed 

by 5% the output pressure was 185% higher for the 80 mesh. This experiment 

demonstrates that pore size directly impacts the sensor output. This effect is presumably 

less pronounced as the diffusion channels become smaller. The pore density, size, and 

length dictate the diffusion rate of the analyte into the cavity. In the remainder of this 

chapter we describe design and simulation of a novel sensor concept used for detection of 

hydrogel swelling pressure that integrates the holed backing plate and sensing diaphragm 

shown in Figure 4.2b. 
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Figure 4.2. CAD rendering of the hydrogel based pressure sensor designs utilizing 
analyte diffusion channels that are located within the (a) backside mounting plate and (b) 
directly in the sensing diaphragm. The design on the left is the previously reported 
sensor architecture used for detecting hydrogel swelling pressure while the design on the 
right is novel and implements diffusion pores directly into the diaphragm. 

4.3 Design Methods 

Individual sensor pressure ranges were defined by measurements previously 

performed on hydrogels at the University of Utah and reported by Magda et al. for 

glucose [15, 16], pH [16, 27] and ionic strength [27]. Swelling pressures were 

determined with a system that couples a calibrated commercial pressure sensor 

(Measurement Specialties Model: EPB-B01-5P-/L02F, Les Clayes-Sous-Bois, France) to 

the hydrogels under isochoric conditions [16, 27]. Analyte concentrations were varied, 

diffused into the gel, and swelling pressure was recorded. Specifications for the porous 

diaphragm pressure sensor are roughly based on these results and found in Table 4.1. 

4.4 Sensor Architecture 

Our proposed sensor design uses a square silicon diaphragm that contains a 

Wheatstone bridge with piezoresistors located midway between the diaphragm edges. 

This region is close to the area where the stress is largest when pressure is applied to the 

center of the membrane. 
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Table 4.1. Hydrogel swelling properties and sensor design specifications. The hydrogel 
properties were measured using a calibrated pressure sensor coupled to hydrogels under 
isochoric conditions. The experimental setup for measuring the hydrogel properties is 
found in [16]. The bottom portion of the table describes the desired perforated 
diaphragm sensors specifications. 

Synthesized Hydrogel Properties min. max. unit 
pH Gel Pressure Output 0 20000 Pa 
Ionic Strength (NaCl) Gel Pressure Output 0 150000 Pa 
Glucose Sensitive Gel Pressure Output 0 5000 Pa 
Gel Thicknesses 300 1000 um 
Sensor Parameters min. max. unit 
Overall Die Size (per sensor) l x l x .5 2 x 3 x .5 mm 
Sensitivity 0.1 NA mv/(V-Kpa) 
Full Scale Output 50 500 mv 
Bridge resistance 3000 8000 Q 
Offset voltage -40 +40 mV 
Temperature coefficient of offset (TCO) -0.1 0.1 %F.S.O/K 
Temperature coefficient of sensitivity (TCS) -0.2 -0.1 %F.S.O/K 
Temperature coefficient of bridge resistance (TCB) +0.08 +0.14 %K 
Pressure-hysteresis <.1 <.5 ±%F.S.O/K 
Temperature-hysteresis -0.8 +0.8 %F.S.O 
Linearity error -0.5 0.5 %F.S.O 
Power Supply 1 10 V 

To maximize bridge output the boron piezoresistors (p-type) are oriented to the 

<110> directions of a high resistivity n-type wafer using ion implantation. Resistors 

positioned perpendicularly to diaphragm edges (longitudinally) are in the direction of 

maximum stress whose resistance increases with pressure (p-type). The other two 

resistors parallel to the diaphragm edges are oriented transversely and decrease in 

resistance with applied pressure. The differential output voltage signal from the bridge at 

low pressures is ideally zero (perfectly balanced) and highest when maximum pressure is 

applied. The bridge resistance change AR/R and hence voltage output is defined by the 

longitudinal and transverse piezoresistive coefficients Xiong (Pa -1) and 7rtrans(Pa_1), times 

the calculated average normal stress (Snx,Sny) in the piezoresistors at a particular location. 
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For a longitudinally oriented resistor (current flow and stress along length of resistor) the 

AR/R is defined in equations 27. For transverse piezoresistors A R/R is defined in 28. 

belong 
R0 

CO — ^long^nx 00 4" ^ trans (^ny (-0 + Snz(x)) (27) 

AR{ 
^ CO — nlong$ny(x) + ntrans(^nx 

Conventionally two parameters critical to square diaphragm pressure sensor 

performance are diaphragm width and thickness. Larger and thinner diaphragms create 

pressure sensors which are more sensitive as shown in equation 29 [28]. This 

approximation gives the maximum sensitivity of a square piezoresistive pressure sensor 

and is valid for solid silicon diaphragms free of intrinsic stress. In this estimation 

piezoresistor length is neglected, and stresses are treated as points located at the midpoint 

of the diaphragm sides in regions of highest stress. This allows us to determine the 

maximum sensitivity in regard to the initial width and thickness and provides initial 

parameters for the finite element simulations. 

„ _ Wont 
piezo v p vSource' 

= .1539 7 r 4 4 ( l - v ) Q (29) 

The source and output voltage are defined as Vsource and Vout where P is the 

applied pressure. The piezoresistor coefficient 7r44 for p-type resistors oriented in the 

<110> directions on and (100) silicon wafer is well known (138xl0"nPa"') [29]. A plot 

of equation 29 for solid square diaphragms ranging in thickness from 2.5 to 15 fim with 

widths of up to 2><2 mm2 is shown in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3. Sensitivity plotted as a function of diaphragm width and thickness for square 
solid silicon pressure sensors. 

A Poisson's ratio of 0.22 was used for single crystal silicon. This plot indicates 

that with a silicon diaphragm l x l mm and thickness of 10 fim it is possible to fabricate a 

sensor capable >1 mV/V-kPa sensitivity. 

4.4.1 Finite Element Models 

Finite element analysis (FEA) has the ability to solve problems that do not have 

explicit analytical solutions. In our case the FEA solutions were used to solve the 

complex pored diaphragm designs while giving additional verification to the analytical 

models of simplified solid diaphragms. FEA also allows us to study a number of design 

parameters with relative ease by changing geometries and boundary conditions of the 

models. In our simulations three-dimensional models of the diaphragms were created 

using Solidworks 2008 then imported into COMSOL 3.4a for finite element analysis. 
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Parameters that varied included diaphragm width and thickness, pore shape, location, and 

size. The structural mechanics module in COMSOL was used to define material 

properties, apply boundary conditions, solve the system of equations, and examine the 

solution. Determination of stress and strain distributions throughout the diaphragm as 

well as deflection are critical parameters used to investigate and validate initial designs. 

The optimization of pore parameters was performed by creating number of designs and 

studying the impact on the von Mises stresses (Svm) and normal stress (Sn) created within 

the diaphragm under load. The Svm is typically used to determine failure of materials 

which undergo plastic deformation but proves useful in our case for determining area 

most likely to fail under loading. The yield strength of single crystalline silicon (a = 

7GPa) [30] is high but the engineering design fracture stress was not allowed to exceed 

600 MPa to provide a large factor of safety. Young's modulus of silicon was treated 

isotropically due to the cubic nature of silicon with a value of 168 GPa ([31]). To 

accurately predict the AR/R, output voltage, and sensor sensitivity the parallel and 

perpendicular normal stress (Snx, Sny) experienced by the piezoresistors are multiplied by 

the piezoresistive coefficients. Using symmetrical boundary conditions (BC) it was 

possible to reduce the computational complexity by modeling a quarter of the diaphragm. 

The two edges not subject to the symmetry BCs are fixed and simply supported. A 

follower load was applied to the diaphragm surface to keep the applied pressure normal 

to the surface during deflection. This force is applied to the bottom face of the 

diaphragm that is in contact with the hydrogel material creating compressive stress in the 

piezoresistors on the top surface. Applied BCs and material properties were identical for 

all simulations. Initial "proof of concept" simulations show it was possible to incorporate 
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pores into the diaphragm without compromising the structural integrity of the silicon 

while loaded. 

4.4.2 Sensing Diaphragm Optimization 

Although pores on the microscale have been created for a number of applications 

including microsieves [32, 33], drug delivery devices [34], and optics [35] to our 

knowledge no group has incorporated pores into the sensing diaphragm of pressure 

sensor. Creating a pressure sensor with diffusion holes incorporated into the diaphragm 

is a novel and complex design problem where a number of tradeoffs exist. If the density 

of holes is too high and located in high stress areas, the mechanical strength and electrical 

sensitivity is compromised. Alternatively, if few small holes are fabricated, the analytes 

cannot diffuse quickly into the hydrogel cavity slowing overall sensor response time. 

This new design has distinct advantages over using a permeable mesh backing including: 

(a) Pores are directly integrated into the diaphragm during sensor fabrication. 

Therefore the sensor does not require a separate permeable membrane to 

support the hydrogel. This design has fewer losses of stress and signal by 

eliminating bending of a separate membrane. 

(b) Analyte diffusion rate into the hydrogel cavity is controlled by manipulating 

pore size and density. 

(c) Placement of pores can be used to modify stress/strain distributions within the 

diaphragm. 

(d) Pore geometry can be easily modified making a single sensor useful over 

various pressure ranges. This makes one sensor design adaptable for various 

hydrogels. 
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4.4.3 Pore Shape 

Cracks in mechanical structures are often a source of failure and initiate and 

propagate from the locations with high stress and/or strain concentrations [36]. 

Reduction of these stresses is critical in preventing premature diaphragm breakdown. 

Finite element models have been used to compare stress concentrations (Figure 4.4) of 

different shaped pores within a 1.0 x 1.0 mm2 diaphragm (20 /xm thick) with a pressure of 

150 kPa follower load applied to the bottom face. Fixed simply supported boundary 

conditions were placed on the left and bottom edge while symmetry BCs were placed on 

the top and right side. This simulation demonstrates that the stresses located within the 

pores are largely dependent on shape. The square, triangular, hexagonal and circular 

pores are placed in identical locations and with a 30 pan. radii. The highest Von Mises 

stress was located at the same node in the upper right hand pore which is indicated with 

arrows in the figure. Square pores generate a Von Mises stress under these loading 

conditions of 299.3 MPa while circular holes exhibit a stress of 102.3 MPa. Localized 

Mises stress is 2.93 times higher in the square pores than when compared to the circular 

versions. Although the stress is not higher than the failure stress it demonstrates that 

round pores will reduce the amount of concentrated stress within the pores. 

Pores made from shapes with sharp corners such as hexagons, triangles, or 

squares will concentrate stress and become a likely mode of failure. It is conclusive that 

the circular pores have the lowest inherent stress when placed into diaphragm using these 

boundary conditions. 
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Figure 4.4. Simulated Von Mises stress distribution in a quarter of a 1.0 x 1.0 mm2 

square silicon membrane with 30 [im (a) hexagonal, (b) triangular, (c) round, and (d) 
square pores. Stresses are 2.93X higher in the square pores than in round pores. The 
highest Von Mises stress is found in the top right pore closest to the diaphragm center as 
indicated by the arrow. 

4.4.4 Pore Location 

One of the critical design parameters for our sensors is the locations of the pores 

in the diaphragm. These pores not only play a role in the diffusion of analytes in the 

hydrogel cavity but also can be used to manipulate the stress distribution within the 

diaphragm. The ideal design should utilize a large open area with short pores allowing 

fast analyte diffusion rates. We hypothesize that though optimization pores can be 

directly integrated into diaphragm, leading to increased stresses found in the 

piezoresistors. This can be accomplished while keeping the stresses found in the pores 

within design limits (<600MPa). As with previous simulations a follower load of 150 
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kPa is applied to the bottom of the 1.5 x 1.5 mm diaphragm. In this simulation a larger 

diaphragm was used to magnify the changes in stress from variations in pore location. 

Although a number of other sizes of diaphragms were studied in this paper we discuss six 

designs that are shown in Figure 4.5(a-f). To compare the effect of location pores (30 

[inl) were placed in orthogonal rows with a 50/zm pitch spaced 50 fxm from the edge. 

Designs were optimized by removing pores in the highest stress locations and 

investigating the effects on the stress distributions in the diaphragm specifically around 

the piezoresistors. It is clearly shown in Figure 4.5a-e that the removal of pores 

influences the distribution and magnitude and location of Von Mises stress (Svw). 

When comparing the maximum SVOT generated by the different diaphragm designs 

we observed that it varied from -580 MPa for the 100 pore design (Figure 4.5a) to 

~350(MPa) for the 52 pores (Figure 4.5e) version. The maximum Von Mises stress 

(Svmmax) for the 100 pore design was positioned between pores closest to the diaphragms 

fixed edge. This location is most probable for failure and other designs that placed pores 

close to the fixed midline edge (Figure 4.5b) had similar results. Pores were removed in 

areas of highest stress particularly along the diaphragm edges and midlines. 

It was determined that removing pores along the midlines focused normal stress 

perpendicular (Snx) to the diaphragm edge towards the diaphragm center increasing 

stresses located in the piezoresistive regions. Results showed that it is possible through 

the proper placement of the holes we can manipulate piezoresistor stress. In general three 

trends were found to exist. First pores located along the midlines reduced stress in the 

piezoresistive regions due to diaphragm stretching. 
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Figure 4.5. Von Mises stress distribution of one quarter of a 1.5x1.5 mm2 diaphragms 
under a load of 150 kPa. Fixed boundary conditions (BC) are placed on the front two 
planes representing the edge of the diaphragm while symmetry BCs are placed on the 
planes located on the inside of the diaphragm (out of view). It is shown that the geometry 
of diaphragm perforations impacts the stress distribution within the diaphragm while 
loaded from the backside with 150 kPa. Through manipulation of pore geometry the 
stress in the piezoresistor locations can be increased. 
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Secondly pores close to the midpoint of the diaphragm edges developed 

extremely high levels of stress when compared to other regions and were removed. 

Finally, high densities of large pores develop unacceptable levels of interpore stress. 

These stresses reduced stiffness in the middle of the center causing higher deflection and 

less localized piezoresistor stress concentrations as shown in Figure 4.6. In response to 

the observed trends the final designs used a diaphragm patterned without pores along the 

symmetry plane and close to the diaphragm edge midpoint found in Figure 4.5e. In the 

solid diaphragm (Figure 4.5f) the maximum Svm is confined to the diaphragm edge while 

for a 52-pore diaphragm the stress is less confined to the edge spread towards the center 

of the diaphragm. This design minimizes stress within the pores while maintaining high 

stress levels needed in the piezoresistors. It is envisioned that since pores are created in 

the final fabrication step this could be used for tuning a single pressure sensor to be 

responsive over wide range of pressures. This first generation pore pattern is 

conservative because it substantially reduces the maximum stress found in regions around 

the pores while only minutely modifying stress distribution in the piezoresistor regions. 

It is envisioned that more radical designs would place pores closer to the piezoresistors 

which would increase induced stress and hence voltage output. 

4.4.5 Pore Diameter 

The pore diameter plays a primary role in controlling the diffusion rate of analyte 

into the sensor cavity but also influences the stiffness of the diaphragm. This is useful for 

customizing the sensor to hydrogels with varying swelling pressures and mechanical 

properties. 
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Figure 4.6. Deflection of the 1.5x1.5 mm2 diaphragms with xlOO (left) and x52 (right) 
pores per quarter diaphragm with respect to diaphragm position (x). Pressures from 5 to 
500 kPa were applied to the bottom of the diaphragms and plotted. Deflection is higher 
while piezoresistor stresses are lower for designs with high densities of pores (left). 

For example, hydrogels with a higher modulus can be used with larger pores 

because the gel is harder to exude through the pores. Softer gels (lower modulus) on the 

other hand must be coupled with smaller pores. Large pores reduce the diaphragm 

stiffness and reduce stress within the piezoresistors modifying the applicable pressure 

range. Fabrication repeatability and reliability dictate the initial sensor pore size and the 

first designs used pores 10 to 40 fim (diameter) with a pitch of 50 fim. Pores on this scale 

can be readily manufactured using a combination of lithography and deep reactive ion 

etching (DRIE) etching. Furthermore, it should be possible using this same fabrication 
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technique to create pores suhmicron in diameter making the diaphragm behave as a 

semipermeable membrane. 

To investigate the effect of pore size on sensor performance FEA was used to 

calculate stresses found in the diaphragm and within piezoresistors. Simulations 

presented were performed again on a 1.5 * 1.5 mm diaphragm that is loaded at the 

bottom face with a uniform follower load that ranges from 5-250 kPa. A plot of the 

normal stress perpendicular S„.v and parallel Sny to the diaphragm edge along the midline 

is shown in Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b, respectively. Stress located 25 fim from the 

diaphragm edge on the midline (approximate piezoresistor regions) are shown as a 

function of pressure and holes size in both the S„x (Figure 4.7c) and S^. (Figure 4.7d) 

directions. There appears to be a relatively small change in stress concentrations when 

comparing the diaphragm that is solid to versions with 10, 20 and 30 (xm pores. 

Alternatively, the design with 40 fim pores is shown to reduce both compressive and 

tensile stresses developed in the diaphragm during loading. This reduction in developed 

stress will also decrease the sensor sensitivity when applied with the same loading 

conditions. When coupled with a hydrogel these loading boundary conditions may not be 

completely accurate. The hydrogel will exert the same force on the diaphragm that has 

40 Jim holes than the solid diaphragm but the force density in each circumstance is 

different. This is because the same pressure is applied to the diaphragm irrespective of 

pore size if we assume the hydrogel doesn't exude through the pores. Therefore the 

force/volume is highest on the diaphragm with the least amount volume since the 

swelling pressure for a particular gel remains constant at static conditions. 
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Figure 4.7. Normal stress (a,c) perpendicular (Snx) and (b,d) parallel (S„y) to the 
diaphragm edge. Stresses are calculated as a function of hole size across the (a,b) 
diaphragm midplane at a pressure of 150 kPa. In (c,d) stresses are calculated at a spacing 
of 25 fim from the diaphragm edge an applied pressure of 5-150 MPa. It was determined 
that large pores (40/zm) with a small pitch (50/mi) do not provide the diaphragm with the 
mechanical strength needed to develop stresses within the piezoresistors. The large 
amount of open area in the diaphragm ultimately allows the diaphragm shape to deform. 
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In this scenario the highest forces are witnessed by the diaphragm with largest pores. 

The actual amount of deformation of the gel through the pores is difficult to estimate and 

should be studied empirically since hydrogels' mechanical properties vary significantly. 

For comparative purposes our simulations assume that a constant pressure is applied to 

the bottom surface of the diaphragm and hence the total applied force is highest for the 

solid diaphragm. 

Von Mises stress is shown in Figure 4.8 for the 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 diaphragm with 

pore diameters of 10 fim and 40 fim. When 40 fim pores are used only a 10 fim of 

silicon exists between pores at the narrowest point and the deflection strain is distributed 

across this material leading to high stress conditions. 

Press(7)=1.5e5 Max: 4.539e8 Press(7)=1.5e5 Max: 4.23e8 

Min: 9.313e5 Min: 4.541e4 

Figure 4.8. Finite element results exhibiting Von Mises stress developed in diaphragms 
with (a) 10 fim and (b) 40 fim pores. Simulations indicate that as the pores become 
larger, high tensile stresses are developed in the regions between pores towards the center 
of the diaphragm. Larger pores and open areas create diaphragms with higher stress and 
a higher probability of failure. 
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4.5 Results Piezoresistor Optimization and Performance 

To effectively determine the sensor performance (output voltage, sensitivity) 

stresses induced in the piezoresistors must be accurately predicted. Comparing the six 

designs in Figure 4.5 the normal perpendicular stress (Snx) 25 pm from the diaphragms' 

edge were calculated. This distance from the edge was chosen because for because it 

represents the approximate center point of the piezoresistors. Values range from -164 

MPa for to -278 MPa for the various designs. Normal stress is calculated in the 

perpendicular direction because it is dominant and shown in Figure 4.9a. This 

demonstrates the ability of pore density and location to influence the stresses induced in 

the piezoresistor. 

W Symmetry Planes Piezoresistors 

30 urn Pores 

0 20 40 60 80 100 
Number Pores in Design 

Figure 4.9. Influence of pore geometry on piezoresistor stress, (a) Normal compressive 
stress (S„x) in the piezoresistors located on the topside of the diaphragm 25 (o,m from the 
diaphragm edge. A load of 150 kPa was applied to the backside of the diaphragm and 
determined using finite element analysis of designs shown in Figure 4.5. The geometry 
and location of the pores is used to increase stress in piezoresistors and hence sensor 
sensitivity, (b) CAD model of the final pore geometry located in a 1.5 * 1.5 mm2 

diaphragm with lOum thickness. Simulations on were used to optimize the final 
geometry by modeling one quarter of the diaphragm and using symmetry. 
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The lowest piezoresistor stress averaged at the three adjacent nodes was (-164 

MPa) was found in the design with 100 pores placed in the diaphragm (Figure 4.5a). 

This design mechanically deformed much more than the other designs reducing the 

piezoresistor stresses. The design with 52 pores (Figure 5E) was found to increase Snx in 

the piezoresistor by 12 MPa when compared to the solid diaphragm. This design was 

used as the basis for the final pore geometry shown in Figure 4.9b for the 1.5 x 1.5 mm2 

diaphragm with 30 jxm pores. 

Figure 4.10a shows Snx distribution across the diaphragm for the porous 1.0 x 1.0 

mm2 diaphragms while loaded from the below with 150 kPa. Figure 4.10b plots the Snx 

across the diaphragm length to study the how the piezoresistors are impacted by the 

various designs. The enlarged box represents region in which the piezoresistors are 

located which is influenced by pore design. In general the Snx distribution across the 

diaphragms is similar for all the designs with exception of the version with 100 pores. 

The high density of pores of this design reduces the stresses in the piezoresistive regions 

while increasing stress in the pores. For the final designs two piezoresistors were 

connected in series creating a pair close to the diaphragm edge. This was necessary to 

obtain a required output voltage and the specified bridge resistance of 3 kQ. The smaller 

piezoresistor footprint in this design also improves sensor output by localizing the 

induced stresses when compared to using one long piezoresistor. 

However, the piezoresistors are not single points but rectangular areas. Therefore 

signal output voltage and sensitivity will be lower than is predicted using a point source. 
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(a) Press(5)=1.5e5 
main: sx normal stress global syj 

Deformation: Displacement 

Max: 4.802e8 

- 4 
Min: -4.0B4e8 

0 100 200 300 400 500 
Distance From Diaphragm Edge (nm) 

Figure 4.10. Normal stress distribution (S„x) of the 1.0 x 1.0 mm2 52 pore diaphragm 
with applied load of 150 kPa. (b) Normal stress distribution (Snx) perpendicular to the 
diaphragm edge for the 1.0 x 1.0 mm2 diaphragms with various pore geometries shown in 
Figure 4.5. Stress in the piezoresistor regions can be influenced by the pore 
characteristics. The stress developed in the piezoresistor regions for the 100 pored 
diaphragm is significantly reduced. 

In final sensitivity calculations the effect of piezoresistor length is considered and 

stress data from FEA are input into the following equation [37]: 

AV _ AR _ ut (EJLi-W1*) + (lf=l5ny^i) (30) 

where 7Ti and 7Tt are the transverse and longitudinal piezoresitor coefficients, Snxi and Snyi 

are the parallel and perpendicular normal stresses of ith element found within the 

piezoresitors and Aj are the area of the ith element. This calculation technique 

compensates for the stress averaging across the piezoresistors and better predicts sensor 

output. We determined that piezoresistor pairs (2 resistors each 10 x 75 ^m2) spaced 10 

fim from the diaphragm edge with a spacing of 20 pm would generate stresses needed for 

the specified output and could be manufactured reliably. 
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The design implements eight piezoresistors in total but only the longitudinal and 

transverse pairs need to be investigated in order to calculate the sensor output 

performance. The longitudinal piezoresistor (LR1, LR2) stresses are equivalent because 

they are mirrored along the symmetry plane. 

Alternatively each of the transverse piezoresistor pairs has a unique stress 

distribution and the resistor closer to the diaphragm edge has higher normal stress. 

Figure 4.11 gives the averaged stress distribution along the length of the piezoresistors in 

the 52 pore l x l mm2 diaphragm under a 150 kPa load. Compressive stresses in the 

longitudinal piezoresistors significantly decrease from -307 MPa to -107 MPa over its 75 

fim length. It is apparent that the length of the perpendicular resistors cannot be 

neglected for the sensitivity calculations in this design. 

A summary of normal stresses in piezoresistors for the three principal directions is 

shown in Table 4.2 for the 1 mm diaphragm with 52 pores. Piezoresistor stresses were 

then calculated for porous diaphragms with widths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.25 and 1.5 mm. Stresses 

in the z direction (normal to the diaphragm) are insignificant and are ignored for 

sensitivity calculations. We integrate the length of piezoresistors to get the average 

longitudinal and transverse stresses that are then used calculate the resistance change at 

an applied pressure. 

Figure 4.12 displays normal stresses parallel and perpendicular to the diaphragm 

edge for the piezoresistors in relation to applied pressure for the four diaphragm sizes. 
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Figure 4.11. Average normal stresses induced in the longitudinal (left) and transverse 
(right) piezoresistors as a function of length at an applied pressure of 150 kPa using the 
1.0 x 1.0 mm2 diaphragm (top). The normal stress (Snx) varies from >300 MPa close to 
the edge to <150 MPa moving 75 Jim towards the inside of the diaphragm. This stress 
gradient is used for calculating the sensitivity of the various sensor designs. 

The black rectangles in the figure correspond to the piezoresistors with arrows 

representing the stress in a particular direction. For the longitudinal piezoresistors the 

parallel and perpendicular stresses are the same due to symmetry but this is not the case 

for the transverse resistors which have four unique average stresses. Substituting the 

average longitudinal and transverse stresses (Figure 4.12) into equation 4, we can obtain 

the AR/R for each of the resistor pairs. 
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Table 4.2. Min, max and average normal stress developed in the longitudinal and 
transverse piezoresistors in the three principal directions at an applied pressure of 150 
kPa. 

Piezoresistor Stress 
Tensor Min (MPa) Max (MPa) Average (MPa) 

Longitudinal LR1=LR2 Snx -107 -307 -200 
Longitudinal LR1=LR2 Sny -106 -29.2 -65 
Longitudinal LR1=LR2 Snz -.015 -.045 -.027 

Transverse TR1 Snx -316 -323 -319 
Transverse TR1 Sny -105 -112 -107 
Transverse TR1 Snz -.013 -.035 -.024 
Transverse TR2 Snx -253 -255 -254 
Transverse TR2 Sny -84 -86 -84 
Transverse TR2 Snz -.006 -.012 -.09 
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Figure 4.12. Average normal stresses (a, c, e) perpendicular (Snx) and (b, d, e) parallel 
(Sny) to the diaphragm edge in the (a,b) longitudinal and (c-e) transverse piezoresistor 
pairs. Piezoresistors are represented by the black rectangles and arrows represent normal 
stress in a particular direction. Due to symmetry the longitudinal resistors have the same 
normal stress while the transverse piezoresistors are dependent on location. 
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The longitudinal and transverse piezoresistive coefficients for p-type silicon at 

low doping concentrations and room temperature defined by Smith [29] are: 7n = 1/2(7Tn 

+ 7T12 + 7r44) =71.8X10-11 Pa -1 and 7Tt= l/2(7Tn + TTn -X44) = -66.3xl0"n Pa"1, where iru = 

6 .6xl0" n Pa -1, TT\2 = - l . l x l 0 " n Pa"1, and 7T44 = 138.1xl0~~n Pa"1. The resistance change 

(AR/R) with regard to applied pressure has been calculated for the longitudinal and 

transverse piezoresistor pairs shown in Figure 4.13. The resistor pairs are well balanced 

giving outputs that are similar in magnitude but opposite in sign. Sensors with 1.25x 1.25 

and 1.5x1.5 mm2 diaphragm are more sensitive than the smaller diaphragms but also 

have higher nonlinearity across the 5-250 kPa pressure range. Designing pressure 

sensors in the low pressure range is often a compromise between sensitivity and 

nonlinearity. This nonlinearity arises from large diaphragm deflections of thin 

membranes and is caused by the finite elongation of the central interior plane [38-40]. 

Simulations were used to determine stresses induced in the piezoresistors used large 

deflection theory taking into account the diaphragm deformation Although simulations 

showed nonlinearity at higher pressures for the larger diaphragms (1.25, 1.5 mm) they are 

intended for use at lower pressures < 50 kPa where is it of less concern. Since the 

piezoresistor pairs were slightly unbalanced the AR/R values were inserted into equation 

31 [41] to improve output voltage calculations. 

This equation takes into account the small variability between resistor pairs where 

r = Rl/Rl = R3/R4, Vm is the bridge-input voltage and Vout is the differential output 

voltage. 

r /AR1 AR2 AR3 AR4 
(31) 
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Figure 4.13. Change in resistance (AR/R) of the (a) longitudinal and (b) transverse p-
type piezoresistor pairs as a function of applied pressure for design shown in Figure 4.5e 
with widths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 mm and 30|xm pores. It was determined that the 
longitudinal resistors have a slightly higher AR/R. 

The input voltage was set at IV and the sensor output and sensitivity is shown in 

Figure 4.14 Sensitivity analysis indicates that the 1.25 and 1.5mm sensors are 

predominately linear up to ~100kPa above which diaphragm stretching occurs and 

reduces stress in the piezoresistors and hence voltage output. 

4.6 Conclusions 

This chapter describes the design, modeling, and development of a novel silicon-

based porous diaphragm piezoresistive pressure sensor concept for use with hydrogels. 

Finite element results show that it is possible to incorporate a perforation or diffusion 

pores into the diaphragm while maintaining mechanical stresses needed in the 

piezoresistors. Six proposed designs were compared to conventional solid diaphragm 

sensors. We found that the optimal design exhibits removed pores from the midlines of 

the diaphragm, close to the edges, and around piezoresistors. 
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Figure 4.14. Porous diaphragm sensor output characteristics describing the (a) output 
voltage and (b) sensitivity as a function of pressure and diaphragm width. All 
diaphragms in this model use the design shown in Figure 4.5e with 30 fxm pores with and 
thickness of 10/rni. 

This is a conservative design because it significantly reduces the amount of stresses 

located in the pore regions while minutely increasing the electrical output. This 

particular geometry was implemented to other diaphragm sizes in order to measure 

pressures ranging from 5 to 250kPa. To our knowledge this the first time a pressure 

sensor with perforated diaphragm for combined stress/pressure sensing and diffusion of 

analytes into the sensor cavity has been reported. The final designs show qualified 

sensitivity o f . 1 -1.23 mV/V-kPA. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DEVELOPMENT, FABRICATION, AND CHARACTERIZATION OF 

PIEZORESISTIVE PRESSURE SENSORS USING PERFORATED 

DIAPHRAGMS FOR HYDROGEL SENSING 

5.1 Abstract 

Hydrogels have been demonstrated to swell in response to a number of external 

stimuli including pH, CO2, glucose, and ionic strength making them useful for detection 

of metabolic analytes. In order to measure the hydrogel swelling pressure, we have 

fabricated and tested novel perforated diaphragm piezoresistive pressure sensors and 

arrays that couple the pressure sensing diaphragm with a perforated semipermeable 

membrane. The 2x2 arrays measure approximately 3 x 5 mm2 and consist of four square 

sensing diaphragms with widths of 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 mm used to measure full scale 

pressures of 50, 25, and 5 kPa, respectively. These four diaphragms with ranging 

sensitivities allow the sensor arrays to be coupled to a diverse number of hydrogels, with 

different swelling pressures. Round micropores were etched with the sensing diaphragm 

to allow analyte diffusion into the sensor cavity where the hydrogel material is located. 

The pore geometry and placement were optimized with the use of finite element analysis 

to reduce stress located in the perforated region while maintaining elevated stress 

concentrations within the piezoresistors. The 14-step front side wafer process was 

carried out by a commercial foundry service (MSF, Frankfurt (Oder), Germany). 
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Diaphragm pores were created using a combination of potassium hydroxide (KOH) 

etching and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The sensing diaphragm was fabricated 

using silicon. Four p-type piezoresistor pairs were ion implanted in regions of high stress 

as determined using finite element analysis. The metallization consists of sputtered 

aluminum-silicon (1 /xm thick) alloy, thermal oxide (120 nm) and plasma enhanced (PE) 

nitride (600nm) were used on for diaphragm insulation and passivation. Characterization 

of sensor arrays was performed without the use of hydrogels using a custom bulge testing 

apparatus that simultaneously measured deflection, pressure, and electrical output. These 

initial test results are discussed, then used to quantify the sensor sensitivity and show 

proof-of-concept. From these initial tests the diaphragms were found to have a small 

negative deflection which is attributed to compressive stress found in the passivation 

layers. Measured deflections were compared to finite element simulations and found to 

be within 10% with the addition of a 281 MPa compressive stress in the modeled 

passivation layers. Simulations also showed that the sensitivity was slightly improved for 

the perforated diaphragm designs while empirical electrical characterization showed that 

the perforated diaphragm sensors were slightly less sensitive than solid diaphragm 

sensors. This discrepancy is believed to be due to the influence of compressive stress 

found within passivation layers and poor etching uniformity. The new perforated 

diaphragm sensors were fully functional with sensitivities ranging from 23 to 252 fiV/ V-

kPa (FSO= 5 to 80mV), and show a higher nonlinearity at elevated pressures than 

identical sensors with solid diaphragms. Sensors (1.5><1.5 mm2) with perforated 

diaphragms (pores=40 jum) have a nonlinearity of approximately 10% while for the 

identical solid diaphragm sensor it was roughly 3 % over the entire 200 kPa range. This 
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is the first time piezoresistive pressure sensors with integrated diffusion pores for 

detection of hydrogel swelling pressure have been fabricated and tested. 

5.2 Introduction 

Recent developments of specialized hydrogels for medical and chemical sensing 

applications has created a need to quantify physical changes that occur (within the 

hydrogel) in response to changing environmental conditions. These "stimuli-responsive" 

hydrogels have been shown to swell or shrink in response to a number of environmental 

and chemical stimuli including temperature [1], electric field [2], pH [3-8], glucose [9-

15], and ionic strength [4, 10, 16-19], Numerous studies have been performed on these 

hydrogels. Magda et al. [17] designed and tested a miniature biosensor for glucose 

concentration measurements in blood using the combination of a pressure transducer and 

a pH glucose gel. Herber et al. [18-22] created a number of sensors used for monitoring 

carbon dioxide concentrations. Gerlach et al. [6, 7, 16, 23-25] used hydrogels to 

measure to measure the changes in pH. Other transduction mechanisms used to measure 

the physical transitions in hydrogels include: quartz crystal microbalances (resonance) 

[26], holographic Bragg diffraction (optical) [27], electrode impedance (electrical) [12, 

28], permittivity [29], and piezoresistive based cantilevers or membranes (mechanical-

electrical) [6, 16, 24, 25, 30], 

One sensor concept that directly addresses this need directly couples hydrogels to 

micropressure sensors. These devices use the principle that chemically induced changes 

in the hydrogel causes an osmotic pressure increase or decrease leading to swelling or 

contracting, respectively. This swelling of the gel when confined under isochoric 

conditions leads to an increased pressure in the sensor cavity. The hydrogel is placed in 
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contact with the sensing diaphragm (<5 mm) which converts these pressure fluctuations 

to changes in resistance which are measured using a Wheatstone bridge. The diaphragm 

acts as a stress intensifier and the piezoresistors are placed in regions of highest stress, 

which are typically located close to the midpoint of the diaphragm edge. The thin 

piezoresistive diaphragm and hydrogel cavity required are typically created using KOH 

etching of the bulk silicon [23-25]. Researchers have previously mechanically cut gels to 

size and manually positioned them in the cavity [6, 23-25, 30] or alternatively 

polymerized the hydrogel solution directly in the cavity [18, 21], 

A commonality to these designs is after hydrogel insertion a backing plate is 

attached to the backside of the sensor. This backing plate allows the diffusion of analyte 

into/out of the hydrogel cavity. Backing plates in the past has been made from wire 

meshes, nonporous polymers, micromachined silicon, or glass and attached using 

adhesives or anodic bonding. Although the mesh backing keeps the hydrogel in contact 

with the sensor diaphragm a number of problems exist with the current technology. First, 

the fabrication procedure is complex requiring a number of individual components to be 

fabricated and assembled individually. Secondly, the permeable mesh has been shown to 

flex, reducing the amount of pressure transferred to the sensor diaphragm and hence 

reducing sensitivity [31]. If the pores are too large, the gels have been shown to exude 

through the mesh reducing pressure within the cavity [31]. Therefore it is important to 

accurately control the size of the pores. We previously reported on the optimization and 

geometry of a novel perforated diaphragm pressure sensor through the use of finite 

element analysis [32]. It was shown that it is possible to incorporate pores directly into 

the sensing diaphragm without sacrificing sensitivity or mechanical robustness. Another 
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observation was with appropriate placement, pores can act as stress concentrators and 

increase stress induced in the piezoresistors, potentially yielding higher sensitivity. The 

remainder of this article describes the fabrication and initial bulge testing of the first 

generation perforated diaphragm pressure sensors. A subsequent paper will describe the 

physical behavior of the sensors while coupled with the hydrogels tested in wet sensing 

environments. 

5.3 Sensor Design and Fabrication 

Square perforated diaphragm pressure sensors with widths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, and 

1.5 mm were fabricated to measure hydrogel swelling pressures ranging from 5 to 150 

kPa. Specifically two types of dies were fabricated during the process. First, 

"individual" sensor dies had sensors with widths of 0.5, 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 mm and 

designed to have full scale pressures of 150, 50, 25 and 5 kPa, respectively. These 

sensors were intended to be singulated. Secondly, "array" dies contained four 

diaphragms: two l x l mm2, one 1.25x1.25 mm2and one 1.5x1.5mm2in a more compact 

layout measuring approximately 3x5 mm . The arrays are intended to be used with 

various types of hydrogels simultaneously with different swelling pressure 

characteristics. The bulk micromachined cavities of the arrays are separated by 200 fim 

thick silicon frame created during the backside KOH etching. Finite element analysis 

showed that an insignificant amount of deflection occurs within the frame. Therefore 

cross sensitivities should be small and individual sensor sensitivity should be unaffected. 

These sensor designs were created conservatively with a large factor of safety and a burst 

pressure >10 times that of the specified full pressure. The 14-step front side fabrication 

process was carried out on 5 wafers by a commercial foundry (MSF, Frankfurt (Oder), 
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Germany). The pores were created in diaphragms using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) 

and the hydrogel cavity was etched using potassium hydroxide (KOH). Perforated 

sensors included etched pores of 10, 20, 30, and 40 fim in diameter within the diaphragms 

to allow the diffusion of analyte in to the hydrogel cavity using an optimized geometry 

previously discussed. This pore size was chosen for three primary reasons. First, they 

can easily be etched using DRIE. Secondly, they provide a wide range to open surface 

areas allowing us to study the effect of pore incorporation and lastly they are small 

enough to prohibit the hydrogel from exuding through the membrane. Solid diaphragm 

sensors were also fabricated using identical design parameters as a control. All design 

parameters including diaphragm thickness, piezoresistor dimensions, pores location, and 

metallization remained consistent. The optimized pattern of pores (30 fim) is shown for 

the perforated 1><1 mm2 sensor in Figure 5.1. This design was used because it 

significantly reduced the stress located on the pores without significantly modifying the 

normal longitudinal and transverse stress found in the piezoresistors. Figure 5.1 also 

illustrates the different types of sensor test structures fabricated including Kelvin, contact 

chain, diode and alignment test structures. 

5.3.1 Oxidation and Implantation 

Four-inch (100 mm) n-type wafers oriented in the (100) direction with a 

resistivity of 3-6 Q-cm were used as substrates. They were 400 ± 25 fim thick and 

double side polished with a total thickness variation (TTV) of < 5 fim. The wafers were 

cleaned using an RCA 1 (NH4OH:l, H202 : 2, H20:10) etch bath for 3 minutes. The first 

step in fabrication was to deposit a 500±20 nm silicon oxide using wet oxidation at 

1000°C. 
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Figure 5.1. CAD mask layout showing the various sensors designs. Sensors with and 
without perforated diaphragms were fabricated as individual sensors and part of an array. 
An enlarged image of the 1 * 1 mm2 perforated (pores=30 fim) diaphragm pressure sensor 
is shown on the right. This optimized pore geometry reduces the stress located within the 
pores, maintains high stress within the piezoresistors, while maintaining the diaphragm 
mechanical integrity. An enlargement of the transverse piezoresistor pair is shown below 
the 1 x 1 mm2 sensor magnification. 

Lithography was performed on the silicon oxide using AZ 6612 photo resist as an 

implantation mask and etched using a buffered oxide etch (BOE 7:1 NH4F:7, HF:1). This 

oxide layer isolates the metallization from the silicon substrate and opens the active 

diaphragm regions. A piranha etch (H2O2, H2SO4) was used to remove the resist and 

another RCA 1 cleaning was performed. The highly conductive p+ plus regions were 

defined using AZ 6612 resist and the first implantation was performed at an accelerating 

voltage of 80 keV with a dose of 5.5><1014 cm"2 as shown in Figure 5.2. 
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Figure 5.2. Fourteen-step fabrication processes used to manufacture the perforated 
diaphragm pressure sensors. 
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The second implantation was performed at 90 keV and dose 2.5x 1015 cm"2 

designed to yield resistivity of 4><10"3 Q-cm and depth of 0.2 jxm for the piezoresistors. 

5.3.2 Insulation and Metallization 

After ion implantation the photoresist was removed using AZ stripper and cleaned 

in an O2 plasma, followed by the growth of a 100±5 nm thick thermal silicon oxide at 

1000°C using dry oxidation. This layer is used to passivate the diaphragm and create 

another dielectric insulation layer for the metallization. The contact traces are situated on 

top of both oxidations layers to reduce leakage currents to the substrate. 

An additional patterning step is performed using AZ 2020 to open contact 

windows to the piezoresistors followed by a blanket deposition of a 1 [mi sputtered 

aluminum-silicon alloy. Patterning and development of the aluminum metallization 

traces was performed using AZ 2020 resist and aluminum etchant. The wafer was then 

briefly (1 min) cleaned to remove any silicon particles using equal parts of HF and 

HNO3. After the removal of photoresist using AZ stripper the aluminum was annealed in 

forming gas (H2 + N2 mixture) at 400°C. These are steps 5-8 as shown in Figure 5.2. 

5.3.3 Passivation and Pore Etching 

Passivation of the metallization is critical for our sensors since their intended use 

is within wet environments (saline) in-vitro and/or in-vivo. Therefore a 600 nm silicon 

nitride was deposited using plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) at 

400°C on both the topside and backside of the wafers. Windows were etched on the 

backside of the wafer using reactive ion etching (RIE) at pressure of 100 mTorr, at 100 

W, using a mixture of CF4 and O2, creating a mask for the bullk micromachining using 
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potassium hydroxide (KOH) wet etching. This process creates the cavity housing the 

hydrogel and controls the diaphragm thickness. 

An AZ 2020 photoresist mask was used on the front-side of the wafer to define 

windows for contact etching and openings for the diaphragm pores. The nitride is etched 

with RIE and a subsequent BOE etching removes the 100 nm thermal oxide located 

within the pores. Bulk KOH etching was performed at 70°C (40% concentration) 

resulting in an etch rate of 35 to 40 |im/hour leaving a membrane of 15 ±3 |im thickness. 

Photoresist (MA-P 1275) was then applied to the topside of the wafer and removed only 

over the pores for a Bosch™ DRIE etch process to etch the silicon and finalize the pores 

using (SF6) and (C4F8). The photoresist was removed on the topside using AZ striper. 

Optical and scanning electron micrographs are displayed in Figure 5.3 showing sensors 

pre and post DRIE etching. 

5.3.4 Dicing 

In order to perform bulge testing "individual" and "array "dies measuring 8x8 

mm2 were singulated from the wafer using a semi automatic Disco dicing saw at a feed 

rate of 2.5cm/sec. 

5.4 Sensor Bulge Testing Apparatus 

Investigating the performance of the perforated pressure sensors starts with 

characterizing the deflections of the diaphragms in response to the applied pressures. 

Accurate quantification of the deflection-pressure relationship provides important 

information on bending behavior giving insight to analytical and finite element model 

validity. 
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Figure 5.3. Images of the fabricated sensors, (a) Nomarski contrast optical micrograph 
of the 1.0 x 1.0 mm2 perforated diaphragm sensor illustrating the pores after wet etching 
but before DRIE. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of 1.25 x 1.25 mm2 

perforated diaphragm sensor before DRIE. (c,d) SEM images of sensors post DRIE. 

Sensor characterization was performed using a custom bulge testing station that 

couples an optical profilometer, an electronic pressure regulator, and electronics used to 

measure the sensor output shown in Figure 5.4a.The design and performance of this 

system are found in [33]. The system applies a regulated pressure to the backside of the 

diaphragms while measuring the sensors electrical output, calibrated applied pressure, 

and diaphragm deflection. 
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Figure 5.4. Illustrated is the CAD design and photographs of the bulge testing apparatus 
used to measure applied pressure, sensor electrical output, and diaphragm deflection, (a) 
CAD layout of testing stage, (b) The sensor testing stage is mounted to the optical 
profilometer. (c) Four sensors are simultaneously mounted to the stage for testing and 
(d) wire bonded to the PCB board. 

The pressure can accurately be controlled with a resolution of approximately 290 

Pa. An optical profilometer (Zygo Newview 5032, Stamford, CT) measures the three-

dimensional diaphragm deflection with nanometer resolution. The 8><8 mm2 sensor dies 

were mounted to a stainless steel mounting plate using dicing wax (Nikka Seiko, Step 

wax No. 1, Tokyo, Japan) at 140°C to create an airtight seal. A calibrated pressure 

transducer (Omega PX429) with a range of 0-30 PSI and 0.08% full scale accuracy is 

mounted to the steel plate and connected to the channel that links the backside of the 

sensors. A Keithley 2400 digital source meter powers and records the output (4-20 mA) 

from the pressure transducer during experiments. Four sensor dies can be attached to the 

mounting plate and exposed to the same pressure channel. 
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The sensors are ultrasonically wedge wire bonded using 50 fim diameter insulated 

gold wire (PF003774, Kanthal, Palm Coast, Florida, USA) from the bond pads to the 

custom printed circuit board (PCB) that is screwed on top of the steel mounting plate 

shown in Figure 5.4d. Although the particular tests presented here do not necessarily 

require the use of insulated gold wires, they will be needed for future wet tests. Hence, 

the sensors were assembled with this wire. The PCB board has a total of 80 electrical 

connections using two double-sided 40 contact card edge connectors (Figure 5.4b-c). 

This high density output gives us the ability to measure characteristics of all 

piezoresistors simultaneously. 

The card edge connectors are connected to a 40 pin terminal block which is 

attached to a Keithley 4200 semiconductor parameter analyzer which has four 

independent source measure units (SMUs) giving us the ability to record data from each 

piezoresistor while testing. This system allows us to characterize and calibrate the 

sensors before testing in-vitro/in-vivo while coupled with hydrogels. 

5.5 Experimental Methods 

We compared diaphragm deflections (|J.m), output voltages (V), and sensitivities 

(jiV/V-kPa) between perforated and solid diaphragm sensors. Measurements were 

performed on "individual" and "array" sensor dies containing both perforated and solid 

diaphragms with sizes of 0.5><0.5 mm2, l x l mm2, 1.25x1.25 mm2, and 1.5x1.5 mm2 and 

DRIE etched pores have sizes of 10, 20, 30 and 40 fim. While testing sensors, 

compressed N2 was supplied via the gas inlet (Figure 5.4a) with pressures up to 200 kPa 

then exited through pores in the diaphragms while pressure was being measured by the 

calibrated pressure transducer. As pressure was increased N2 flowed through perforated 
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diaphragms and the system was allowed to reach steady state equilibrium. In these tests 

we assume that at equilibrium (steady state) pressure gradients along the length of the 

testing stage N2 gas chamber are minimal and be neglected. Therefore, pressure applied 

to the bottom face of the diaphragms is identical to that witnessed by the calibrated 

pressure transducer. This assumption was validated by measuring the identical perforated 

sensor in all stage four positions at a single pressure; we found no output signal variation 

dependent on location. 

Although analytical models exist that describe the deflection of solid square 

diaphragms [34-36], to our knowledge no models have been developed for the deflection 

of perforated diaphragms. Finite element modeling using COMSOL 3.4a (Burlington, 

MA, USA) was used to evaluate and optimize designs by modeling deflections, and stress 

within the diaphragms. Details on the finite element models demonstrating proof of 

concept are presented in [32]. 

Results show that it is possible to incorporate pores into the diaphragm without 

compromising the mechanical integrity or electrical sensitivity. Simulations used in this 

article use the same boundary conditions as previously reported [32] but an additional 

120 nm oxide and a 600 nm thick silicon nitride passivation layers were included. 

Since these sensors will be used with hydrogels, the boundary conditions of the 

FE models may not be completely accurate. Specifically the models do not take drag 

forces / differential pressures across the aperture into account, because they were 

designed for use with hydrogels. 
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5.6 Results and Discussion 

5.6.1 Mechanical Deflection 

While testing the pressure signal, noise varied by roughly ±20 /xA, 

corresponding to a variation of ±0.26 kPa for pressures <100kPa which is less than 1% 

and neglected. At higher pressures >150 kPa two sources of pressure noise became 

apparent. The system base noise levels became larger, on the order of ±100 /xA 

corresponding to fluctuations of ±1.29 kPa. Although there was a significant increase of 

noise from the pressure sensor output it was still < 1% of the overall output. The second 

source of noise was large pressure oscillations which at pressures (>150 kPa) would 

cause large oscillations in deflection as shown in Figure 5.5 for the most sensitive 

1.5x 1.5 mm2 sensor. 

Figure 5.5. Large oscillations were observed in the deflection measurements if pressure 
fluctuations were present during testing. These pressure fluctuations were found to be 
caused by N2 leaking from the bottom side of the sensors when not properly bonded with 
dicing wax to the mounting plate. 
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We eliminated these large pressure fluctuations and deflection oscillations using 

an improved method of sealing of the sensor dies to the mounting plate. After heating the 

steel mounting plate to 150°C dicing wax (stepwax #1, Nikka Seiko, Tokyo, Japan) was 

applied to the and then sensors were attached. The improved adhesion of the sensor die 

to the mounting plate prevented the leakage of N2, which we suspect caused the pressure 

fluctuations and diaphragm oscillations. The deflection measurements taken after the 

dies were mounted using step wax had very stable deflections and were easily measured. 

Solid diaphragms were tested in a similar fashion but the system was closed and pressure 

was increased and held constant. 

Measurements of the solid and perforated diaphragms using the new mounting 

technique showed little diaphragm vibration and significantly less noise from the pressure 

sensor output. Figure 5.6 shows the deflection of a 1.25x1.25 mm2 diaphragm with 10 

fim pores loaded with pressure ranging from 0 to 64.1 kPa (9 PSI). The diaphragm 

deflection clearly increases with pressure on a scale that can be easily and accurately 

measured using the optical profilometer. With no applied pressure the diaphragm has a 

negative deflection (bows downward) approximately (~100nm), which is attributed to the 

compressive stress developed in the passivation layers. In previous simulations, only 

membranes without residual stress were modeled and it is well known that the presence 

of tensile or compressive stress significantly alters the deflection behavior of membranes 

[37]. During deposition compressive stress was formed by a mismatch between the 

coefficients of thermal expansion of the Si substrate, SiC>2, and Si3N4 films or/and 

intrinsic stresses within the film. 
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Figure 5.6. Plots of the bulged diaphragm surface for the 1.25x1.25 mm perforated 
diaphragm (pores = 10 (im) at pressures up to 65.1 kPa. Surface plots (a-f) are shown 
and exported deflection data along the center of the diaphragm and plotted in relation to 
position (g). Compressive stress within the passivation layers caused the diaphragm to 
bulge downward with no applied pressure. 
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The intrinsic residual stress Si3N4 films are known to vary significantly and are 

affected by the film composition [38, 39]. For our diaphragms, the PECVD Si3N4 films 

(600 nm) and SiC>2 (120 nm) passivation layers are close to 5% the diaphragm thickness 

the source of compressive stress. A better fit between the simulated data and empirical 

results was achieved using 281 MPa compressive stress in the Si3N4 layer. Figure 5.7 

compares the empirical and simulated deflection behavior of the 1.5x1.5 mm2 diaphragm 

with respect to hole size at a pressure of 150 kPa. Diaphragms with pores (a) 10 fim (b) 

30 /xm and (c) 40 fim in diameter had maximum deflections of 1.85, 2.23, and 1.92 fim, 

respectively. 

Figure 5.7. Surface plots recorded during bulge testing of diaphragms with (a) 10 fim (b) 
30 fim and (c) 40 fim pores at 150 kPa. Data were exported along the center of the 
diaphragm and (d) plotted in comparison to simulations results. Empirical and simulated 
results are similar and show that deflection of the diaphragm with 30 fim pores is the 
largest. 
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It was determined that the simulated deflections and empirical measurement are 

well correlated and have similar bending shapes. The perforated diaphragms bending 

shapes have slightly higher curvature than solid diaphragms due to the incorporation of 

pores which makes the diaphragms slightly more compliant and less rigid. Sensor 

diaphragms used in this study have from 1.5 to 33% open surface area and the sensors 

with 40 fim pores while the most compliant actually deflect less then diaphragms with 30 

fim pores. This is due to a combination of loading effects and diaphragm stiffness. The 

diaphragms with higher open surface area experience less force on the bottom diaphragm 

surface due to the applied pressure. Then again, they are also less stiff and more easily 

deformed. 

The same trends were observed in empirical measurements and in finite element 

analysis which applied pressure to the diaphragms' bottom face. Although the effect is 

small these trends were observed in experiment and are more pronounced when 

comparing the largest diaphragms since they are the most pressure sensitive, and have the 

highest pore density and largest deflections. 

Another observation is that at higher pressures the empirically measured 

deflection is minutely higher than that of simulated values while at lower pressures it is 

the inverse. We hypothesize that this is due to higher frictional drag forces caused by the 

N2 flowing through in the diaphragm perforations which are not accounted for in the 

simulations. At elevated testing pressures the N2 gas flows through the pores at higher 

velocities leading to increased drag forces which may also cause a modified flow pattern 

[40], We observed no measurable deflection hysteresis in the testing of the diaphragms. 
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5.7 Electrical Response 

In parallel to measuring deflection the sensors electrically characterized. Seven 

bond pads were implemented in the design allowing us to characterize the performance of 

each piezoresistor individually, and the bridge output voltage as shown in Figure 5.8. 

Pads 6 and 7 were used as substrate contacts which verified that there was insignificant 

current leakage from the piezoresistors and metallization. The resistance of the unloaded 

longitudinal piezoresistors was measured across pads 1-2 and 4-5 had an average 

resistance of 3.16±0.05 k£2 while the transverse piezoresistors had a resistance of 

3.02±0.05, slightly unbalancing the Wheatstone bridge. The piezoresistors were within 

approximately 5% of the 3 kQ design specification. The imbalance was likely due to 

preloading caused by initial compressive stresses present in the passivation layers. For 

sensitivity testing pads 3 and 4 were grounded, voltage of 5V was applied to pad 1, and 

voltage output is measured between pads 2 (decreasing) and 5 (increasing) with respect to 

applied pressure. Figure 5.8 gives the output voltages of the individual solid and 

perforated sensors from 0 to 62 kPa. The measured bridge offset ranged from 91 to 104 

mV at a supply voltage of 5V. We also estimated the electrical output characteristics of 

the perforated diaphragm pressure sensors from data derived from the finite element 

simulations. These results established that sensors with a diaphragm thickness of 10 |im 

should give voltage outputs ranging from 0.13 to 1.23 mV/V-kPa for sensors with 

dimensions of 0.5x0.5 and 1.5x1.5 mm (30 jim pores), respectively. The measured 

output voltages were approximately 80% less than these approximated values. This is 

presumably due the fabricated diaphragm thickness of 15±3 pm. 
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Figure 5.8. Micrograph of l x l mm sensor and electrical output voltages determined 
from bulge testing, (a) Optical micrograph of the l x l mm2 (pores = 20/xm) with bond 
pads labeled, (b-f) Sensor outputs for both perforated and solid diaphragm sensors at a 
supply voltage of 5Y. Results show that the sensors behave linearly within this pressure 
regime and the largest sensors have the highest sensitivities. 
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When comparing the sensitivity over this pressure range (0-64 kPa), solid 

diaphragm sensors (without pores) had only slightly improved sensitivity shown in 

Figure 5.9. This was apparent for all diaphragm widths and is further proof that 

diaphragm thickness was the primary cause of reduced sensitivity. Examination of data 

revealed that initial incorporation of pores reduced sensitivity by 16, 28, 34, and 19% for 

the 10, 20, 30 and 40 fim sized pores when compared to the solid diaphragms. Sensitivity 

and output voltages are similar for both the individual sensors and arrays (Figure 5.9), 

and although the sensitivity is reduced the perforated diaphragm sensors are fully 

functional and easily measured. Another interesting effect is that sensitivity suddenly 

increases for the 40 fim pores. Simulation data showed that pores incorporated in the 

diaphragm increased longitudinal stresses perpendicular to the diaphragm edge while 

reducing the parallel transverse stress. 
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Figure 5.9. Sensitivity of the different diaphragm designs as a function of (a) pore 
diameter and (b) percentage of open area. The incorporation of pores reduced the 
sensitivity of sensors. Diaphragms with pores=40/zm in diameter had higher sensitivity 
than other perforated designs with smaller diameter pores. This is due to a modified 
stress distribution across the piezoresistors. 
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The output nonlinearity was calculated using the End Point Linearity (EPL) 

model and all sensors tested have a nonlinearity < 1% for pressures < 65 kPa which is the 

range most significant to measure hydrogel swelling. Elevated pressure testing (up to 

200kPa) was performed to study broadened sensor nonlinearity and failure 

characteristics. All dies were subjected to the elevated pressures without failure. 

Diaphragms 1.5x1.5 mm both solid and perforated (10, 40 fim pores) were compared 

because they are the most sensitive and most prone to nonlinearity. Results of the test are 

shown in Figure 5.10. 

We found that the perforated sensors have higher nonlinearity than the solid 

diaphragm sensors. In pressures measurements taken to 200 kPa the calculated 

nonlinearity is 3.49, 6.30, and 10.02 % for the 1.5 xi.5 mm2 sensors that are solid and 

perforated with 10 and 40 fim pores, respectively. Nonlinearity in the solid diaphragm 

sensors is often due to large diaphragm deflections that cause stresses to be partially 

supported by membrane axial stresses (balloon effect) in response to the applied pressure. 

This is caused by the finite elongation in the central interior diaphragm plane . For solid 

square diaphragms approximate formulas have been derived to calculate nonlinearity 

using the strain-energy method [41] but for perforated diaphragms these models do not 

apply. The reduced stiffness of the larger pored diaphragms may explain why the 

electrical output from the 40 fim pored diaphragm is significantly more nonlinear then the 

output from the 10 fim and solid diaphragm designs. A second source of nonlinearity for 

the perorated sensors may stem from nonlinearity of the piezoresistive effect. 
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Figure 5.10. Elevated pressure (~200kPa) linearity test performed on the 1.5x1.5 mm2 

diaphragms with (a) solid (b) 10pm and (c) 40 pm pores. Perforated sensors show higher 
linearity since pores reduce stiffness of the diaphragm leading to larger geometrical 
elongation and deformation. 

It has been shown for high values of mechanical stresses (high pressures), 

resistivity changes are no longer proportional to the applied stress, and second and third 

order effects cannot be ignored. The diaphragms with 40 fim pores generate higher 

sensitivities and therefore more stress in the piezoresistors as shown in Figure 5.10a, and 

therefore may also behave more nonlinearly. 

Additional sources of nonlinearity in the pressure sensors may be due to the 

piezoresistor positions deviating from the diaphragm edge location, causing asymmetry 

in the sensitivities of the different resistors within the Wheatstone bridge. Ideally, the 
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sensors were designed to have all resistors located at the same locations with respect to 

diaphragm edge. Fluctuations in substrate thickness, pore alignment, diaphragm 

thickness, and backside alignment accuracy in defining the diaphragm etch masks lead to 

piezoresistor position variation and may have contributed to the nonlinearity of the 

perforated diaphragm sensors [42]. 

The response time of the sensors is limited to the hydrogels' ability to create 

swelling pressure. This intrinsic property is specific to particular hydrogels and is 

complex and a function of hydrogel kinetics, diffusivity of the hydrogel, amount of 

crosslinking, and ionic character. To improve the response times thinner gels are used 

with a higher proportion of surface area, which increases the diffusion rate of analyte into 

the hydrogel. Therefore the diaphragms with larger open areas should permit higher 

diffusion rates and reduce sensor response times. 

5.8 Conclusions 

We have presented fabrication details and initial bulge testing results for novel 

sensors that incorporate diffusion channels into the sensing diaphragm for the detection 

of hydrogel swelling pressure. Sensors were created using a 14 step-fabrication process, 

and pores were etched in the diaphragm using a combination of DRIE and KOH etching. 

Bulge testing using N2 shows that the diaphragms are under compressive stress attributed 

to the diaphragms passivation layers (Si02 and Si3N4). Bulge testing showed all 

perforated diaphragms are mechanically robust and able to withstand pressures >200 kPa. 

The diaphragm deflections were also dependent on pore size. Empirical and simulated 

results showed that the diaphragms with 30 fim pores had the highest deflections. This is 

due to a combination of effects. As the pore size increases the mechanical compliance is 
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increased but loading force decreases because of a larger open area. For the 30 /im 

diaphragms the effect of reduced stiffness is more significant than the reduced loading 

force. Simulated deflections are within 10% of empirically measured values for the 

fabricated diaphragms. Sensitivities ranged from 23 to 252 pCV/ V-kPa for the perforated 

diaphragm pressure sensors. Incorporation of pores reduced sensitivity when compared 

to solid diaphragms. We found that for our design with 40 /mi pores sensitivity was 

higher than for other pore sizes presumably due to over etching of the perforated 

diaphragm- This chapter shows that it is possible to incorporate pores into a pressure 

sensor diaphragm to allow chemical diffusion into the bulk etched hydrogel cavity. 

While the perforations do slightly reduce sensitivity, sensors remain fully functional. 

Electrical output measurements conducted at hydrogel relevant output pressures (up to 65 

kPa) showed that the perforated diaphragm sensors have little nonlinearity (<1 %) for 

their designed pressure ranges. It was also found that increased pore size leads to higher 

nonlinearity at pressures tested up to 200 kPa. A separate paper "Novel Hydrogel Based 

Piezoresistive Sensor Array (2x2) with Integrated Perforated Diaphragm for Metabolic 

Monitoring (in vitro)" discusses the results from initial in-vitro chemical testing. 
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CHAPTER 6 

HYDROGEL BASED PIEZORESISTIVE SENSOR ARRAYS (2x2) 

WITH PERFORATED DIAPHRAGMS FOR METABOLIC 

MONITORING (IN-VITRO) 

6.1 Abstract 

This report details the first experimental results from novel hydrogel sensor array 

(2x2) which incorporates analyte diffusion pores into a piezoresistive diaphragm for the 

detection of hydrogel swelling pressures and hence chemical concentrations. The sensor 

assembly was comprised of three components, the active four sensors, 

HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA hydrogel, and backing plate. 

Each of the individual sensors of the array can be used with various hydrogels 

used to measure the presence of a number of stimuli including pH, ionic strength, and 

glucose concentrations. In this paper and to properly characterize the sensor assembly, 

hydrogels sensitive to changes ionic strength were synthesized using hydroxypropyl 

methacrylate (HPMA), N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMA) and crosslinker 

tetra-ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) and inserted into the sensor assembly. 

This hydrogel quickly and reversibly swells when placed environments of physiological 

buffer solutions (PBS) with ionic strengths ranging from 0.025 to 0.15 M, making it ideal 

for proof-of-concept testing and initial characterization. 
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The assembly was wire bonded to a printed circuit board and coated with 3±0.5 

|im of Parylene using chemical vapor deposition (CVD) to protect the sensor and 

electrical connections during ionic strength wet testing. Two versions of sensors were 

fabricated for comparison, the first incorporated diffusion pores into the diaphragm, and 

the second used a solid diaphragm with perforated backing plate. 

This new design (perforated diaphragm) was shown to have slightly higher 

sensitivity than solid diaphragm sensors with separate diffuse backing plates when 

coupled with the hydrogel. The sensitivities for the l x l mm2, 1.25x1.25 mm2, 1.5x1.5 

mm2 perforated diaphragm sensors were 53.3±6.5, 171.7±8.8, and 271.47±27.53 mV/V-

M, respectively. These results show that perforations in the diaphragm can be used not 

only to allow the diffusion of analyte into the cavity but to increase mechanical stress in 

the piezoresistive diaphragm, thereby increasing sensor output signal. 

The time constants for swelling (r-swelling) and contracting (r-contracting) were 

calculated by fitting the sensor output half cycles to an exponential growth function. We 

found that the sensors' response was initially retarded during the preliminary hydrogel 

conditioning period then improved after 3 to 5 cycles with values of approximately 9 and 

7 minutes for r-swelling and r-contracting. For all sensors tested r-swelling > r-

contracting. This may be due to the increased loading on the hydrogel from the 

diaphragm during the swelling process. During contraction the diaphragm aids the 

hydrogel by reversibly applying mechanical pressure and therefore reducing r-

contracting. Long term stability testing showed the sensors remained functional for 

upwards of two weeks in the test phosphate buffer solution (PBS). 
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6.2 Introduction 

Hydrogels are polymeric materials that consist of a cross linked polymer network 

that absorbs/desorbs water in response to changes in surrounding environmental 

conditions. This diffusion of water within hydrogels causes swelling to occur in response 

to a shift in chemical potential and hence osmotic pressure. One classification of 

hydrogels known as "smart" or "stimuli responsive" reversibly swell in response to 

changes in environmental concentrations of specific target molecules. Using these 

"smart" hydrogels, sensor selectivity can be enhanced by attaching moieties to the 

hydrogel that selectively bind the analyte of interest including pH, glucose, CO2 [1-4]. 

Many hydrogels are also biocompatible and highly suitable for use in implantable 

biomedical sensors and autonomous drug delivery devices. The response time of 

hydrogels was shown to improve through miniaturization by increasing the ratio of 

surface area to volume which increases the effective diffusion rate. Many approaches 

have been used to measure modifications in hydrogels optical, electrical, and mechanical 

properties including: holographic Bragg diffraction (optical) [5], electrode impedance 

(electrical) [6, 7], quartz crystal microbalances (resonance) [8], and piezoresistive based 

cantilevers or membranes (mechanical-electrical) [4, 9-12]. One of the most appealing 

transduction mechanisms used to detect hydrogel swelling is obtained by confining a thin 

piece (<500/zm) of smart hydrogel between porous membrane and the diaphragm of a 

miniature piezoresistive pressure transducer. In this design the change in the 

environmental analyte concentration causes chemical diffusion through the pores of the 

membrane changing the osmotic swelling pressure within the hydrogel. This change in 
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chemical potential (osmotic pressure) causes swelling and an increase of mechanical 

pressure within the hydrogel cavity as measured by the pressure transducer. 

Figure 6.1 shows two versions of "chemo-mechanical sensors" that we have 

fabricated that embody this sensing mechanism. The two designs differ from one another 

by the location of the analyte diffusion pores. The first design (Figure 6.1a) uses a 

periodic array of diffusion channels located on the backing plate while the new design 

(Figure 6.1b) incorporates the diffusion pores directly into the piezoresistive membrane. 

Previous reports have shown that sensors based on Figure 6.1a have been successfully 

been developed to detect variations of pH [10, 12-14] and CO2 [15-19], The novel 

perforated diaphragm pressure sensor (Figure 6.1b) we believe has a number of 

advantages when comparing the designs. It was previously reported that the shape, size 

and location of these diffusion channels can be used to manipulate the stress distribution 

within the diaphragm allowing the sensor to be tuned to a particular hydrogel [20]. We 

also envision that the pores within the diaphragm can be fabricated using a combination 

of potassium hydroxide (KOH) and deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) on a scale which 

make them behave as a semipermeable membrane. An additional advantage of this 

design is with the integration of the pores with the diaphragm the fabrication of a backing 

plate is not required. The hydrogels used in this study are composed of 

HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA and reversibly respond to pH and changes in ionic strength 

because they contain tertiary amines (on DMA) that becomes protonated. At low pH 

value this elevated protonation temporarily increases the osmotic swelling pressure 

within the hydrogel. 
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(a) Perforated Backing Plate (b)Perforated Diaphragm 

Figure 6.1. CAD rendering of the hydrogel based pressure sensor designs utilizing 
analyte diffusion channels that are located within the (a) backside mounting plate and (b) 
within the diaphragm. 

At a fixed pH, a larger osmotic swelling pressure is also obtained by increasing 

the chemical potential of the surrounding water by reducing the environmental ionic 

strength. In either situation, the increase in osmotic pressure is compensated for by 

swelling of the gel and hence increased pressure found with the isochoric sensor cavity. 

From previous work on hydrogels of the same composition tests were performed to 

quantify the swelling pressure and overall response characteristics of the gels [21]. In 

this experiment the gels were confined between a calibrated micropressure sensor and a 

variety of wire meshes inside of a ~3mm stainless steel cylinder. The end of the stainless 

steel cylinder that contained the wire mesh and hydrogel are placed in solutions of 

varying ionic concentration. The pressure created within the cylinder was measured and 

recorded with respect to time. In all cases the measured results were taken from 

hydrogels with a thickness of approximately 400/zm. The physiological buffer solution 

(PBS) was subjected to cyclic changes in ionic strength between 0.05 and 0.15M at fixed 
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pH of 7.4. The response characteristics of the hydrogel were well characterized in this 

study for a number of alternate steel meshes and nanoporous paper membranes. It was 

also observed that the pressure response increases with the amount of initial hydrogel 

loading or how tightly the hydrogel was confined against the pressure sensor. Hydrogel 

swelling pressure ranged from 21 to 112 kPa with response times (r50) from 2.9 to 9.5 

minutes. This experiment showed that both the initial loading pressure and diffusion 

channel characteristics play a primary role in the overall sensor behavior. Although 

hydrogels used to measure changes in ionic strength may not be as physiologically 

significant as those that measure glucose or CO2 they have high swelling pressures, are 

easily synthesized, and well characterized making them ideal for preliminary sensor array 

characterization. 

In this paper we present the fabrication and passivation of the hydrogel sensor 

arrays and discuss initial test results from sensors coupled with HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA 

hydrogels. Output characteristics for both solid and perforated diaphragm (Figure 6.1b) 

sensors are reported in response to changes of ionic strength for various PBS mixtures. 

6.3 Sensor Assembly 

6.3.1 Sensor Dies 

Sensor assemblies were comprised of three main components. First, square 

silicon micropressure sensor arrays were used for the detection hydrogel swelling 

pressures. These sensor dies were designed with both solid and perforated square silicon 

diaphragms with widths of 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 mm used to measure pressures of 150, 50, 

25, 5 kPa, respectively, shown in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2. Optical (a) and SEM (b) micrographs of perforated diaphragm pressure 
sensor array. Inset on left shows a (SEM) micrograph of one of the l x l mm2 sensors 
while (b) shows pores (d=40|im) etched into one quarter of the l x l mm2 sensor 
diaphragm. 

A 14-step fabrication process was performed using standard integrated circuit 

technologies and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) processes found in [22]. The 

2 x 2 array measures approximately 3x5 mm2 and individual diaphragms were separated 

by a 200 pm silicon frame that was bulk etched using KOH from the backside. A 

measured thickness of diaphragms was 15±3 pan determined using scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM). Analyte diffusion pores of 10, 20, 30, and 40 pm in diameter were 

etched into diaphragms using deep reactive ion etching (DRIE). The pore geometry was 

optimized using finite element analysis and discussed in [20] and showed that stress 

within the piezoresistors could be increased while stresses around the pores could be 

minimized. Empirical bulge testing using N2 showed that the solid diaphragm sensors 

had slightly improved sensitivity when compared to the perforated diaphragm sensors 

and was likely due to the loading conditions used in test as described in [22]. Bulge 

testing experiments determined that the passivation layers contained 281 MPa of 
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compressive stress and the perforated diaphragm sensors were functional with 

sensitivities ranging from 23 to 252 fiV/V-kPa. Passivation layers (SiC>2 and SisN,*) were 

deposited on the topside of the sensor to protect the ion implanted piezoresistors from 

external environmental ion diffusion. This layer also was used for masking of the DRIE 

micropores. 

6.3.2 HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA Hydrogels 

The second component of the sensor assembly is the HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA 

hydrogel which is currently synthesized in thin sheets with thickness of 400/im. The 

chemicals used for the preparation of hydrogel were obtained as follows: hydroxypropyl 

methacrylate (HPMA), N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate (DMA) and crosslinker 

tetra-ethyleneglycol dimethacrylate (TEGDMA) were purchased from Polysciences, Inc 

(Warrington, PA). Initiator system containing Ammonium peroxydisulfate (APS) and 

N,N,N',N',-tetra-methylethylenediamine (TEMED), along with Delbecco's phosphate-

buffered saline solution were all obtained from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO). All the 

chemicals were used as received. Polyelectrolyte pH-responsive and ionic strength 

sensitive hydrogels containing HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA at a nominal mole ratio of 

70/30/2 were synthesized via free radical cross-linking copolymerization at room 

temperature as in [23],[24]. In brief, appropriate amounts of monomers HPMA and 

DMA, crosslinker TEGDMA as well as accelerator TEMED were mixed in a vial to 

obtain pregel solution, which was then purged with N2 gas for about lOmin. Shortly 

thereafter, the initiator APS was added to the pregel solution and the mixture was 

vortexed for about 5 seconds before being rapidly injected into a cavity (thickness 

400±10 um) between two square glass plates of surface area 64cm2. The hydrogel slab 
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was removed from the glass plate after approximately 4 hours of reaction, then washed 

with PBS solution for at least 2 days to remove unreacted chemicals prior to testing. In 

order to speed up the cleaning process and for preconditioning, hydrogels were subjected 

to five swelling/deswelling cycles by varying ionic strength of PBS between 0.15M and 

0.05M before insertion into the sensor assembly. 

After synthesis and initial conditioning gels were placed in a 0.15M solution of 

PBS to ensure they were in a contracted state. Next the gels were laid on a glass slide 

(Figure 6.3) in an air environment at room temperature for 60 minutes to improve the 

adhesion to the slide. The process reduced the water content of the gel through 

evaporation and made the gels easier to cut using a surgical scalpel. The gels were then 

trimmed into squares under a microscope with dimensions roughly l x l , 1.25x1.25 and 

1.5x1.5 mm2 and placed into the sensors' backside KOH etched cavity. 

Figure 6.3. Photograph of the HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA hydrogel on glass slide before 
sample cutting and insertion into the sensors. 
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The final part of the sensor assembly is the backing plate used to hold the 

hydrogel in contact with the pressure sensing diaphragm. Two configurations of this 

component were fabricated, one for the solid diaphragm, and the other for perforated 

diaphragm sensors. The sensors with solid silicon diaphragms require that the diffusion 

pores are fabricated directly into the backing plate, while perforated diaphragm sensors 

allow analyte diffusion into the hydrogel cavity directly through the diaphragm. The 

backing plates for the solid diaphragm sensors were fabricated with pores that ranged in 

size from 100 to 175 fim in diameter in 25/xm increments with a 200 fim pitch. These 

pore dimensions were used because they were easily micro machined using DRIE (Bosch 

process) in 5x5 mm2 arrays (Figure 6.4). 

• » » • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • mm- •••••• ••••••• 
• • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • 

Figure 6.4. SEM micrograph of the deep reactive ion etched (DRIE) porous backing 
plate (5x5 mm2) with pore diameter of 125 |im and a pitch of 200 (im. Shading is 
indicative of a surface not being completely planar due to this particular wafer being 
thinned using KOH. The backing plates used for testing do not exhibit this characteristic. 
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The backing plates were the same thickness as the wafer (400±15 pm) and 

covered the backside of all four sensors simultaneously. Backing plates for the 

perforated diaphragm sensors were made using the same wafers without any pores. The 

backing plates were singulated into 8x8 mm using Disco (Tokyo, Japan) dicing saw and 

attached to the sensors using silicone adhesive (NuSil MED-4211, Carpinteria, CA, USA) 

and allowed to cure for 48 hours before testing. 

6.3.4 Wire Bonding 

Each sensor array has a total of 20 electrical inputs/outputs, 4 for each sensor 

which include: Vin, Gnd, Vout+, Vout-. To interface the 2x2 arrays a custom designed 

FR-4 printed circuit board (PCB) was fabricated with a total of 100 bond pads. After 

cleaning the sensors and PCB using isopropyl alcohol and deionized water sensors were 

ultrasonically wedge wire bonded using a semiautomatic wire bonding machine 

(West.Bond, Inc., Anaheim, CA). Insulted gold wires (d=50 fim) were employed because 

they add another layer protection needed for solution testing. Utmost care was taken not 

to fracture sensor diaphragms during wire bonding since they are thin (~15 fim) and can 

easily break. 

6.3.5 Sensor Passivation 

The sensor assembly requires a long term stable encapsulation to avoid device 

deterioration in the harsh physiological testing environment. The passivation layer acts 

as a dielectric barrier to isolate the metal electrical traces of sensor array from the wet 

external environment. Ideally, the encapsulation material needs to be thin (<5 pm), 

conformal, pinhole free, low stress and deposited at near room temperature, since the 
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entire diaphragms are coated it is important the passivation does not alter the mechanical 

properties of the diaphragms and hence the electrical output. Chemical vapor deposited 

(CVD) parylene (para-xylylene) thin films were used because they can be deposited at 

room temperature, and the coating process involves no curing, solvents, or additives. 

Consequently, the concerns associated with thermal piezoresistor diffusion, diaphragm 

stress, and contamination is minimized. Parylene also exhibits a low permeability to 

moisture make it an ideal choice for such applications. After assembly, the sensor, 

wiring and PCB are coated with parylene C (poly para-xylylene) as shown in Figure 6.5. 

A Para tech Coating, LabTop 3000 (Aliso Viejo, CA) system is used vaporize the 

parylene solid dimer at 150° C then pyrolize it into stable monomelic diradical, para-

xylylene at 680°C. These monomers then enter the deposition chamber at room 

temperature and get adsorbed and polymerized on the sample simultaneously. A monitor 

sample is also coated along with the sensors and was used to verify the encapsulation 

layer thickness as being approximately 3±0.5 fini. An added benefit of this passivation 

process is it also mechanically enhances the strength the wire bonds need for the repeated 

chemical testing. 

6.4 Testing Apparatus 

For each sensor array a 26-pin latch connector is soldered to the custom PCB and 

connected to ribbon cable that interfaces a data acquisition unit (Agilent technologies, 

Inc, 34970A, Santa Clara, CA) through a 20-channel multiplexer (Agilent technologies, 

Inc, 34901A, Santa Clara, CA). A high accuracy DC power supply (B&K Precision 

Corporation, 1621, Yorba Linda, CA) was used to apply the 1 V input voltage. 
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Figure 6.5. Photograph of topside of a solid diaphragm sensor assembly with hydrogel 
inserted and mounted to a perforated backing plate (out of view). Wire bonding was 
performed using gold insulated wire (d=50 pm). The entire assembly, wires, and PCB 
are ready for parylene deposition. 

The data acquisition unit is connected to a personal computer using a GPIB cable 

to monitor and record data. "Benchlink Data logger 3" software (Agilent technologies, 

Inc, 34825A, Santa Clara, CA) was used to record and plot real-time test data. The 

testing apparatus is shown in Figure 6.6. 

6.5 Experimental Methods 

The hydrogel swelling pressure was measured in relation to changes of ionic 

strength of PBS solutions. These initial tests are used to qualify the sensor designs and 

provide proof of concept for the perforated diaphragm sensors. Therefore, sensors of the 

two varying designs were subjected to identical experimental conditions and compared. 

Solution tests were conducted using phosphate buffer solution (PBS) with a human 

physiological pH value of 7.4 and ranging in ionic strength from 0.025 to 0.15M. 
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Figure 6.6. Photograph of the testing apparatus used to determine sensor electrical output 
characteristics. The sensors were placed in solutions of varying ionic strength and the 
voltage output was simultaneously measured. 

PBS solution with 0.15M was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, 

USA) made of NaE^PO^ HC1, and NaCl and diluted with deionized water to create 

solutions with reduced ionic strength. The solutions were mixed in 100 ml plastic 

experimental bottles and then sensor assemblies were placed directly into the bottles at 

room temperature without additional agitation as shown in Figure 6.7. 

6.6 Results and Discussion 

6.6.1 Sensitivity 

Sensitivity testing was performed to determine how well sensor arrays can 

discriminate between solutions of varying ionic strengths. These measurements were 

taken after the initial hydrogel conditioning cycles. Figure 6.8 shows sensor voltage 

output with respect to change ionic strength of the PBS solution for the two different 

sensor designs. 
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(a) (b! 

' \ 

Parylene 
Delamination 

Figure 6.7 Photographs of sensor assembly post parylene deposition with insulated wires 
(a) sutured together for additional strength and placed in (b) experimental bottle for 
chemical testing of ionic strength. The parylene delamination was caused by tape 
adhesion testing. 

The perforated diaphragm sensors have pore size of 40 |im and the perforated 

backing plate sensors have pores of 175|im, with pitches of 200 |im and 50|am, 

respectively. The perforated diaphragms have an open area of approximately 64% while 

the backing plates have an open area of 60%. The diaphragms are much thinner (15 |a,m) 

than the backing plates (400 |im) which may increase diffusion rate and hence the 

response time but at equilibrium should not affect overall sensitivity. The sensors were 

allowed to equilibrate in 0.15 M PBS for 1 hour and then the arrays were placed into the 

solution containing 0.025 M PBS causing the hydrogels to swell and subsequent increase 

in voltage output. The ionic concentrations were then reversibly decreased and the final 

step the solution was then returned to its initial concentration of 0.15M. 
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Figure 6.8. Output data used for the calculation of sensitivity for the (a) solid and (b) 
perforated diaphragm pressure sensors. The perforated diaphragm sensors have a higher 
sensitivity and larger output for identical environmental testing conditions. 
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These values agree with offsets measured in previous characterization experiments 

presented in [22]. When the sensors are placed in the 0.15 M PBS solution and at 

equilibrium the sensors output is stable with noise levels on the order of 1 x 10'6 V. The 

diaphragm size was shown to have a prominent impact on the sensitivity of individual 

sensors in the array. 

As expected the largest diaphragm sensors have the highest sensitivity due to 

increased stresses developed in the piezoresistors. Comparing the sensitivities of the two 

designs at both 0.025 and 0.075 M we can see that for the same experimental conditions 

the output of the perforated diaphragms sensors is higher as shown in Figure 6.9. The 

increased sensitivity is due to higher stress induced in the piezoresistors for a particular 

hydrogel swelling pressure. This is due to a combination of effects. First, the 

perforations are defined in such a way that they maximize stress within the diaphragm as 

discussed in [20]. 

300- Perforated Perforated 

1.00 1.25 

Diaphragm Size 

1.50 

Figure 6.9. Comparison of sensitivities for perforated diaphragm and solid diaphragm 
sensors placed in 0.025 and 0.075 M PBS solutions. Perforated diaphragm sensors were 
more sensitive for all sensors in the array. 
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Additionally, the forces and hence stress exhibited on the diaphragm from loading 

vary between the two designs. Assuming the hydrogel does not exude through the pores 

the same total force is applied to the two different diaphragms. This force is determined 

by swelling pressure times the diaphragm area. For the perforated diaphragm sensors, 

stresses experienced by the piezoresistors are higher, since there is less diaphragm 

material to resist the hydrogel swelling pressure. Hence, the perforated diaphragm design 

experiences higher stress and therefore increased sensitivity. In this scenario the highest 

forces are witnessed by the diaphragm with the largest pores. The actual amount of 

deformation of the gel through the pores is difficult to estimate and should be studied 

empirically since the hydrogel mechanical properties can vary significantly. 

6.6.2 Response Time 

The sensor response time is influenced by a number of factors including analyte 

diffusion and hydrogel kinetics. In order for the HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA hydrogels to 

swell/contract water must be absorbed or released by the gel. This is effectively 

controlled by the chemical potential of the water which is dependent on ionic strength. 

At lower ionic strength the water has a higher chemical potential and the gels swell. 

Therefore the internal sensor cavity where the hydrogel is located requires the exchange 

of the analytes with the external environment. This process is complicated by the fact 

that multiple mass transfer mechanisms are occurring concurrently. 

Initial preconditioning of the sensors was performed by alternating between the 

highest (0.15M) and lowest (0.025) ionic concentrations for several cycles. This process 

step is performed to allow the internal structure to reach steady state conditions prior to 

sensitivity testing [25], The arrays output voltage was measured during the 
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preconditioning cycles to measure the swelling pressure shown in Figure 6.10. These 

data, representative of all sensors, were taken using the perforated diaphragm 1 x l mm2 

pressure sensor with diaphragm pore sizes of 40/zm. During the first operation, the 

hydrogel sensor often showed poor repeat accuracy and a slight drift of the sensor 

parameters. 

It is shown that the first initial couple of cycles of have different response 

characteristics than subsequent cycles. We found that the repeatability of the sensor 

response can be significantly increased by performing the conditioning cycles. In 

general, the conditioning process was complete after 3 to 5 swelling-contracting cycles. 

Specifically, for the l x l mm2 sensor the first cycle had the slowest response and the 

lowest swelling pressure of approximately 30 kPa. The second cycle had an improved 

pressure output of 40 kPa and a slightly faster response. After the second cycle the 

measured swelling pressure and response time became more reversible and repeatable 

with an output pressure of roughly 45 kPa. This phenomenon is attributed to the fact that 

the gels are initially in a partially dry contracted state with little absorbed water. In this 

state the swelling process is governed by the analyte and polymer chain mobility. The 

dry contracted state of the hydrogel has reduced diffusion channels size which 

consequently slows diffusion into the gel. Before testing molecular chains are more 

tightly bound with a higher crosslinking density. It has been previously reported that the 

diffusivity of analytes decreases as the crosslinking density increases, size of the analyte 

increases, and the volume fraction of water within the gel decreases. During the first few 

cycles the hydrogel absorbs water becoming better situated inside the sensors cavity. 

This is shown by the reduced baseline value of the output signal. 
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Figure 6.10. Sensor responses during the first five cycles of testing between 0.15 and 
0.025 M PBS solution concentrations (a-d). Exponential fits of (b) cycle 1 (c) cycle 2 
and (d) cycle 5 for the swelling and contracting half cycles. Data show the initial cycles 
have the smallest and slowest response. 
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As the hydrogel is cycled the polymer chains are molecularly reconfigured and 

response is improved. By fitting the output voltage signal to the exponential growth 

function described in equation 32 we can quantify the swelling (r~swelling ) and 

contracting (r-contracting) time constants. 

y = y0 + A1e^x/t^ (32) 

Figure 6.11 compares the time constants (t) calculated using the exponential fit 

for the swelling and contacting of the first five cycles for both sensor types. Results 

show that the hydrogels initially take more than two times as long to reach equilibrium 

when comparing the cycle=l to cycles >3. 
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Figure 6.11. Plot of the calculated time constants (f) with respect to the first five cycles 
for the two sensor types. The sensors response time shows significant improvement after 
an initial conditioning period. Response times for the various sensor types are similar. 
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When comparing the response time between sensors with perforated diaphragms 

(pore diameter =40 jiim) or porous backing plates (pore diameter=175 fim), sensors with 

porous backing plates had a slightly lower rSWeiiing and rcontracting- This means that the 

sensor reaches equilibrium faster and is likely due to the larger pores allowing a higher 

diffusion rate of analytes in and out of the hydrogel cavity improving hydrogel swelling 

response. 

According to Figure 6.12, we determined that the contracting time constants were 

consistently less than that of swelling for both sensors with perforated diaphragms and 

backing plates. This is likely due to an imbalance of mechanical forces exhibited on the 

hydrogel from the piezoresistive diaphragm during testing. During swelling the hydrogel 

volume expands filling all available free space in the sensor cavity then begins to deflect 

the piezoresistive diaphragm. At equilibrium the swelling pressure of the hydrogel is 

equal to the pressure applied by the piezoresistive diaphragm. During the contraction the 

piezoresistive diaphragm applies additional mechanical pressure aiding in the out 

diffusion of water from the hydrogel. The increased hydrogel loading during contraction 

improves the response time during contraction half cycle. Figure 6.12 also compares 

response times of the various sized sensors within the sensor array. 

We found that the 1><1 mm sensors have decreased time constants and faster 

2 2 

response than the larger 1.25x1.25 mm and 1.5x1.5 mm sensors even though the 

hydrogel thickness (~400pm) is the same for each sensor. This is likely due to hydrogel 

loading characteristics. The larger diaphragms are more compliant and sensitive to 

minute increases in hydrogel swelling pressure while the smaller sensors diaphragms are 

more rigid. 
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Time (min) 
Figure 6.12. Swelling and contracting time constants calculated for the various sized 
perforated diaphragm sensors within the array after conditioning. The sensors were 
cycled from 0.15 to 0.025 M PBS and the smaller diaphragms had faster response. 

Hence it takes longer to reach equilibrium for the larger sensors, increasing the 

swelling and contracting time constants. Another reason may be that the larger sensors 

use hydrogels which have a reduced surface to volume ratio which might lead to 

decreased analyte diffusion rates. 

6.6.3 Stability 

Sensor lifetimes of over 400 hours in PBS buffer solution at 23 °C were observed, 

but the baseline offset started drifting after approximately 50 hours seen in Figure 6.13. 
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Generally, the sensors fail within a few days of testing due to the premature failure of the 

encapsulation which can be improved by using a thicker parylene coating, improved 

deposition parameters, or a new encapsulation material. We observed that on two sensors 

the parylene passivation on the wire bonds was compromised, indicated by the 

depositions of salts on the metallization. When analyzing the data of the sensor which 

lasted the longest we learned that the sensor sensitivity remained stable (-135 mV/V-M) 

while only the baseline drifted. Originally the sensor output was roughly 30 mV but after 

200 hours of testing the sensor offset drifted to >50 mV and stabilized. 

Time (Hours) 

Figure 6.13. Plot illustrating the long term stability of the 1.25x1.25 mm2 perforated 
backing plate sensor with 125 pm pores. The sensor was cycled between 0.15 and 
0.025M PBS concentrations and although the sensor responded to changes in ionic 
strength for -400 hours it the baseline drifted significantly. 
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Presumably this was due to one or more of the wire bonds being compromised. 

The resistance was modified on one leg of the Wheatstone bridge creating an imbalance 

leading to a drifting baseline. Future experiments are planned to validate that hypothesis 

and to improve passivation performance. 

6.7 Conclusions 

We have developed two types of sensor arrays used for the detection of hydrogel 

swelling pressures, one version with perforation, acting as analyte diffusion pores etched 

directly into the piezoresistive diaphragm, the other with pores etched into the backing 

plate while using asolid diaphragm. Hydrogels (HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA) which swell in 

response to changes in ionic strength of PBS solution were integrated into the sensor 

chips and used in the characterization of the sensors. The sensors were placed into 

solutions of ionic strengths ranging from 0.025 to 0.15 M. Sensors with pores directly 

etched into the diaphragm exhibit higher sensitivity. Initial conditioning steps were 

necessary to precondition the hydrogel within the sensor and stabilize response. The 

sensor response was fitted to a first order exponential growth function for the swelling 

and contracting half cycles and r s w e i i i n g > ^contracting was observed for all sensors. The 

steady state response times of the two sensor version were comparable and improved 

after 3 to 5 cycles with values of approximately 9 and 7 minutes for r s w e i i in g and rcontracting-

To our knowledge this is the first paper that gives test results for a perforated diaphragm 

pressure sensor array for the detection of hydrogel swelling pressure used in chemical 

analysis. We are confident that we can improve long term sensor stability through the 

optimization of the passivation process, and this sensor design offers a universal platform 

capable of detecting the swelling pressure of various stimuli responsive hydrogels. We 
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have demonstrated "proof of concept" of a sensor design that incorporates perforations 

into a piezoresistive diaphragm for the diffusion of analytes. This design modification 

was shown to improve sensitivity. In the future experiments are planned to investigate 

the effect of diaphragm pore size directly on response time and sensitivity. 
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CHAPTER 7 

SYNOPSIS OF RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, 

AND FUTURE WORK 

This chapter discusses the achievements, and drawbacks, as well as potential 

future work, for hydrogel based micropressure sensor arrays used for chemical sensing. 

Summarizing conclusions are drawn, followed by a brief discussion of results from 

preceding chapters. Subsequently, recommendations are given for improvements and 

future work. 

Over the last decade a wide number of sensors presented in literature have relied 

on stimuli responsive hydrogels for the quantification of chemical analyte concentration. 

One major advantage lies within their unique transduction mechanism (chemical-

mechanical) which provides high specificity to wide range biologically significant 

chemical analytes. Although numerous transduction methods have been described in 

literature to detect physical changes in hydrogels, most require sophisticated test 

equipment and cannot be readily used for chemical sensing or medical diagnostic 

applications. 

This work introduces and demonstrates the first hydrogel based micropressure 

sensor array (2x2) suitable for chemical testing and medical diagnostics. The primary 

goal was to reduce sensor response time, size, improve the long-term stability in 

aggressive environments, increase specificity, and to create a platform sensor technology 
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which offers flexibility to a wide range of hydrogels. The experimental results show that 

the new platform technology is a practical solution addressing many key drawbacks of 

previous sensors 

7.1 Overview 

Summarizing briefly, chemical sensing technology was expanded by introducing 

a novel perforated sensor array used to detect the swelling pressure of hydrogels. 

Modeling and simulation showed that the concept was feasible and had a number of 

inherent advantages including higher sensor flexibility, reduced size, improved response 

time, and higher sensitivity. New materials processing technology was developed to 

create the sensors arrays. Bulge testing showed that the perforated sensors were fully 

functional and had linear responses over the sensors' specific dynamic range. Bulge 

testing also demonstrated that the pore geometry directly influences the sensors' 

performance characteristics and can be used to modify the sensors for a particular 

application and/or hydrogel. Chemical testing showed that the new sensor designs were 

more sensitive than their solid diaphragm counterparts when coupled to hydrogels giving 

proof-of-concept and design validation. Based upon this, a new concept for hydrogel 

based chemical sensors was presented. Its performance characteristics exceed many of 

the state of the art solutions previously presented in literature. Below the main 

conclusions of each chapter are discussed. 
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7.2 High Speed Wafer Scale Bulge Testing for the Determination 

of Thin Film Mechanical Properties 

A bulge testing system was created to study mechanical properties of thin films, 

provide valuable simulation parameters for the finite element models, and for 

characterization of the new hydrogel based chemical sensors. One major advantage over 

other bulge testing systems is that deflection and curvature of membrane can be 

simultaneously measured in three dimensions, with nanometer resolution in seconds via 

the use of an optical profilometer. 

The system was characterized and performance tested by measuring the deflection 

(wafer scale) of square silicon nitride/aluminum membranes (720 nm Si3N4 + 20 nm Al) 

and compare results to analytical and finite element models. Fit of experimental data to 

simulated and analytical models gave r-square values >99% and a calculated Young's 

modulus of 454 GPa for a silicon nitride membrane (1200 x 1200 pm2). The deflections 

measured with respect to pressure for the smaller diaphragms were in the linear regime 

and therefore accurate calculations of Young's modulus were unsuccessful. The 

deflection measurements taken at various locations across the wafer showed little 

variation. 

These preliminary tests were performed primarily to qualify the bulge testing 

system and determine performance characteristics. This equipment proved essential in 

order to study diaphragm mechanics, determine pressure limitations, and perform 

electrical characterization of the sensors. 
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7.3 Design, Simulation and Optimization of Novel Piezoresistive 

Pressure Sensors with Stress Sensitive Perforated 

Diaphragms for Hydrogel Applications 

This chapter presents the design specifications, introduces the CAD models, and 

details the finite element analysis of the new device designs. Finite element analysis of 

various designs shows that it is not only possible to incorporate perforations into the 

piezoresistive diaphragm but that these structures can be used to increase mechanical 

stress within the piezoresistors, leading to higher sensitivity. The perforations also permit 

the diffusion of analyte into the hydrogel cavity. To our knowledge, this is the first time 

a perforated diaphragm pressure sensor was modeled and realized for the detection of 

hydrogel swelling pressure. 

A perforated diaphragm design was chosen for the first generation of sensors to 

show proof-of-concept and that it is feasible to fabricate pores directly into the 

piezoresistive diaphragm. It should be noted that this conservative design significantly 

reduced (>60%) the amount of stress located in the perforated regions while only 

marginally (-5%) increasing the electrical output. 

This particular pore geometry was implemented into silicon diaphragms 10 jxm in 

thickness with multiple widths (0.5 to 1.5 mm) in order to measure pressures ranging 

from 5 to 150 kPa. Three trends were found to exist. First pores located along the 

midlines reduced stress in the piezoresistive regions due to diaphragm stretching. 

Secondly, pores close to the midpoint of the diaphragm edges developed extremely high 

levels of stress. Finally, high densities of large pores (small pitch) develop unacceptable 

levels of interpore stress, which reduced stiffness in the middle of the diaphragm leading 
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to higher deflection and less localized piezoresistor stress. Two piezoresistors (a pair) 

were implemented in both longitudinal and transverse directions, and necessary to obtain 

the specified bridge resistance of ~3 kQ while keeping stress highly localized. 

7.4 Development, Fabrication, and Characterization of Hydrogel 

Based Piezoresistive Pressure Sensors with 

Perforated Diaphragms 

This chapter further expanded on the optimized sensor design, detailed the 

fabrication procedure, and gave initial experimental results using the modified bulge 

testing apparatus. Sensors were front side processed by a commercial foundry using a 

14-step fabrication process. KOH and DRIE etching were conducted on the wafer scale, 

to release diaphragms, and create perforations (10 to 40 /xm diameter), respectively. The 

piezoresistors were within approximately 5% of the 3 kQ design specification, with an 

average total bridge resistance of 3.09±.054 kQ. 

Diaphragm deflections (pm) and output voltages (mV) of the sensors were taken 

with respect to a known applied pressure using the bulge testing apparatus, used to 

calculate sensitivity (mV/V-Pa). In the absence of applied pressure, diaphragms had a 

negative deflection which was attributed to compressive stress developed in the silicon 

oxide and nitride passivation layers. Simulation and empirical results showed that 

deflection and hence stress distributions were not only a function of diaphragm size but 

pore size as well. Designs with higher open area (pores = 40 pm) experienced the least 

total loading force during bulge testing, hence deflections and electrical outputs were 

lower. 
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Bulge testing showed that the measured output voltages were approximately 80% 

less than those approximated by theoretical and numerical simulations. This is 

presumably due to the fabricated diaphragm thickness being of 15±3 pm instead of the 10 

jim that was initially specified. The under etching of the diaphragms not only reduced 

the stress of the piezoresistors but also changed the location of the diaphragm edge. 

Although the sensor outputs were smaller than anticipated, the output was easily 

measureable (mV range) and linear. Sensitivities ranged from 23 to 252 fiV/ V-kPa for 

the perforated diaphragm pressure sensors. 

Nonlinearity analysis of the sensors was performed using an End Point Linearity 

(EPL) model, and determined that the nonlinearity was found to be < 1 % for pressures 

below 65 kPa which is the range most significant for the pH, ionic strength and glucose 

sensitive hydrogels. Elevated pressure testing (up to 200kPa) was performed to study 

broadened sensor nonlinearity and showed diaphragms with the largest pores were also 

most nonlinear. The calculated nonlinearity is 3.49, 6.30, and 10.02 % for the 1.5 xl.5 

mm2 sensors that are solid and perforated with 10 and 40 fim pores, respectively. 

7.5 Hydrogel Based Sensor Arrays (2x2) with Perforated Piezoresistive 

Diaphragms for Metabolic Monitoring (in-vitro) 

This chapter detailed the first successful chemical testing results from a solid and 

perforated diaphragm hydrogel sensor array (2x2) for the detection of hydrogel swelling 

pressures and hence chemical concentrations. 

The sensor assemblies were comprised of three components: the sensors, 

HPMA/DMA/TEGDMA hydrogels, and backing plates. When sensors were placed in 

0.15 M PBS solution and at equilibrium the measured offset was stable (-20-30 mV) 
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with noise levels on the order of 1*10"6 V. The sensors were then placed in solutions of 

PBS with molarities from 0.025 to 0.15M, where a large reversible hydrogel swelling 

response was recorded. Comparing the sensitivities of both the perforated and solid 

diaphragm designs, it was shown that for identical experimental conditions the sensitivity 

of the perforated diaphragms sensors is consistently higher. The sensitivity of the 

1.5x1.5 mm2 and 1.25x1.25 mm2 was 270.9 and 169.1 mV/V-M, respectively, 33% and 

20% higher than identical solid diaphragm sensors. As anticipated the largest 

diaphragms have the highest sensitivity. 

It should be noted that response time was improved by performing conditioning 

cycles, with the process being complete after 3 to 5 swelling-contracting cycles. The 

response time of sensors with porous backing plates had a slightly lower r-swelling and r-

contracting, meaning that the sensors reach equilibrium faster. This was likely due to the 

larger pores allowing a higher diffusion rate of analytes into the hydrogel cavity. 

Contracting time constants (r-contracting) were smaller than swelling (r-swelling) for 

both sensors with perforated diaphragms and backing plates. Increased hydrogel loading 

from the diaphragm during contraction likely improved the response time during 

contraction half cycle. Sensor lifetimes of over 400 hours in PBS buffer solution at 23 °C 

were observed, but the baseline offset started drifting after approximately 50 hours. 

7.6 Comparison of Specifications, Simulations, and Empirical Results 

The two versions of sensor arrays (perforated and solid diaphragms) fulfill the vast 

majority of specified requirements. The behavior of the sensors was extensively studied and 

appears to be predictable, repeatable, reliable and robust by exceeding all specified pressure 
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requirements. Table 7.1 compares specifications to simulated and empirically measured 

data. 

7.7 Future Work 

There are still a number of issues that need to be addressed in order to demonstrate a 

practical sensor for commercial chemical and medical diagnostic monitoring. Most of 

the additional work can be grouped into three distinct areas: hydrogels, sensors, and 

passivation/ encapsulation. 
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Table 7.1. Comparison of specified and actual device properties measured using bulge 
and chemical testing. 

Finite Element 
Simulations 

Empirical Measurements 
Sensor 

SDecifications 

Finite Element 
Simulations Bulge Chemical 

(ionic strength) 
Units Solid Perforated Solid Perforated Solid Perforated 

Thickness 10 (im 10 10 15±3 15±3 12±3 12±3 

Pressure 
Range 

0-
150 kPa 0-150 0-150 0-200 0-200 ~0-50 ~0-50 

O) s-g 
1.5x1.5 

mm2 0-5 kPa 61 54 >200 195+11 >35 >35 
t/3 
C/l 

a) 
Cu 

1.25x1.25 
mm2 0-25 kPa 275 254 >200 >200 >35 >35 

4-> 
t/3 

3 
CQ 

1.0x1.0 
mm2 0-50 kPa 585 511 >200 >200 >35 >35 

4-> 
t/3 

3 
CQ 

0.5x0.5 
2 mm 

0-
150 kPa 1342 1143 >200 >200 No Data No Data 

j - i 
3 
CX 

1.5x1.5 
2 mm 

>5 mV 6.0 6.2 1.42 (5kPa) 1.26 29.1 (35 
kPa) 40.61 

3 
o 
CD 

1.25x1.25 
mm2 >10 mV 25.25 26.5 5.07 

(25kPa) 4.375 20.75 (35 
kPa] 25.35 

as 
u C/3 1.0x1.0 

mm2 >10 mV 32.0 33.5 6.90 
(50kPa) 4.55 8.81 (35 

kPa) 8.82 

IX 0.5x0.5 
mm2 >10 mV 15.75 16.5 3.15 (150 

Kpa) 2.25 No Data No Data 

1.5x1.5 
mm2 >1.0 mV/(V-

Kpa) 1.20 1.24 0.284 0.252 0.831 1.16 

A
ve

 
Se

ns
iti

vi
ty

 1.25x1.25 
mm2 >0.8 mV/(V-

Kpa) 1.01 1.06 0.203 0.175 0.592 0.724 

A
ve

 
Se

ns
iti

vi
ty

 

1.0x1.0 
mm2 >0.5 mV/CV-

Kpa) 0.64 0.67 0.138 0.091 0.231 0.252 

A
ve

 
Se

ns
iti

vi
ty

 

0.5x0.5 
mm2 >0.1 mV/(V-

Kpa) 0.105 0.112 .021 0.015 No Data No Data 

Bridge Resistance 3 k n kn. 3 3.09±0.054 B.08±0.045 3.09±0.021 3.08±0.045 

Ave Offset voltage 
f i v i 

-40-
40 mV mV N/A 20-30 20-30 20-40 20-40 

Power Supply 
CVJ 1-10 V V 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10 
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7.7.1 Hydrogels 

One of the most critical issues for hydrogels based transducers involves the 

hydrogels' response time. Hydrogels have slow response times, i.e., the amount of time 

it takes the hydrogel to generate a measureable amount of swelling pressure detected by 

the sensor array. Although the problem was addressed in our sensor by using small 

volumes of hydrogels that are relatively thin (400 pm) improvement is still needed since 

the response times of our sensors are on average > 1 0 minutes. Thinner hydrogel layers 

(<100 pm) should be tested to determine the limits of pressure generation, stability, 

sensitivity, linearity, reliability, and response time. 

Furthermore, the hydrogel fabrication process must be integrated in a way that 

increases repeatability, allows batch production on the wafer scale, possibly utilizing 

ultra violet (UV) photolithography methods. Methods used to insert the hydrogel into the 

sensor cavity in this report have proven somewhat unreliable with variability in hydrogel 

size and preloading pressure. Recent progress has been made in this area using glucose 

sensitive hydrogels that cure with UV, and initial testing shows the gels are responsive to 

physiological important glucose concentrations. This method is currently being performed 

on the chip level by filling the cavities using a micropipette and exposing the dies to a UV 

lamp. Prehydrogel solution could potential be deposited using a spin-on process, patterned 

and polymerized on the pressure sensor diaphragms on the wafer level using 

photolithography. The most important parameters for this process would be spin speed, spin 

time, viscosity of the prehydrogel solution, and exposure time. To improve the adhesion of 

the hydrogel to the wafer and diaphragm surfaces an adhesion promoter such as 

Hexamethyldisilane (HMDS) can be utilized. 
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7.7.2 Sensor Design and Manufacturing 

Several aspects of the fabrication of the sensor assemblies need improvement. 

First, bulk etching of the diaphragms needs to be controlled more reliably. In the best 

case scenario, timed KOH etching of the diaphragms realistically can only be used to an 

accuracy of approximately 1 pm. Our sensors were designed to have a diaphragm 

thickness of 10 pm and after etching the measured thickness was 15±3 um which 

significantly reduced sensitivity of the sensors as determined using bulge testing. The 

DRIE etching of the thin diaphragms was also difficult since they were first KOH etched 

and delicate. The use of silicon on insulator (SOI) wafers would alleviate a number of 

these problems directly by creating diaphragms with accurate thicknesses (<100 nm) and 

with the buried oxide providing a highly selective etch stop. Figure 7.1 shows the 

fabrication process envisioned. 

The use of the SOI wafers for the fabrication process only alters the diaphragm 

etching process order. All frontside fabrication processes (oxide, piezoresistor 

implantation, nitride, and metallization) would remain unaltered. After etching of the 

oxide and nitride dielectric layers DRIE would be used to etch the pores in the 

diaphragm. The buried oxide acts as an etch stop ensuring the pores are all etched to the 

same depth. Studies have shown that for the Bosch process, which uses 

octafluorocyclobutane (C4F8), selectivity between oxide and nitride exceeds 150:1. 

Accuracy of the bulk etching of the silicon substrate would also be improved using the 

buried oxide layer as a backside etch stop. The selectivity between silicon oxide and 

silicon is extremely high, greater than 500:1. 
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DRIE Etch Stop DRIE Pores 

ES3 p+ plus 
l = : : 3 1pm Al 
1—1 600 nm PE Nitride 

"= 3 ~2 fim Buried Oxide 

KOH Etch Stop KOH Etch 

Remove Buried Oxide BOE Etch 

Figure 7.1. Proposed SOI wafer perforated diaphragm sensor fabrication procedure. 

An additional advantage of this process is that the buried silicon oxide layer helps 

support the diaphragm which could be made very thin (<3 pm) determined by the 

thickness of the silicon overlayer. The silicon overlayer can be specified from silicon 

wafer manufacturers with thicknesses ranging from 100 nm to >15 fim. This added 

benefit could directly lead to development of smaller sensors and higher sensitivities. In 

order to release the diaphragms the buried oxide would be etched using a buffered oxide 

etch (BOE 7:1, NH4F:7, HF:1). 
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7.7.3 Passivation/Encapsulation 

Although the critical problem of isolating the resistors, bonding pads, and wiring 

from the liquid environment to prevent them from shorting has been solved, more work 

remains on improving the passivation and encapsulation performance. Parylene appears 

to be a suitable material to isolate the electronics from the conductive surroundings since 

the sensors have shown to be fully functional in PBS for over 400 hours. In general, 

most of the sensors failed within a few days of testing. Therefore studies should be 

performed using thicker parylene coatings, improved deposition parameters, and/or new 

encapsulation materials to increase sensors lifetime. 

7.7.4 In-Vivo Testing 

En route to in-vivo animal testing, experiments should first be conducted using 

various stimuli responsive hydrogels in animal serum, which closely simulates the 

subcutaneous fluid. This intermediate step will help to further accurately characterize 

and understand the sensor's behavior in a more realistic physiological monitoring 

application. Finally a rat is suggested to serve as the first animal model and the 

previously characterized microsensor array should then be inserted underneath the 

animal's skin where the objectives will be to: 

a) Determine the sensor's ability to continuously monitor changes within the body 

(stability) and establish the presence of signal drift, if any. 

b) Expose the animal to various stimuli, in order to determine any cross sensitivities 

which cause hydrogel to swell, and detect these changes with the sensor 

(selectivity). 

c) Examine and quantify the performance of the sensor in-vivo (sensitivity). 
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Successful testing in an animal will be the culmination of this work, which was modeled, 

successfully fabricated, characterized and presented in this dissertation. 
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This paper discusses die design of a low pressure; chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) reactor and growth of £ silicon carbide 
(3C-SiC) thin films on Si. The reactor's hot-zone configuration radiatively couples the graphite heater (no physical contact) to Si 
substrates with realized temperatures >1500°C. We implemented a four-stage growth procedure using silane and propane pre-
cursors and hydrogen as the carrier gas. Temperatures, pressures, and flows varied from 850 to 1325°C, from 300 to 700 mTorr, 
and from 170 to 870 seem during growth, respectively. Growth of 3C-SiC was confirmed using X-ray diffraction (XRD) with the 
observation of a (200) peak located at 414°. Activation energies of 21.5 and 2.15 kcal mol-1 were calculated for die kinetically 
and mass-transport-limited regimes for polyaystaUine 3C-SiC growth. The polycrystalline 3C-SiC films with fewest defects and 
smallest XRD foil width at half-maximum woe deposited at 300 mTorr with a growth rate of 1.07 |im/h using flow rates of 
5 seem CjHg, 5 seem SiHj, and 850 seem of H2 (conc. 1.16%). The composition of the films measured by X-iay photoelectron 
spectroscopy shows that the films are slightly cartxjn rich (Si:C = 1:1.2) with oxygen as the main source uf contamination. Voids 
were observed at the film-substrate interface for samples grown at high precursor concentrations. 
© 2009 The Electrochemical Society. [DOfc 10.1149/1.3158549] AD rights reserved. 
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P silicon carbide (3C-SiC) is a wide bandgap semiconductor 
( ~ 2.3 eV) that can be used at high temperatures ( > 500°C) and 
in aggressive/corrosive gas and fluid media.1,2 Hiis makes it attrac-
tive in high power and high radiation applications.3 Silicon carbide 
thin films are stable at high temperatures, relatively chemically inert, 
and possess excellent mechanical properties when compared to sili-
con, making it useful in harsh environment sensors and microelec-
tromechanical systems (MEMS).4,5 SiC has over 200 different poly-
types often described by the stacking sequences of the Si-C 
bilayers.6 For MEMS applications and sensors, cubic 3C-SiC grown 
heteroepitaxially on Si substrates can be processed using conven-
tional silicon bulk micromachining techniques.7 Due to its chemical 
inertness, high process selectivity exists between SiC and Si. There-
fore wet and dry etching processes can be used to isolate SiC com-
ponents when fabricated on Si.8 

Conventionally, 3C-SiC thin films are deposited via chemical 
vapor deposition (CVD) using precursors containing a silicon pre-
cursor (silane) and a hydrocarbon (methane, ethane, or propane). 
Typically, cracking the hydrocarbons for vapor solid-phase growth 
requires substrate temperatures above 1000°C.9 Achieving these 
temperatures reliably with good temperature uniformity is a chal-
lenging task for reactor design.10 Two known issues with the growth 
of epitaxial 3C-SiC on Si is die formation of high stress leading to 
growth defects because of a 19.7% mismatch in lattice spacing 
(a3c-sic = 0.436 nm, a s i — 0.S43 nm) and 23% in thermal expansion 
coefficients at 1350°C." Modification of film thickness, growth 
rate, and precursor concentrations (C:Si ratio) has been shown to 
reduce defects by manipulation of compressive and tensile stresses 
as described in Ref. 12 and 13. Rims (3C-SiC) are grown on silicon 
substrates using hot-wall (resistive tube furnace) or cold-wall [radio-
frequency (if) induction heated] CVD reactor configurations.14'17 

Many researchers are investigating growth at temperatures below 
1250°C at atmospheric pressure using precursors to enable use of 
tube furnaces. These organometallic precursors such as methyltri-
cholorosilane (CH3SiCl3), tetramethylsilane [Si(CH3)J, and hex-
amethyldisilane [(CH3)6SiJ have been used to grow SiC with some 
success.18-20 Hot-wall systems are often limited to 1300°C by the 
quartz tube. The highest quality 3C-SiC films are grown above 
1350°C commonly using cold-wall inductively heated reactors.21 

This paper discusses the design and performance of a "quasi" 
cold-wall low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) reactor 
that uses a resistive graphite heater for the growth of 3C-SiC on Si 
and allows Iowa equipment cost and more flexible processing con-
figurations than conventional systems. We further present the influ-

sE-nui3: m.orthner@utah.edu 

ence of deposition conditions (temperature, pressure, flow rate, and 
precursor concentration) on the thin-film quality. Characterization 
techniques used to investigate the filmc include scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), and X-ray photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (XPS). These techniques studied the film's surface 
morphology and thickness, crystal structure, and chemical composi-
tion, respectively. 

Experimental 

CVD reactor design.— The LPVCD reactor used in this work 
made use of low cost resistive heating (instead of if induction) and 
was capable of depositing 3C-SiC on Si. Details of the heater system 
design and validation are not covered in this paper and are found in 
Ref. 22. Design requirements for the SiC-LPCVD system are listed 
in Table I. 

The reactor main chamber was built using a 12 in. o.d. 
feedthrough collar made from double-wall 304 stainless steel with 
integrated water cooling manufactured by Kurt J. Lesker (Pitts-
burgh, PA). The Ld. of the chamber is 27.S cm, where graphite hot-
zone components are located as shown in Fig. 1. A 16.5 o n graphite 
sigmoidal heater was mounted to the lid suspended 2.S cm above a 
rotating substrate holder. Graphite posts were connected to water-
cooled electrical feedthroughs on the lid and acted as the mechanical 
supports and electrical interconnects. Finite-element analysis per-
formed with Comsol 3.4 (Burlington, MA) was used to optimize the 
heater geometry with respect to mechanical integrity and tempera-
ture uniformity. These simulations validated the reported experimen-
tal data ami indicated a temperature gradient of ± 10°C at 1500°C 
across the wafer locations. A two-color optical pyrometer (Omega 
IR2P) was used to measure the surface temperature at the center of 
the graphite sample holder during growth with an accuracy of 0.2% 
full scale within the range 600-1800°C. 

All internal hot-zone components were fabricated from IG-70 
high purity graphite (Toyo Ifcnso, Troutdale, OR) including the heat 
shields and sample holder. The heat shields m i n i m i s thermal ra-
diation and conduction losses to the outer chamber. The shield on 

Thble L Initial performance specifications of the LPCVD reactor 
used for growth of 3C-SiC on Si. 

Process parameter Min Max 

•temperature (°C) 600 1500 
Tfcmperatme uniformity at 1500°C (°C) N/A ± 10 
Tbtal flow rate (seem) 10 1200 
Pressure (mToir) 50 1000 
Wafer size (mm) N/A 150 

mailto:m.orthner@utah.edu
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U b k IL Experimental plan describing die variation of process-
ing parameters used for 3C-S1C growth. Four variables were 
studied: the temperature, pressure, flow rate, and precursor 
concentrations. 

Precursor 
Process variable Temperature Pressure Flow rate 

Temperature (°C) 750-1325 1325 1325 
Pressure (mltar) 300 300-700 300 
H2 flow (seem) 850 850 170-850 
CjH8 flow (seem) 5 5 1-5 
Sift, (seem) 5 5 1-5 
Total flow 860 860 172-860 

(SiH4 + CjHg) 1.16 1.16 1.16 
(Sift, + C3H8 + Hj) 

1325 
300 

85-850 
5 
5 

860 
1.16-10.6 

Figure 1. (Color online) Photographs of the (a) double-walled 304 stainless 
steel vacuum chamber, graphite heat shields, and sample holder, (b) shows 
the chamber lid with the attached graphite heater. Sohdworits rendering of 
the (c) SiC-LPCVD reactor hot zone. The resistive heater is located 25 mm 
above the rotating sample holder and capable of temperatures >1500°C.Six 
2 in. wafers can be loaded in the chamber simultaneously. A series of graph-
ite heat shields was used to isolate temperatures to die growth zone. 

the lid and base comprised two layers of graphite separated by 
3.17S mm thick alomina washers attached using alumina screws 
(Superior Technical Ceramics, Vermont). The feedtbrough collar 
shield was a hollow graphite cylinder with 12.7 mm wall thickness 
used to line the inside of the chamber, with openings created for the 
gas showerhead inlet and pumping outlet. Growth took place in the 
hot zone, where the heater was located above the rotating sample 
holder as illustrated in Fig. lc. Gases entered the chamber through 
the horizontal showethead, flowing horizontally across samples. The 
exhaust was pumped from the chamber to a water-cooled particulate 
trap. 

This pseudocold-wall design prevents 3C-SiC deposition on the 
outer steel chamber by confining growth to the hot zone. A 
computer-controlled stepper motor (IMS MD034) connected to a 
water-cooled rotary feedthrough (Rigaku 10C-24041500) was used 
to rotate the sample holder. Three mass-flow controllers (Celerity 
1661) and gas-mixing manifold were mounted ins i r ta a 19 in. rack 
cabinet Normally closed pneumatic bellows valves (Swagelok, SS-
BN8FR8-C) were automated using a personal computer running La-
bview 7.1 (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Silane, propane, and 
hydrogen flow was regulated using three mass-flow controllers con-
nected in parallel and mixed in a VCR cross, then travel to a stain-
less steel showethead located inside tiie hot zone. Tlie base pressure 
of SO mToir was limited by the hook claw and roots blower dry 
pump combination (Alcatel 813B), a throttle valve (MKS 253B-2-
50-2) with closed-loop control provided by a capacitance monom-
eter [MKS Baratron (0.1-1000 mTorr)] was used to control deposi-
tion pressure. The custom-written Labview virtual instrument 
interfaces the heating, gas delivery, and pressure control subsystems 
with interlocks monitoring temperature, cooling water flow, gas 
flow, and pressure. Procedural interlocks were implemented to en-
sure proper growth steps and tuning. 

SiC growth.— Growth runs were carried out on p-type 
(1-10 ft cm) c-Si (100) samples ( 2 X 2 cm). Precursors consisted 
of ultrahigh purity (99.999%) silane (SiHJ and propane (CjHg), 
and hydrogen (H2) as the carrier gas. Before loading samples in the 
growth chamber, they were degteased in methanol (30 s) and then 

dipped in a buffeted oxide etch (30 s) at room temperature to re-
move any native oxide. They were then rinsed in deionized water, 
dried using N2, and loaded into die reactor. Each growth nm used 
three 2 X 2 cm Si samples placed ISO mm from the center of the 
graphite sample holder. The sample holder was located 25 mm be-
low the graphite heater and rotated at 20 rpm for all growth runs. 
This rotational speed was chosen to improve temperature homoge-
neity without allowing the samples to fall off the sample holder. The 
system was pumped to base pressure (SO mTorr) and backfilled with 
argon 10 times to decrease any residual gases from sample loading. 
All SiC films were grown with an identical four-step growth proce-
dure as described in Ref. 19. The silicon samples were heated at 
>20°C/s in H2 (1 slm) to the temperature of 1000°C for 3 min of 
in situ cleaning at 500 mTorr. After cooling to 600°C, a carboniza-
tion process was performed for 2 min flowing H 2 (1 slm) and CjH 8 
(8 seem) to deposit stoichiometric 3C-SiC buffer lays- at 11S0°C 
(500 mTorr). This buffer layer reduced the abruptness of mismatch 
in thermal expansion coefficient and lattice parameter between the 
3C-SiC thin film and silicon substrate. Films grown using carbon-
ization have fewer SiC-Si interface-related defects.19*23 l b study the 
film properties after carbonization, three samples were unloaded be-
fore the growth stage of different runs. The carbonization process 
was consistent between runs and, for growth, the chamber was 
ramped to temperature and then S1H4 was introduced for 30 min. 
The reactor heat up ramp in the preliminary experiments was very 
fast (ca. 10°C/s). Within less than a mimm* the measured tempera-
ture on the susceptor increased from 600 to 1150°C, followed by a 
2 min settling process in which the temperature stabilized. Follow-
ing processing, die substrates were cooled to room temperature at 
500 mTorr in an Ar ambient. The C:Si ratio for the precursors was 
constant at 3 in the gas phase based on the following formula 

C 3[C3Hg(sccm)] 
Si ~~ SiH,(sccm) 

Preliminary growth runs varied die temperature, pressure, total pre-
cursor flow rate, and precursor (SiHj and C3Hg) concentration in H 2 
during the growth stage as described by Table n . 

Results 

Growth rate.— For CVD processes, the relationship between 
temperature and growth rate needs to be investigated to derive in-
formation about the competing chemical reactions. Figure 2 shows 
the growth rate in relation to deposition temperature using deposi-
tion parameters shown in the first column of Table IL Hie cross-
sectional film thickness was determined by cleaving samples 
through their midpoint using a diamond scribe and then measuring 
the film using an SEM (FEI Quanta 600F). Vertical error bars define 
die standard deviation of the growth rate from sample to sample 
within a particular growth run. Filing grown below 1025°C were 
very thin (<60 nm), which may be due to reduced precursor decom-
position at these lower temperatures. For temperatures from 

[1] 
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Figure 2. (Color online) (a) Growth rate dependence of the 3C-SiC layers 
grown at temperatures bom 750 to 1325°C. From 1025 to 1225°C the reac-
tion is strongly temperature dependent and Idnetically controlled. The slope 
of tie growth rate with respect to temperature becomes smaller between 
1225 and 1325°C, indicating that mass transport was the limiting growth 
mechanism, (b) Anbenms plot used to detennine activation energies of 215 
and 2.15 kcal mol-1 for the kinetic and mass-transport-limited regimes of the 
3C-SiC growth, respectively. 

102S to 1325°C, the growth rate was strongly temperature depen-
dent with a calculated activation energy of 21.5 kcal mol - ' as 
shown in Fig. 2b. This is consistent with results found in literature 
for Nishino et al.24 who found an activation energy of 15 kcal mol-1 

for a similar process. Above 1025°C, the growth rate is kinetically 
limited and is essentially constant with increasing temperature to 
1225°C. The slope of the growth rate with respect to temperature 
becomes smaller between 1225 and 1325°C, indicating that the lim-
iting growth mechanism was altered. This can be attributed to the 
limited mass transport of reactants through a boundary layer above 
the substrate growth surface. An activation energy of 
2.15 kcal mol-1 was found for this region. 

Pressure and flow experiments are described by the second and 
third columns of Tible II. These six growth runs performed at 
1325°C show that decreasing pressure and increasing flow rate in-
crease 3C-SiC growth rate as shown in Fig. 3. Experimental results 
from growth runs performed at 1325°C implicate that rate is Hmin-H 
by mass transport of precursors to the growth surface. Using the 
boundary layer (BL) model, the BL thickness is decreased as pre-
cursor flow rates are increased.25,26 Therefore, a thinner boundary 
layer allows a larger flux of precursor molecules to reach the sur-
face, increasing the growth rate. Hie growth rate was the highest 
(17.5 nm/min) when using a total flow rate of 860 seem and pres-
sure of 300 mTorr at 1325°C. 

Experimental parameters used to study the influence of precursor 
concentration are displayed in the fourth column of Tbble II. The 
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Figure 3. Growth rate dependence on (a) pressure and (b) volumetric gas 
flow rate of 3C-SiC films grown at 1325°C for 30 min. Pressure increase 
from 300 to 700 mTorr decreased the growth rate from 
16.9 to 11.4 nm/min, respectively. An increase in flow rate from 
172 to 860 seem increased file growth rate from 143 to 17.6 nm/min. 
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Figure 4. Precursor concentration influence on growth rate at 1325°C 
(300 mTorr) using a total precursor flow of 860 seem. Increased concentra-
tion from 1.16 to 4.63% increased the growth rate from 
17.7 to 19.7 nm/min. Many voids are found at the interface of the film and 
substrate at concentrations >1.16%. 

flow rates of propane and silane were held constant at 5 seem, while 
the hydrogen carrier flow was increased from 85 to 850 seem. The 
precursor concentrations had a minor influence on growth rate as 
shown by Fig. 4 with precursor concentrations ranging from 1.16 to 
4.63% at a growth temperature of 1325°C. We observed the forma-
tion of voids between die silicon substrate and the 3C-SiC layer at 
precursor concentrations >1.16% in hydrogen. Films deposited at 
elevated precursor concentrations had a higher density of interface 
defects and growth rate variation. An important observation was that 
the standard deviation of growth rate increased from 1.9 to 3.53 
nm/min at precursor concentrations from 1.16 to 4.65%. We assume 
that die growth of these films involves Si atoms Hiffiising from the 
substrate in the growth region. Kim et aL27 proposed that methyl 
radicals adsorb on the Si substrate leading to evaporation and out-
diffusion creating defects on the surface. Once a defect is formed, 
evaporation of Si occurs due to the increased charged density, lead-
ing to the formation of voids at the interface. The evaporated Si 
atoms continuously combine with methyl radicals on the surface, 
enlarging the SiC nuclei that eventually coalesce, capping off the 
defect 

Film morphology.— Presented in Fig. 5 are plane-view SEM mi-
crographs of the 3C-SiC films grown at 1025, 1125, 1225, and 
1325°C using conditions described in the second column of Thble n . 
Deposition temperature and subsequent growth strongly influence 
the microstructure. SEM analysis showed that film* grown at 
1025°C had a granular surface and submicrometer-size SiC crystals. 
It is apparent that an elevated temperature leads to higher growth 
rates and enlarged SiC crystal size. At 1025 and 1125°C the surface 
shows particulates that are < 2 (im in diameter. Significant enlarge-
ment occurs at 1225°C with surface SiC crystals > 4 (im. The sur-
face morphologies of the films grown at 1325°C are more faceted in 
character, as shown in Fig. 5d. XRD spectra collected with a Phillips 
XPERT system detennine the microstructure and crystallinity of 3C-
SiC films. Continuous scans were carried out using Cu K a X-ray 
radiation (0.154 nm) from 10 to 100° with a 0.02° step size and step 
time of 0.2 s. Temperature had die largest impact on the morphology 
of SiC thin films seen in Fig. 6. At growth temperatures of 1125, 
1225, and 1325°C, the SiC(200) peak is observed at 41.4°. Reduc-
tion in growth temperature increased the full width at half-maximum 
(fwhm) of die 3C-SiC peak from 0.29 to 0.39° at 1325 and 1125°C, 
respectively. XRD spectra taken from samples deposited at 1025°C 
exhibit diffraction patterns associated with Si(200) planes (underly-
ing Si substrate) with no significant peaks due to SiC. This silicon 
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Figure 5. SEM images of SiC surface morphology on Si(100) substrates 
using propane, silane, and H2 at (a) 1025, (b) 1125, (c) 1225, and (d) 
1325°C. Increasing growth temperatures lead to larger, mote rectangular 
3C-SiC crystals. 

(200) peak appeals when the silicon is strained, introducing tetrag-
onal distortion in the lattice. The samples deposited at 1325° have 
the highest reflection from the silicon (200) peak, which is caused 
by the Si lattice distortion. This film was the thickest obtained in all 
samples and produced at the highest temperature, resulting in die 
highest substrate stress. Growth temperatures of 1025°C and below 
appear too low for 3C-SiC formation using the described conditions. 
Another observed trend was that elevated flow rates increased the 
intensity of the 3C-SiC peak (41.4°), as shown in Fig. 7. There is a 
decrease in die fwhm of the 3C-SiC (200) peak from 0.39 to 0.34° 
with the increase of flow rate, indicating that the crystallinity of 
3C-SiC films was slightly improved. Growth rate has an inverse 
relationship with pressure at a flow rate of 850 seem, which could 
be attributed to gas depletion on die growth surface and gas-phase 
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Figure 6. (Color online) XRD spectra of 3C-SiC films grown at tempera-
tures from 1025 to 1325°C at 300 mToir with flows of 5 seem of Sift, and 
CjHg and 850 seem of H2.1\vo distinct peaks are present; the strained sili-
con substrate peak (200) and the 3C-SiC (200) at 33.3 and 41.4°, respec-
tively. 
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Figure 7. (Color online) XRD spectra of 3C-SiC films deposited at pressures 
and flows ranging bom 300 to 700 mTorr and from 170 to 860 seem, re-
spectively. At 300 mTorr the flow rate had a large impact on the (200) 
3C-SiC peak, while pressure played a less influential role. 

nncleation. The fwhm of spectra taken at different pressures does 
not show a significant trend. Future experiments are necessary to 
further investigate these effects. 

Chemical composition.— A Kratos Axis Ultra DLD XPS system 
with monochromatic Al Kot line X-ray source (hv = 1486.6 eV) us-
ing a 15 keV, 15 mA emission current was used to detect scattered 
elections from the 3C-SiC films. After measurements of the film's 
surface a 3 x 3 mm square was etched with a 4 kV ( ~ 1 pA, beam 
current) argon-ion beam to remove any surface contamination. The 
surface survey spectrum in Fig. 8 clearly shows the photoelectron 
peaks for F, O, N, C, and SL Figure 9 shows in detail the C Is and 
Si 2p spectra on the surface and alter argon etching. The surface of 
the films shows the presence of carbide bonding recognized from the 
283 eV peak along with adventitious carbon at 284.9 eV. The ad-
ventitious carbon peak used for system calibration disappears after 
etching and only carbidic bonding is apparent Peak shifting occurs 

800 600 400 
Binding Energy (eV) 

Figure 8. XPS survey spectrum of the sample grown at 1325°C 
(300 mTon") at a 1.16% precursor concentration for 30 min. The scan was 
from 1200 to 0 eV using monochromatic Al Ka line X-ray source. 
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Figure 9. Carbon 1 s peaks shown on the (a) surface and (c) after 240 s of Ar 
etching (<20 nm). The silicon lp peak is shown shifting from (b) 100.9 eV 
on die surface to (d) 100.3 eV after etching, indicating an increase in Si-C 

from 100.9 to 100.3 eV after argon etching for the Si 2p bonds. This 
is explained by improved Si-C bonding after removal of surface 
carbon and oxide species.9 Figure 10 shows that oxygen (O Is) 
contamination was more prevalent on the surface and presumably 
caused from samples' exposure to the atmosphere during sample 
loading and unloading. The measurements were made on 10 samples 
which consistently showed O to be higher than N and F in the 
etched films. Hie relative sensitivity factor (RSF) for F is relatively 
high (1.0) and the spectra postetching indicated that F is below 

XlO' 

690 680 
Binding Energy (eV) 

x l O ' 

Ihble ITT. Quantified atomic concentrations (XPS) taken from 
3C-SiC grown at 1325°C (300 mTorr) with a precursor concen-
tration of 1.16% and a total flow rate of860 seem. The C:Si ratio 
was 246 and L21 on the surface and after ion etdiing, respec-
tively. All Sims appeared to be carbon rich. 
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Figure 10. XPS spectra showing surface contamination of the (a) F Is and 
(b) O Is peaks. Sputter etching for 4 min significantly reduced the contami-
nation levels detected, suggesting these were surface contaminants. 

detection limits. However, we did see high concentrations of F on 
the surface ~ 5 to 10% on certain samples. Oxygen has an RSF of 
0.78, and clearly discernible O peaks were observed before and after 
ion etching. Nitrogen has a relatively low RSF factor (0.447) result-
ing in high detection limits. Nitrogen peaks were seen before etch-
ing but were not discernible in the ambient noise after etching. From 
these data we conclude that oxygen is the primary contaminant 
while some nitrogen may be present The oxygen levels observed 
were ~ 1 to 2 atom %, but the nitrogen was below the detection 
limits of the XPS after etching. The average atomic concentration of 
oxygen was 5.42% before and 1.1% after etching. The source of 
oxygen contamination is due to impure gases, incomplete purging, 
or minor chamber leaks during growth. The composition measured 
by XPS for a sample grown at 132S°C, 300 mTorr, 1.16% precursor 
concentration, and a total flow rate of 860 mTorr is presented in 
Ifeble HL This particular sample had the smallest fwhm (0.29°) for 
die 3C-SiC (200) XRD peak and a 507 nm thickness. The stoichi-
ometry of the etched film is Si:C = 1:1.2, which is slightly carbon 
rich. 

Elevated concentrations ( > 2 atom %) of F on the surface on 
several samples was observed and is attributed to outgassing of the 
chamber's lid fiouropolymer o-ring during the cooling phase. 
Samples cooled in the presence of argon at elevated pressures 
showed surface fluorine contamination decrease from 2.4 to 0.11 
atom %. 

Defects.— One major challenge for beteroepitaxial growth of 
3C-SiC on silicon using silane and propane is the large density of 
voids formed at the SiC/Si interface.27 These voids are pyramidal 
with a base that is parallel to the (110) direction in the (100) 
substrates.28 Literature references propose that these structures could 
be created when silicon from the substrate diffuses to the surface 
during the initial growth stage.28"32 Cross-sectional SEM micro-
graphs used to measure film thickness show evidence of voids at the 
interface for samples grown from 1125 to 1325°C with a precursor 
concentration s=2.3%. Films grown below these temperatures 
( *£ 1025°C) were thin (<100 nm), had no interfacial voids, and did 
not exhibit the 3C-SiC (200) XRD peak. Growth runs performed 
using a 1.16% precursor concentration did show evidence of voids 
but were less frequent and submicrometer in size. The largest voids 
(>5|im) were found in samples that were grown at 1325°C and 
precursor concentrations of 4.63%, as shown in Fig. l i b and d. At 
lower temperatures the voids were generally smaller ( < 3 fim) (Fig. 
11a and c). Steckyl and Li33 deduced that at high propane flow rates 
the formation of voids is due to the many nucleation sites available 
on the growth surface allowing many Si atoms to diffuse from the 
bulk. The results of Burkland et al.30 showed that voids w o e created 
during the carbonization process, and with the addition of silane, 
they could be significantly reduced. In our experiments, we have not 
modified the precursor stoichiometric ratio during carbonization or 
growth. Therefore, we are unable to verify if manipulation of die gas 
partial pressures have a direct impact on the formation of interface 
voids. The reduction or elimination of these etch voids is crucial to 
the success of creating 3C-SiC/Si devices. At elevated precursor 
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(a) 1125 °C (b) 1225 ° C 

Figure 11. SEM micrographs of voids found at die 3C-SiC/Si interface for 
films grown at (a) 1125, (b) 1225, and (c, d) 1325°C undo- various growth 
conditions. 

concentrations (>23%) and temperatures (>1225°C), ring-shaped 
defects with small particles in the center were found on the SiC 
films surface, as shown in Fig. 12. These ring defects were more 
frequent at higher pressures (700 mTorr) and best explained by gas-
phase nucleation. In literature, it was seen that high S1H4 concentra-
tion, high pressures, and elevated temperatures enhance the prob-
ability for homogeneous nucleation in the gas phase to occur:' 134,35 

At the highest precursor concentration (4.63%) and temperature 
(1325°C) the films appeared porous on the surface, with voids ex-
tending into the substrate (Fig. 12b) with the presence of large ring-
like defects (Fig. 12a). A weakly adhered white powdery deposit 
was also present on these samples. The centers of the ringlike de-
fects resembled particles formed from gas-phase nucleation which 
landed on the growth surface creating modified growth sites. Hie 
ring shape indicates that particles landed during growth and modi-
fied the growth mechanism in the surrounding areas. 

Conclusions 

Polycrystalline 0 (3C-SiC) silicon carbide thin films were grown 
on c-Si(lOO) samples using a resistively heated LPCVD reactor with 
unique hot-zone geometry. Initial process runs demonstrate that the 
LPCVD system is capable of controlling temperature, flow, and 

(a) <b) 

I lOum ' I 50um I 
Figure 12. S£M micrographs of samples grown at a precursor concentration 
of 4.63% and at temperatures of (a) 1225 and (b) 1325°C. These deposition 
conditions caused (a) gas-phase nucleation with modified growth sites and 
(b) films that were highly defective with surface voids protrading into the 
substrate. 

pressure in the ranges needed for 3C-SiC growth using silane and 
propane as precursors. SEM cross-sectional analysis verifies that 
higher temperatures, Iowa pressures, and higher flow rates increase 
the growth rate in our system. XRD results show that films grown al 
temperatures > 112S°C are primarily 3C in character, indicated by a 
strong peak at 41.4°. XPS analysis indicates that films are slightly 
carbon rich and that the main source of contamination within the 
films is oxygen. Well-oriented rectangular 3C-SiC polycrystalline 
films were grown at 1325°C with low precursor concentrations 
(1.16%) and a rate of 16.9 nm/min All samples had formation of 
interface pits when precursor concentrations exceeded 1.6% dilu-
tion. The largest voids (>5 pm) were found in samples grown at a 
precursor concentration of 4.63% at 1325°C. At elevated precursor 
concentrations (>2.3%) particulates formed on the sample surface 
from gas-phase nucleation, thus modifying growth sites, and created 
ring-shaped defects. Additional process optimization must be per-
formed to reduce SiC/Si interfacial pitting and overall reduction of 
defects. 

University of Utah assisted in meeting the publication costs of this ar-
ticle. 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE COMSOL CODE FOR PERFORATED DIAPHRAGM 

SIMULATIONS 

% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-file 
% Generated by COMSOL 3.5a (COMSOL 3.5.0.603, $Date: 2008/12/03 17:02:19 $) 
% Some geometry objects are stored in a separate file. 
% The name of this file is given by the variable 'flbinaryfile'. 

flclear fem 

% COMSOL version 
clear vrsn 
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.5'; 
vrsn.ext = 'a'; 
vrsn.major = 0; 
vrsn.build = 603; 
vrsn.rcs = '$Name: $'; 
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2008/12/03 17:02:19 $'; 
fem. version = vrsn; 

flbinaryfile='Simulation_Code.mphm'; 

% Geometry 
clear draw 
g 12=flbinary('g 12','draw',flbinaryfile); 
draw.s.objs= {gl2}; 
draw.s.name= {'COl'}; 
draw.s.tags= {'gl2'}; 
fem.draw = draw; 
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem); 
fem.mesh = flbinary('ml','mesh',flbinaryfile); 

% (Default values are not included) 

% Application mode 1 
clear appl 
appl.mode.class = 'SmeSolid3'; 
appl.module = 'SME'; 
appl.gporder = 4; 
appl.cporder = 2; 
appl.assignsuffix = '_smsld'; 
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clear prop 
prop.largedef='on'; 
prop.eigtype='loadfactor'; 
prop.createframe='on'; 
prop.deformframe='deform'; 
appl.prop = prop; 
clear bnd 
bnd.P = {'Press',0,0,0}; 
bnd.name = {'load','FIX','free','Sym'}; 
bnd.Fz = {'Press',0,0,0}; 
bnd.constrcond = {'free','fixed','free','sym'}; 
bnd.loadcond = {'follower_press','distr_force','distr_force','distr_force'}; 
bnd.ind = [2,2,1,3,4,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,... 

3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^3^ 3 ^ •»• 
3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ 3 ^ ••• 
3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,4]; 

appl.bnd = bnd; 
clear equ 
equ.rho = {'mat2_rho','mat3_rho'}; 
equ.betadK = 0.001; 
equ.dampingtype = 'Rayleigh'; 
equ.D = {{'mat2_Delastic3D_l_l_','mat2_Delastic3D_l_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_l_3_',... 

'mat2_Delastic3D_l_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_l_5_','mat2_Delastic3D_l_6_';'mat2_Delastic3D_2_l 

'mat2_Delastic3D_2_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_2_3_','mat2_Delastic3D_2_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_2_5 

'mat2_Delastic3D_2_6_';'mat2_Delastic3D_3_l_','mat2_Delastic3D_3_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_3_3 

'mat2_Delastic3D_3_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_3_5_','mat2_Delastic3D_3_6_';'mat2_Delastic3D_4_l 

'mat2_Delastic3D_4_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_4_3_','mat2_Delastic3D_4_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_4_5 

'mat2_Delastic3D_4_6_';'mat2_Delastic3D_5_l_','mat2_Delastic3D_5_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_5_3 

'mat2_Delastic3D_5_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_5_5_','mat2_Delastic3D_5_6_';'mat2_Delastic3D_6_l 

'mat2_Delastic3D_6_2_','mat2_Delastic3D_6_3_','mat2_Delastic3D_6_4_','mat2_Delastic3D_6_5 

'mat2_Delastic3D_6_6_'},{'mat3_Delastic3D_l_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_l_2_',... 
'mat3_Delastic3D_l_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_l_4_','mat3_Delastic3D_l_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_l_6 

'mat3_Delastic3D_2_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_2_2_','mat3_Delastic3D_2_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_2_4 

'mat3_Delastic3D_2_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_2_6_';'mat3_Delastic3D_3_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_3_2 

'mat3_Delastic3D_3_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_3_4_','mat3_Delastic3D_3_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_3_6 

'mat3_Delastic3D_4_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_4_2_','mat3_Delastic3D_4_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_4_4 

'mat3_Delastic3D_4_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_4_6_';'mat3_Delastic3D_5_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_5_2 

'mat3_Delastic3D_5_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_5_4_','mat3_Delastic3D_5_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_5_6 
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'mat3_Delastic3D_6_l_','mat3_Delastic3D_6_2_Vmat3_Delastic3D_6_3_','mat3_Delastic3D_6_4_', 

'mat3_Delastic3D_6_5_','mat3_Delastic3D_6_6_'}}; 
equ.Tempref = 0; 
equ.alphadM = 1; 
equ.Temp = 0; 
equ.name= {",'SingleCrystalSi'}; 
equ.alphavector = {{'mat2_alphavector3D_l_';'mat2_alphavector3D_2_';'mat2_alphavector3D_3_';... 

'mat2_alphavector3D_4_';'mat2_alphavector3D_5_';'mat2_alphavector3D_6_'},... 
{'mat3_alphavector3D_l_';'mat3_alphavector3D_2_';'mat3_alphavector3D_3_';... 
'mat3_alphavector3D_4_';'mat3_alphavector3D_5_';'mat3_alphavector3D_6_'}}; 

equ.ind = [1.]; 
appl.equ = equ; 
fem.appl{l} = appl; 
fem.sdim = {{'xVy','z'},{'x2','y2','z2'}}; 
fem. frame = {'ref,'deform'}; 
fem.border = 1; 
clear units; 
units.basesystem = 'SI'; 
fem.units = units; 

% Library materials 
clear lib 
lib.mat {1.} ,name='Silicon'; 
lib.mat {1.}. varname='mat 1'; 
lib.mat {1.} .variables.nu='0.27'; 
lib.mat {1.} ,variables.E=' 131 E9[Pa]'; 
lib.mat {1.} .variables.mur=' 1'; 
lib.mat {1.} .variables.sigma=' 1 e-12[S/m]'; 
lib.mat {1.}. variables. epsilonr=' 12.1'; 
lib.mat {1.} ,variables.alpha='4.15e-6[ 1/K]'; 
lib.mat {1.} ,variables.C='703 [J/(kg*K)]'; 
lib.mat {1.} .variables.n-3.48'; 
lib.mat {1.} .variables.rho='2330[kg/mA3]'; 
lib.mat {1.}. variables.k=' 163 [ W/(m*K)]'; 
lib.mat.name='Silicon (single-crystal)'; 
lib.mat. varname='mat2'; 
lib.mat.variables.Delastic2D={{'166[GPa]','64[GPa]','64[GPa]','0'},{'166[GPa]','64[GPa]','0[GPa]'} {'1 
66[GPa]','0[GPa]'}, {'80[GPa]'} }; 
lib.mat.variables.Delastic3D={{'166[GPa]','64[GPa]','64[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'166[GPa]' 
,'64[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'166[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'80[Gpa]','0[GPa]','0[G 
Pa]'},{'80[Gpa]','0[GPa]'},{'80[Gpa]'}}; 
lib.mat.variables.alphavector2D={'2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','0[l/K]'}; 
lib.mat.variables.alphavector3D={'2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','0[l/K]','0[l/K]','0[l^ 
lib.mat. variables.rho='2330[kg/mA3]'; 
lib.mat{3}.name='Silicon (single-crystal)_l'; 
lib.mat {3 } .varname='mat3'; 
lib.mat{3}.variables.Delastic2D={{'166[GPa]','64tGPa]','64[GPa]','0'},{'166[GPa]','64[GPa]','0[GPa]' 
}, {'166[GPa]','0[GPa]'}, {'80[GPa]'} }; 
lib.mat{3}.variables.Delastic3D={{'166[GPa]','64[GPa]','64[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'166[G 
Pa]','64[GPa]V0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'166[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]','0[GPa]'},{'80[Gpa]','0[GPa]',' 
0[GPa]'},{'80[Gpa]','0[GPa]'},{'80[Gpa]'}}; 
lib.mat {3}.variables.alphavector2D={'2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-6[l/K]','0[l/K]'}; 



lib.mat{3}.variables.alphavector3D={'2.6e-6[l/K]V2.6e-6[l/K]','2.6e-
6[l/K]','0[l/K]V0tl/K]','0[l/K]'}; 
lib.mat {3} .variables.rho='2330[kg/mA3]'; 

fem.lib = lib; 

% Multiphysics 
fem=multiphysics(fem); 

% Extend mesh 
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem,... 

'linshape',[],... 
'dofversion',1); 

% Retrieve solution 
fem.sol=flbinary('soir,'solution',flbinaryfile); 

% Save current fem structure for restart purposes 
femO=fem; 


